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SECTION: 1



Background 1. Introduction



Man’s conquest of nature has been brilliant but his misuse of his victory has been tragic. Our violation of nature has been haphazard and blind; we have been destroying nature’s beauty and, by polluting her, have turned her into a menace once again. – Arnold T oynbee, Surviving the Future, 1971 Toynbee,



1.1 The Crisis in Cotton Farming The spate of suicides among cotton farmers in the last decade, the resistance of cotton pests to insecticides, the high cost of cotton cultivation, decreasing returns – these are the wages of progress. Cotton farmers in debt have sold their tractors, their houses, their valuables – in Andhra Pradesh even their kidneys – to survive. And many of them have paid for cotton farming in blood. Agricultural research and practice in India, particularly in the post-Independence period, has focused on intensive farming and hybrids. Much of the land devoted to growing traditional food crops is now used to grow cotton, which is mono-cropped over extensive tracts. Traditionally, cotton is a dryland crop and has been grown in Maharashtra, Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh. Erratic rains, poor quality seeds, increasing pest attacks, degraded soils and indiscriminate use of pesticides have led to massive cotton crop failures. In desperation, farmers have consumed the very pesticides that have proved ineffective in controlling pests. Those most affected have been the Dalits and the
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poorer farmers. Gail Omvedt has pointed out that most of the farmers who committed suicide in Maharashtra in 1998 were Dalits. Extension services have totally failed this community, which has only recently taken to farming (Omvedt 1999). In Andhra Pradesh as well, studies have shown that most of the farmers who committed suicide were small and marginal farmers, owning less than five acres of land (Venkateshwarlu et al. 2000). The caste background of the farmers indicates that though suicides cut across all castes, it was the backward and scheduled castes who accounted for more than two-thirds of the suicides. Most of these farmers had other traditional occupations, which they gave up after they began to cultivate cotton, as it is a labour-intensive crop. In irrigated Punjab, a study conducted by the Centre for Research in Rural and Industrial Development (CRRID), in seven villages of Bhatinda district of Punjab (Pioneer, 26 April, 1999), found that 85% of cotton farmers were in debt. In Bhatinda district, over 100 farmers are reported to have committed suicide in 1998-99. In some parts of Bhatinda district,



some panchayats have passed a resolution, putting their villages up for sale as in Harkishanpura, Mandikhurd and Ramanwas, according to Umendra Dutt of the NGO Kheti Virasat.



‘The whole village is steeped in debt; there is not even a single marla (a unit of land measurement) that is not mortgaged.’ These are the words of exSarpanch Jarnail Singh of Village Mandikhurd. He was describing the sad plight of the village caused by debt. Each family in the village is under an average debt of Rs 300,000. The debt burden of some families ranges from Rs 600,000 to Rs 1 million. Most of the debt is owed either to local moneylenders or to banks (Kheti Virasat, n.d.).’ Of the 32 cotton farmers in Dharampur village, taluka Savli, Baroda district, most are in debt. According to a survey by Bhadribhai Patel, a farmer, the total debt of farmers here was about Rs 45 lakh in 1985 itself. In the Vidarbha region of Maharashtra, another cotton-growing region, farmers have resorted to suicide every year, and over 80 farmers are reported to have killed themselves since May 2001. Hundreds of cotton farmers are caught in a vicious cycle of debt and poverty, and have committed suicide in Maharashtra, Punjab and Andhra Pradesh, and continue to die every year. Laxman Satya writes, ‘Under colonial condition, the cotton from being a subsistence crop became a high value cash crop and was almost invariably grown on advances. Cotton was also a tool for the primary producer to raise credit and with it enter into a perpetual debt cycle. Most of the Berari cotton passed out into the control of the moneylender who provided operating cost for its cultivation. The village moneylender was also the local dealer of cotton and grain (Satya 1997, p.161).’ Colonial rule then was the precursor to the present vicious cycle of debt and despair for the farmer. Satya could well be echoing the present day plight of farmers when he wrote, ‘… the pressure of debt coerced the cultivators to grow cotton … (ibid, p.201).’



Why has cotton acquired such a lethal touch in the land where it was born, grown for centuries and exported all over the world? Hundreds of crores of rupees have been spent on cotton research and development in India. Shifting away from short-staple cotton in the past, today almost 45% of the total area under cotton cultivation in India is planted with intraand inter-specific commercial cotton hybrids (ICAC: 2002). These account for about 50% of the national cotton production (Sundaram et al. 1999, p. 47). Yet, the productivity of cotton today is very low, and cotton farming does not give adequate returns to the farmer who has to spend anything between Rs 300020,000/ acre, depending on the region, water availability and use of chemicals – to cultivate it. While agricultural productivity in general has begun to stagnate (with the so-called miracle of the Green Revolution having failed), cotton is one of the worsthit crops. Pests, notably the green or American bollworm, have become resistant to insecticides. Cotton soils have been the worst affected by chemical pollution, and farmers are realising that unless their soils are enriched, farming will become a thing of the past. Proponents of intensive farming have dismissed organic agriculture and its importance, but farmers are, of their own accord, rejecting chemical-intensive farming. They are trying to salvage their degraded lands using common sense. Though there is scientific endorsement for organic farming, farmers are not looking to the government for solutions. While this is not on the lines of a sweeping revolution, the seeds have been sown and it remains to be seen whether the damage done to farming in the last 4-5 decades can be arrested and even undone.



1.2 The Importance of Cotton in India’ India’ss Economy Cotton assumes great significance as nearly one-third of India’s export earnings are from the textile sector (at slightly more than US $10.5 billion in 1998-99), and cotton alone constitutes 60% of the raw material used in this sector (CICR 2001).
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According to the Central Institute for Cotton Research (CICR 2000), cotton, the most important fibre crop of India, plays a dominant role in its agrarian and industrial economy. The share of cotton in world textile manufacturing is around 45%, whereas in India it is around 70%. India exports cotton in value-added forms, i.e. yarn, cloth and ready-made garments, and ranks third in global cotton production after the USA and China. The yield of cotton in India is one of the lowest at 300 kg per hectare against the world average of 580 kg per hectare. The average yield in 20012002 was 322 kg/hectare.



in the last five years has also fluctuated. From 170.16 lakh bales in 1996-97, it dropped to 150.01 lakh bales in 1997-98. It went up to 165.36 lakh bales in 199899, and further shot up to 173.36 lakh bales in the following year. It dropped again to 165.60 lakh bales in 2000-01.



The area under cotton cultivation in India – 8.73 million ha in 2001-2002 (ICAC, 2002a) – is the highest in the world. Cotton plays a major role in India’s economy, both in terms of providing employment directly or indirectly to about 60 million people, and in terms of production of wealth and earning foreign exchange for the country (Sundaram et al. 1999). According to the Cotton Corporation of India (CCI), in 2002-2003, the area under cotton was 7.39 million ha and production 140 lakh bales (down from 158 lakh bales the previous year). The drop in area is due to poor rainfall, among other reasons, as cotton was among the crops worst hit by the drought in 17 states in 2002. However, the Cotton Advisory Board placed cotton production in India during the 2002-2003 season at only 136 lakh bales, as against the estimated 140 lakh bales (Suresh Shah, A Twist in the Tale, Economic Times, Mumbai June 30, 2003, p.16).



India’s imports of cotton increased sharply to 4.13 lakh bales in 1997-98 from a negligible 0.30 lakh bales in 1996-97. For the next two years the increase continued. In fact, in the last five years the increase in imports was highest in 1999-00 at 22.01 lakh bales, compared with 7.87 lakh bales in the previous year. After the peak, imports dropped significantly to 17 lakh bales in 2000-01. India’s Cotton Advisory Board estimated the total cotton supply to the domestic market during the year 2001-02 at about 214 lakh bales. Major segment-wise consumption is estimated as follows: mills 150.60 lakh bales, smallscale sector 8.4 lakh bales, non-mill sector 14.4 lakh bales and exports 65,000 bales. Both production and consumption were highest in 1996-97 with 177.90 lakh bales and 170.16 lakh bales respectively. Exports of cotton from India witnessed a steep fall, from 16.82 lakh bales in 1996-97 to 3.50 lakh bales in 1997-98, and from that level to 0.60 lakh bales in 2000-01(Sen, 2003).



India accounts for approximately 20% of world’s total cotton area and 12% of global cotton production, according to the CCI. World cotton area is estimated at 31.9 million hectares in 2002-03, i.e. 5% or 1.6 m hectares lower than in 2001-02 (Sen, 2003). In 2000-01, among the cotton growing states, Andhra Pradesh leads with 17.85% of the total crop, followed by Gujarat with 17.14%, Maharashtra 14.64%, Madhya Pradesh 2.5%, Haryana and Rajasthan 7.5%, Karnataka 5.71% and Tamil Nadu 3.92% (Sen, 2003). In the last five years India’s cotton production has fluctuated significantly. India’s domestic consumption
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The gap in meeting domestic demand was met on many occasions by imports, and barring the year 2000-01, imports have been increasing. India’s cotton imports in 2002-03 are likely to be higher than the 22 lakh bales imported in 2001-02 (Sen, 2003), due to widespread soil degradation and low yields.



1.3 The History of Cotton In India – Webs of w ov en wind wov oven Cotton was once the boon of India – now it has almost become a bane. India was famed for Dacca Muslin, which was dubbed ‘running water’, ‘evening dew’, ‘beft hawa’ (woven air), because it would float like a cloud if thrown in the air (ISCI 1999; p. 6). However, the cotton which produced the famous muslin is no longer grown and the Indian cotton history has undergone a major change since Independence.



Sir George Watt’s remarkable work on cotton makes this perceptive comment on the famed muslin: " … perhaps the Dacca hand spinners might still be able to teach the machine spinners something worthy of their attention. Whatever explanation can be given of the fact, a fact it remains that the hand spinners of Dacca use a short staple annual cotton(not a long staple tree cotton) in the production of their exceedingly fine muslin yarns(Watt 1989, p.107)." India is one of the two centres of the origin of cotton, the other being Peru (Srinivasan 1999, p.183). Praises of Indian cotton have been sung in the Vedangas written in 1000 BC, by Herodotus in 445 BC and even in the Manu Smriti. Archeological evidence has proven that cotton was used in Mohenjo Daro. ‘It was the excellence of Indian cotton fabrics, famed as “webs of woven wind” which impelled European countries to seek new trade routes with India. It was again the race for supremacy in the manufacture of cotton fabrics which led to the scramble for raw cotton in the 19th century (Sethi 1960).’ India has been recognised as the ancient home of G arboreum (Sikka and Joshi 1960; p.137) and is one of the oldest sources of cotton fabric. India grows all four types of cotton: G arboreum, hirsutum, herbaceum and barbadense (see note on cotton varieties). The antiquity of cotton in our subcontinent has been traced back to the fourth millenium BC. The fabrics dated around 3000 BC, recovered from the Mohenjodaro excavations in Sind, were identified to be from cotton plants closely related to Gossypium arboreum species. Evidence points to the existence of cotton cultivation, and its use for various purposes in our country since Vedic times. The spinning and weaving was of very high quality, all done by hand. Today many areas are overrun by hybrids, but indigenous varieties prevail in certain areas. Among the diploid cottons in the arboreum group, Bengal indigenous cottons are being grown in the states of Punjab, Haryana and Rajasthan, and breeding efforts have resulted in the release of improved varieties in these states. Many pockets in Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka



and Khandesh grow indigenous cotton. Among the G herbaceum varieties, Wagad and Gogharis in Gujarat, and Kumptas and Westerns in Karnataka need special mention (CICR 2001). "The enormous importance of the textile today in the agricultural, commercial, industrial and social life of the world, renders it difficult to believe that but little more than two hundred years ago, cotton was practically unknown to the civilised nations of the west. But it is perhaps even still more singular that a fibre which for many centuries apparently had been a staple article of clothing in India and the east generally, should scarcely find a place in the early classic literature of these countries (Watt, 1989, p. 9)". Theoprastus (350 BC) gives us the first definite conception of Indian cotton cultivation. He says,”The trees from which the Indians make cloths have a leaf like that of a mulberry but the whole plant resembles the dog rose. They set them in the plains arranged in rows , so as to look like vines at a distance". He then adds that cotton cultivation may be seen both in India and Arabia (Watt,1989, p.11). ‘In the “Periplus of the Erythraen Sea(63 AD), we have the first commercial mention of Indian cotton. The raw fibre as also the Indian cotton manufacturers were, we learn, conveyed by the Arabs from Patiala Ariake and Barygaza(the modern Broach) up the Red sea to Aduli. Masulia(modern Masulipatnam), was even then famous for its painted calicos and the fine cotton clothes(muslins) called by the Greeks "gangitiki" came very possibly from Dacca (Watt, 1989, p.12).’ The Indika of Arrian Arrian, a work compiled 150 AD from Nearchus, Megasthenes Strabo and Eratosthenes as also other early Greek travellers, was professedly intended to supersede the inaccurate account of India given by Ktesias of Knidos… Arrian adds that the cotton of India is whiter and brighter than that of any other country. Thus by the beginning of the Christian era we have a fairly vivid glimpse of India as a cotton growing and cotton manufacturing country (Watt 1989, p.12).’
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This rich history of Indian cotton has been recognised and recorded since ancient times . It is a history many of us seem to have forgotten. Under colonial rule, growing cotton underwent a transformation to the detriment of farmers and weavers as Laxman Satya and others have pointed out.



1.4 The Assault on Indigenous Cotton An English cotton planter, F C Brown, had this to say about cotton in our country."The story of cotton in India is not half told, how it was systematically depressed from the earliest date that American cotton came into competition with it about the year 1786, how for 40-50 years, after one-half of the crop was taken in kind as revenue, the other half by the sovereign merchant at a price much below the market price ... How the cotton farmers’ plough and bullocks were taxed, the churkha taxed and the bow taxed … (Ramakrishna 1995 pp.11-15)". It is well known that the East India Company tried to suppress the Indian weaving and spinning industry by imposing severe restrictions and penalties. The distinguishing qualities of indigenous cotton were its hardiness, pest resistance and drought tolerance. Winin Pereira, in his book Tending the Earth, quotes an article in the Poona Agricultural College Magazine of 1912, which lists 44 regions of Gujarat, each with its own cotton varieties, rotation and intercropped species, showing extreme care taken to fit the crops to the local ecological conditions (Pereira 1994). The machine age created a tumultuous change in the growing and processing of cotton in India, with its short- and medium-staple cotton. ‘Quality in fibre is primarily staple length. Arkwright, the inventor of the first spinning machine, knows only long-stapled cotton of America. It is from this device that all modern spinning machinery is derived and quality in cotton fibre is dictated by the limits of the spinning machine (Uzramma 1995).’ And so an entire country had to change the type of cotton it grew and was famous for since ancient times, to suit machines invented by people who had never seen this type of cotton. The history of cotton farming
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in India has several facets, moving from a position of pre-eminence to imperialist suppression and a complete change in the kind of cotton grown and the industries catered to. With the change in types of cotton, the methods of cultivation changed and so did the pests. While the history of cotton as told by older farmers reflects a longing for the old days when cotton grew with relative ease and was more or less free of pests, the younger lot are preoccupied with the American bollworm or the white fly, and newer pesticides to combat them. Growing cotton now is less about cultivation and more about eliminating dreaded pests.



Assault on indigenous cotton A woman weaver in Ponduru combs cotton



The replacement of short-staple cotton by long-staple hirsutum, more suitable for English and American ginning machines, began in 1790 by the East India Company. From 1842 to 1906 several American varieties were introduced in the tracts now falling in the states of Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal, with little success (CICR 2001). Work on the improvement of G herbaceum cottons was being pursued at the government agricultural research station established in 1896 at Surat. Systematic research work on cotton was initiated here in 1904, for the improvement of indigenous cotton, combining the fibre qualities of American cotton (hirsutum) with the general adaptability of Asiatic cottons. From 1925 onwards, systematic inter-specific hybridisation was started, involving arboreum ,



herbaceum and hirsutum species. (Attempts to breed superior and extra-long-staple cottons belonging to barbadense species resulted in the development of Sujata in 1969 and Suvin in 1974 at Coimbatore. Suvin is described by CICR as the finest Indian cotton, on par with the best of Egyptian cotton. Suvin is presently grown in Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh with the best fibre properties and capable of spinning to 120s counts.) However, research on cotton was geared towards the industry’s demands for longer stapled cotton. ‘The most significant development for the future success and spread of American cotton in India was the introduction of a cotton variety originally found suitable in Indo-China into the Madras presidency in 1904-5, called Cambodia. It proved very successful under irrigated conditions and the cultivars selected from Cambodia have formed the basis for several new varieties and hybrid cotton which were extensively cultivated in later years... (ISCI 1999, p.9).’ ‘Ramanatha Ayyar released an even better variety, Co 2, in Cambodia cottons in 1929 (ibid).’ In 1937, the same Ramanatha Ayyar put forth the view that cotton breeding and varietal improvement should be concentrated on American hirsutum type cottons for increasing yield and fibre qualities of Indian cotton crop. The scientists have their own version of the postIndependence history of cotton – one of experimental triumphs and successes, expanding area under cotton, doubling of production and so on. The only sore point is India’s poor productivity, which is 50% of the world’s average. The main reason for the low productivity is that the irrigated area is only about 40% in India, compared to 100% in Israel (which has a yield of 1650 kg/ha) (Sivanappan et al. 1999). The main thrust of research was to increase production, as most of the cotton-growing area had gone to Pakistan after partition in 1947. The so-called miracle wrought by hybrids doubled cotton production in India. Under the broad framework of the National Agricultural Research System, an All-



India Coordinated Cotton Improvement Project (AICCIP) was initiated in 1967 to undertake in-depth multidisciplinary and multi-location research through the active involvement of State Agricultural Universities for improving production, productivity and quality (foreword by R S Paroda, CICR 2001). Through the R&D efforts under AICCIP, India became the first country to develop hybrid cotton suitable for commercial cultivation. More than 200 varieties/hybrids were evolved in the past five decades with H 4 (intra hirsutum hybrid) – the world’s first hybrid, developed by Dr C T Patel – heralding the hybrid era, after its release by the main cotton research station at the Gujarat Agricultural University in Surat in 1970. Since more than 60% of the cotton-growing area in India is rain-fed, the development and release of hybrids of indigenous varieties like G cot DH 37, G cot DH 9, DDH 2, and drought-tolerant straight varieties SRT 1, Renuka, LRA 5166, Anjali and Rajat are important landmarks. In 1998, hybrids accounted for 45% of the cotton crop (CICR 2001). Abhadita and Sahana , both hirsutum varieties, are green bollworm-tolerant and quite popular in Karnataka. Cotton appeared to have received a renewed lease of life and flourished in its new avatar, but the reality soon became clear. Hybrids came with expensive price tags and ‘packages of practices’ – heavy doses of chemical fertilisers and pesticides – which farmers could ill afford, apart from the need for water and the money to buy seeds every year. Pests developed resistance and newer toxic cocktails failed to deal with them effectively. Human lives were the casualty, as waves of suicides began in the late 80s and continue till this day, drawing the country’s attention to the fate of cotton farmers and the heavy price they have paid for ‘progress’. The white fly was not a major pest of cotton prior to 1984. In 1984-85, it assumed major pest status after an outbreak. The main reason was continuous spray of synthetic pyrethroids to control bollworms (Khadi 1995). The American bollworm is not even mentioned as a major cotton pest in Cotton in India: A
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Monograph published in 1960, as it did not affect the short-stapled cotton grown at that time. The needs of the textile industry continue to be predominant. Dr K R Krishna Iyer, former Director, Central Institute for Research in Cotton Technology (CIRCOT), Mumbai, said in a paper, Need for Cotton Quality Assurance Through Breeding Research – a feedback from cotton user groups (the large weaving community is excluded from this group!),"While reviewing strategy for cotton improvement research, it is necessary to ensure that due emphasis is placed on the requirements of textile industry in coming years. Feedback from textile industry and trade is necessary to evolve a result oriented agenda (Iyer 1996).’ The same paper goes on to say that feedback from textile mills, cotton trade bodies, textile research organisations, consultants and experts’ groups was unanimously against the excessive number of varieties under cultivation in the country. The existence of many varieties caused mixing of cottons (both fraudulent as well as inadvertent), mixing of seeds, (leading to the erosion of varietal purity as a result of cross-pollination, something which many farmers have complained about as well), difficulty in cotton marketing, and confusion in mills about the choice of varieties for different counts to be spun. C Shambu Prasad notes that Gandhians did try to influence the direction of research, but to no avail (Prasad 1999). Krishnadas Gandhi, the Secretary of All-India Spinning Association (circa 1950), made an attempt to get the Indian Central Cotton Committee (ICCC) involved in research into indigenous cotton varieties. He placed before it the field experiences of the movement, namely, that durable cloth of the last 20-25 years was not made from the prevalent cotton varieties. He pointed to the difficulties spinners faced in obtaining pure strains of Rozia, a desi variety, which gave durable cloth, due to programmes that favoured the higher yielding Jarila in the cotton tracts of Madhya Pradesh. Krishnadas Gandhi requested ICCC for varieties suited to each region. Citing their own experiences regarding indigenous cotton
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varieties, he questioned the ICCC on parameters such as tensile strength and staple length, wondering if they were the only factors in the making of durable cloth. This open invitation by the khadi movement to the ICCC does not seem to have met with any meaningful response or rethinking by the scientific establishment. "In the years following the World War I, need was felt to grow better staple cottons in the country. The Indian Central Cotton Committee established in 1921 soon became a common meeting ground for all sections of cotton industry and scientists of the various departments of agriculture, and increased attention began to be paid to quality in cotton breeding. Cash value is the best criterion in judging the merit of a cotton variety … (Sethi et al. 1960, p. 141)". Forty-two years later the same priorities are articulated: ‘Cotton is the raw material to textiles and clothing. In the WTO regime much of trade restrictions in this area will be phased out and quota including Multi-Fibre Agreement (MFA) will be dismantled from 2005. Hence to compete globally, we will have to improve our quality, productivity with reduced cost of production. The challenges ahead are therefore many more (Mayee 2001).’ The only difference here is that the cost of production is sought to be reduced. In 1947-48, medium-staple accounted for 67% of the cotton production, while short-staple was 33%. In 1998-99, long-staple accounted for an estimated 69% of the production, with short being reduced to 6% and medium to 25%. ‘With an investment of less than Rs 100 crore in AICCIP since inception in 1987 and till today, the spin-off from the project by way of additional production is estimated to be around Rs 7,000 crore, a profit of 1:700 proportions. It is obvious that the project should receive strong financial backing (Venugopal et al. 1996).’ The area under cotton has also doubled from 4.3 million ha in 1947-48, when production was 2.3 million bales of 170 kg each, to 9.1 million ha in



1998-1999 with 16.2 million bales produced (Sundaram et al. 1999, p.15). While it cannot be denied that the area under cotton has expanded, and production increased, the human beings who grow the crop are somewhat forgotten in this entire race. Mounting expenses, indebtedness and suicides form the dark side of the story of cotton farming, something that it is no longer possible to hide. Some of the blame for this must rest with the general direction of research on cotton and the paramount desire for intensive farming at any cost. About 65% of the cotton in India is rainfed (ISCI 1999, p. 161). In Gujarat about 50% of the total cotton area is still under indigenous varieties which are more suited to the rainfed conditions. In fact, cotton is being grown on unsuitable soils and locations, contributing to the disasters associated with it. Hybrids are also cultivated in rainfed areas using scarce water resources because all farmers want high yields and financial returns. Farmers grew cotton (as it is a cash crop) replacing much of their food crops, especially in Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra. Cotton is monocropped as well to maximise returns and that is why massive crop failures have forced farmers to commit suicide as they have nothing else to fall back on.



1.5 Cotton-growing areas Cotton is grown in three distinct zones in India: north (Punjab, Haryana and Rajasthan), central (Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra) and south (Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu). It is also grown in small areas in the eastern region (This note is from Sundaram et al. 1999, p.105). The north zone is characterised by cotton grown entirely as an irrigated crop in the kharif season in the Indo-Gangetic alluvial soils. The central zone has a hot semi-arid climate with mostly shallow to medium and deep black soils. In parts of Gujarat, sandy coastal alluviums, saline alkali soils and desert sands are under cotton cultivation. This zone comprises more of dry-land cotton, 93% in Maharashtra, 66% in Gujarat and about 60% in Madhya Pradesh.



The yield levels in dry-lands are poor, ranging between 800-1000 kg/ha. In contrast, irrigated cotton has high yield potential ranging from 2500-4000 kg/ha (western Maharashtra, parts of Madhya Pradesh and Gujarat). In the central zone, added to scanty and ill-distributed monsoon rains, there are vast tracts of shallow black soils (murrams) with poor fertility status and moisture retaining capacity. In these kinds of soils and climates, even the most hardy crops like sorghum and minor millets are found to be non-remunerative compared to cotton, even though the yield of cotton at 500-600 kg/ha may be low. In the south zone, cotton is mostly grown in hot semi-arid regions, both as a rain-fed and irrigated crop in medium-black soil, red and black soils and coastal alluviums. High quality long- and extra longstaple cotton is grown in this zone. Irrigated cotton in this zone yields 2500-3000 kg/ha while the yields for dry-lands range from 1000-1500kg/ha. In Gujarat, large tracts of coastal saline alkali soils support the hardiest indigenous cottons of the G herbaceum group, called wagad and dhumad cotton. The current irrigated area under cotton in India is around 36% of the total cotton-growing area. The entire north zone is irrigated. In the central zone, Maharashtra remains a major rain-fed cotton-growing area with only 3% under irrigation, followed by Gujarat with 34% and Madhya Pradesh with 36%. In the south zone as well, major areas remain under dry-land cotton. Irrigated cotton remains low in Karnataka at 26%, followed by Andhra Pradesh with 36% and Tamil Nadu with 41% (Sundaram et al. 1999, p.116). Renowned Organic Cottons grown in India* All Arboreum in Vidarbha and Marathwada, Khandesh, Gujarat, Karnataka, A.P., M.P. Ponduru and Nandicum cottons of coastal A.P. Wagad cottons of Gujarat Maljari cottons of M.P. Malmals of North East * These desi cottons may not always be grown without chemicals or pesticides
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The central zone accounts for about 57% of the cotton-growing area of cotton. Soils of this area are shallow to deep black. This is predominantly a rainfed area (Sundaram et al. 1999, p.124). This report primarily focuses on the farmers in this area, and those in Gadag, Dharwad and Andhra Pradesh, though organic cotton may be grown in other parts of the country, including the north-east.



1.6 Cotton and Pesticides About 54% of the total pesticides used in Indian agriculture are consumed on cotton alone, though it accounts for only 5% of the total cultivated area (Puri et al. 1999, p. 233). Most of the insecticides recommended for cotton pest management are for the American bollworm (CICR 2001; p.31). According to the Indian Agriculture ministry, 13% of India’s cotton crop during the 2000-01 kharif season suffered damage due to the attack of the dreaded insect pest, American bollworm (Helicoverpa armigera) (Sen 2003). In terms of volume the loss is around 15.50 lakh bales, and in terms of value it amounts to approximately Rs 1363 crore. The worst affected cotton-growing states are Haryana, Punjab and Rajasthan, which have suffered crop loss to the extent of 7.78 lakh bales, 4.33 lakh bales and 3.39 lakh bales respectively. Cotton suffers attacks from over 40 insect pests of which more than 10 are sucking pests. Most pests are now insecticide-resistant and there has been a resurgence of pests in the last two decades. On an average, Indian farmers cultivating cotton spend roughly Rs 500 crore on seeds, around Rs 500 crore on fertilisers and almost Rs 2500 crore on pesticides every year (Dr T N Prakash, University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore, personal communication). About $2.6 billion worth of pesticides (more than 10% of the world’s pesticide consumption), and 25% of the world’s insecticides are used on cotton. The change from well-adapted local G. herbaceum or arboreum varieties, which were short- and mediumstaple, to hybrids, which are medium or long-staple,
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meant using large doses of fertilisers. To combat pests like the American bollworm, pesticides were introduced for plant protection. And that is where the tragedy of cotton begins. The CICR Technical Bulletin 1/2000 mentions that cotton, being a long-duration crop, is quite vulnerable to many biotic stresses and is a major consumer of nutrient and hormone chemicals. Out of the total agrochemicals that are applied in cotton, 75% is used at the peak boll development stage. Spraying lethal pesticides on cotton has taken its toll of human life, e.g. in 2001 in Warangal district, there were 12 deaths and over 40 persons were affected by exposure to pesticides while spraying cotton (Damoder et al. 2002). The victims, mostly farm labourers, were spraying methyl parathion, cypermethrin, endosulfan, chloropyriphos, Ekalux, Avant and Tracer, among other chemicals. The number of deaths and those exposed to chemicals could be much higher, and there is a need for a more detailed investigation.



1.7 Cotton and W eaving Weaving Related to the issue of organic and desi cotton is the crucial question of cotton varieties. The extensive regional varieties that were grown and exported from this country have almost vanished. The weavers who depended on them are facing starvation. ‘Andhra Pradesh brings memories of exquisite hand-woven fabrics not to be easily matched in the world,’ writes C Shambu Prasad. It also evokes cries of hapless weavers facing starvation (Prasad 1999). Prasad goes on to add, ‘The change in cultivation practices brought about by the colonial government led to the deterioration and loss of diversity of some of the best native species. The cotton that made the famed Dacca muslin had already disappeared. Traditional seed selection, manuring and cultivation practices of desi cotton farming died out, and traditional long-stapled varieties like the perennials of Gujarat and Kathiawar, were replaced by inferior ones. Bani, the breeding



stock from which the famed Hingunghat originated, was replaced by Jari or Varadi, high-yielding but lowgrade varieties that could grow even on inferior lands. Several studies were made on Indian cotton in the 19th century in Britain and they give us some idea about the particular characteristics of Indian cotton. Clare’s study comparing the threads made from Indian and American cotton through a microscope revealed that yarn made out of Indian cotton was much finer than the American. It required, at least, four such threads of hand spun British India cotton twisted together to make one thread equal to the finest machine spun cotton in this country.



1.8 Weaving in PPonduru, onduru, Srikakulam district, Andhra Pradesh While desi cotton was famous for its short staple, the technological revolution created machines based on foreign cotton types which were long-staple. Since 1949, in the small town of Ponduru, The Andhra Fine Khadi Karmikabhivrudhi Sangham (AFKKS) has been supporting hand weaving and spinning shortstaple hill cotton, both red and white. Contrary to belief among some scientists, such things are not extinct.



We thus notice that Indian cotton had several special attributes. It was more absorbent, more durable, took dye better, was capable of extreme fineness, had a lustre and was soft. On many parameters Indian cotton was more than comparable to the best cottons in the global market. Many of these attributes were enhanced by low speed processing, spinning, and weaving. The deterioration of quality in Indian cotton is thus also linked to the replacement of these techniques by faster machine made processes.’ This is a point also noted by other researchers like Uzramma, of Dastkar Andhra, who questioned the direction of cotton research and its orientation towards the needs of the mills. ‘Our question is this – why have state sponsored shifts in cotton cultivation patterns led to ecological devastation through chemical poisoning and driven cultivators to suicide? It is all the more surprising that this should happen in a country which has practised stable cotton cultivation of the greatest antiquity in the world. Why is a large handloom industry being sacrificed for an industry that consumes scarce power, depends on imported machinery, pollutes the environment and creates ghettos like Bhiwandi, Surat and Sholapur?’ (Uzramma 1995). In the same paper, she points out, ‘The qualities of cotton that made India produce the best fabrics in the world are sacrificed to the needs of a particular design of the spinning machine.’



Defiant existence of short stapled cottonCotton combing in Ponduru



Ponduru is truly a weaving town with looms in the houses of the Pattushali community and other weavers. Women from the same community have traditional implements necessary for ginning or separating the cotton from the seed, carding, slivering and spinning into fine yarn (some of which can be 100s counts). The old tiled white building, whose foundation stone was laid by Vinobha Bhave in 1955 during his Bhoodan Yatra, is intact and behind it are the living quarters for weavers and the spinning rooms with a wide variety of charkhas. In Ponduru the Pattushalis and the Devangis are the weavers involved since centuries in weaving warp and weft. Pattushali men are fine khadi weavers. Nowhere else in India will you see spinning on single spindle charkhas, claims P Lakshman Rao, of AFFKS
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who hails from a traditional weaving family. His father, P Satyam, was a weaver, but he is old now and the loom was donated to someone else. His wife, Meena, spins almost every day and she can spin upto 8085s counts.



900 registered spinners. White cotton spun upto 60100s counts, while red was coarse with 30-40s counts. All the spinners are registered and yarn is only bought from them. Spinners get wages according to hanks and weavers per metre.



Ponduru khadi is famous all over the world and was even gifted to Bill Clinton during his visit to Andhra Pradesh. Cine icon A Nageshwara Rao has been a long-time patron and has a narrow gold border named after him on the Ponduru fine khadi dhotis. Every year the actor makes purchases of around Rs.50,000 worth of fine khadi dhotis.



There are 120 weavers in Ponduru of which 45-50 are fine khadi weavers. The remaining are coarse weavers who make towels and lungis from new model charkhas. Upto 1-1.5 metres can be woven per day (if it is a variety with a pattern, one metre can be woven).



Hill cotton fibre is strong and sticks to the seeds and it cannot be removed by hand; a separate ginning process is required. Over generations the jaw bone of a river fish has been used to separate the short staple cotton from its seed. This fish is only available near the Dhavaleshwaram, Eluru and Rajahmundry river banks and fisherfolk specially bring this fish for the spinners, according to Mr Rao. First the women comb the cotton with the fish jaw bone, and then use an iron rod to remove the seeds from the cotton. Then they use three fine sticks to fluff the cotton and smooth it out – this step also removes the waste from cotton. The slivering is done with a bow and then it is carded with a wooden machine. The slivers are hand made and kept in dried banana stems. This is handheld and spun upto 80s to 100s counts by the Pattushali women. If you take a walk down the narrow streets inhabited by this community, it is not uncommon to see women spinning like their ancestors used to in the front rooms of their long narrow homes. Women spin five to six hanks weekly and earn Rs 7580 a week. They still spin on single spindle charkhas which have 24 spokes. Meena and her neighbour, Venkatratnam, have been spinning since they were thirteen years old. The quality of spinning is very good and women have all the required implements handed down from generation to generation. They buy the cotton from the Sangham office for Rs.25 a kg and can get 13-15 hanks if the cotton is good. There are 500 Pattushali families in Ponduru. There were
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The AFKKS annual turnover is Rs.1 crore, but in 2001, it was Rs 85 lakh as the crop failed. However, due to poor wages, the number of weavers is reducing and they are increasingly taking up other options like poultry farming or even daily wage labour. In 2002, the Sangham has increased the farming of cotton by leasing 12 acres in a nearby village of Santavrutti to grow hill cotton. The Samiti requires about 1500 quintals a year and if the rains are good, they usually get it.



1.9 Experiences of farmers growing hill cotton for weaving The hill cotton growers – farmers from the nearby villages – are all provided seeds by the AFKKS to ensure purity. While most of them use chemicals and fertilisers, some are realising the need to stop these, as hill cotton is a hardy pest-resistant variety. At Madhupam village, near Ponduru, Prasadamma is one of the two farmers growing red coloured ( yerrapati )cotton for the last five to six years. Prasadamma was a cotton spinner and some years ago, she too, decided to grow cotton as the inputs required are not very high. She uses DAP, urea and potash, and also adds farmyard manure(FYM). She applies neem cake and endosulfan spray for the green bollworm. In 2002, she had no problems with the green bollworm but there are white worms which eat the cotton buds. The average yield – her land is 30 cents – is 60 kg/ year. People grow it on a no-profit no-loss basis, and all the cotton is bought by the Sangham at the rate of Rs 25/ kg.



She finds cultivating cotton is better than jute or groundnut, but she feels her land is too small for good profits. She sells cotton as and when she picks it and it is difficult for her to estimate the exact yield. She may spend Rs.1000/acre, and maybe Rs 200 more on spraying. The average yield in rainfed lands in this area is 3 quintals/acre. According to AFKKS secretary Mr P L Rao, 125 farmers were cultivating 100 acres of cotton. Traditional hill cotton grew in the Ganjam district of Orissa while in Srikakulam and Vizianagram districts, the farmers were all growing to cater to the Samiti demand. There is a lot of demand but the supply was less as few farmers were willing to take more areas under hill cotton. But this is an area where the hybrid cotton is hard to come by. In Narsapuram village in Srikakulam district, Vondana Appal Naidu grows hill cotton on three acres. Most of the farmers here keep the crop for the second year, as the flowering is earlier and the yield increases slightly. Then they uproot the plant.



More chemicals brings more pests Vondana Appal Naidu, Hill Cotton farmer in his cotton farm, Narsapur Village, Srikakulam Dist. A.P.



He was among the few farmers who did not use chemical fertilisers till 2000, when he was advised by a scientist from CICR. The same scientist also tried to introduce five new varieties of cotton, all of which failed here. Naidu is trained in making vermicompost and usually adds five tons of cow dung compost per acre. He also used to add ten tonnes per acre of tank silt.



Since two years he uses one bag of DAP and one bag of urea per acre twice, as well as 25 kg potash plus five tons cow dung compost. Here the traditional practice of adding tank silt is still in existence. He said he finds more pests after adding chemicals. He has been growing cotton for ten years. Before that he grew groundnut, jute, green gram ragi and saja (millets). Now he grows a mixed crop of green gram and cotton, or cotton and groundnut. In the first eight years, he had no problems with bollworms and his average yield was 3-4 q/acre. Since 2000, after using chemicals, his yield has dropped to three q/acre. With organic cotton, the only cost he incurred was picking charges which were Rs.300-500 per acre. Now with chemicals it has risen to Rs.1500 per acre. In 2002 he is trying out cotton without any chemicals on a half-acre plot. In 2003, he plans to drop chemicals altogether, as production is declining while expenses are increasing. He adds that if rains are good, he can get upto four quintals per acre. He feels that the advice to use chemicals will work if there are rains; otherwise he will lose money. He also rotates cotton with green gram. He grows cotton on three acres, while his total landholding is ten acres. He earns Rs.2800 per quintal. Farmers here prefer to grow hill cotton as it gets them good money and expenses are low as compared to crops like chilies, which require an investment of Rs.5000/acre. Farmers get an average yield of 2-3 q/ acre, and production costs are low. Most of the farmers are growing hill cotton since 30-40 years and red cotton is now being grown here as well. The quality has been deteriorating here as well as in Golaprolu in East Godavari district. At Nimmalvalasa, 30 kms from Ponduru (Cheepurupalli Mandal, Vizianagram district), Paila Appa Rao has been growing hill cotton for 30 years on four acres of land. The Sangham introduced hill cotton to him and his yield per acre is 2.5 q/acre. He earns Rs 22,000 and his expenses are Rs 8000 for four acres. He uses two bags DAP, one bag urea and one bag
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potash. In 2002 he has not used any spray. Otherwise he sprays Rogor, to control a black worm with a small horn (locally called komapuru). Here too the green bollworm is a major threat and can lay whole fields waste. However, the bollworm attacks only the second year crop, and is rare in new cotton. In the first year, the yield is two q/acre, but in the next year it can be four to five q/acre in rainfed conditions. Earlier the AFFKS used to supply chemicals like DAP free of cost, so farmers are used to growing the cotton with chemicals. About 80 out of 250 farmers in the village grow hill cotton and they all feel that growing cotton does not require much effort. The expenses are also less and the price is quite remunerative. That was what cotton was known for – little effort and a good price.



1.10 Coloured Cotton The Cotton Corporation of India (CCI) sponsored two naturally-coloured cotton projects, one at Jawaharlal Nehru Krishi Vidyapith, Khandwa, Madhya Pradesh, and another at the University of Agriculture Sciences, Dharwad, Karnataka, at a cost of Rs. 22.10 lakhs (email interview with Dr A K Basu, Consultant (Extension Activities), CCI). The brown coloured desi cotton was developed at Dharwad, and is now being cultivated for the Khadi and Village Industry Board. The University has already identified 25 farmers in Uppinbategeri village in Dharwad district and coloured cotton was grown in about 25 acres initially in 2002. The Dharwad experience shows that coloured cotton needs to be grown in a protected environment, as there are chances of the normal white cotton getting contaminated due to cross-pollination and mechanical contamination in the field, ginning factory, market yard etc. The brown coloured American cotton developed at Khandwa suffers from poor fiber properties and is being improved now. Dr B M Khadi, Senior Scientist (Cotton), at UAS, Dharwad, is the man behind coloured cotton research
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at Dharwad. The germplasm of 22 shades of coloured cotton in green and brown is stocked at the University. “We developed a light brown arboreum cotton variety here called DDCC 1 and it was commercially released in 2002,” says Dr Khadi. “Farmers who are growing this cotton have a direct link with a weaving organisation in the village of Uppinbategeri, which will process the cotton and produce finished goods.” Manjula Maralappanavar, a scientist researching coloured cotton at UAS, Dharwad, says seeds were supplied to farmers by the research station. “We took six to seven years to develop this variety which is now grown at Uppinbategeri,, 25 km from Dharwad. Five farmers grew this almond-coloured cotton over 20 acres in 2002, to begin with.” This is the first project involving coloured cotton on a commercial scale with a khadi unit. An MOU has been signed between the Khadi and Village Industries Board(KVIB), the farmers and the UAS. This specifies that UAS, Dharwad cannot give seeds to anyone other than these farmers for five years and the local Khadi Sangh will buy all the cotton. In 2003, the light brown cotton lint was bought by the Khadi Nekara Sahakari Utpadaka Sangh which is part of the KVIB. The Sangh bought 20 quintals of lint from the five farmers at a cost of Rs 2500 per quintal and is planning to hand spin it and manufacture clothes from it. Manjula said that due to drought, yields were 1.5 q/acre in the rainfed area while irrigated farmers got 4.5 to 5 q/acre. In 2003-2004, about 25 acres are proposed to be grown with this coloured cotton variety. The soil here is black cotton soil and of good quality. Most of the farmers used chemical fertilisers as they wanted an assured yield. The Khadi Nekara Sahakari Utpadaka Sangh which bought the cotton, gave farmers 25% extra per quintal. “When KVIB showed interest, we thought its better to give the farmers and the Khadi Board a chance, though there was a lot of interest from abroad. We will be happy if they are able to make profits,” says Manjula.



The Sangh was started in 1956 and 1000 people used to work there. At that time Jayadhar, a G herbaceum cotton, or desi, was available in plenty and the Sangh bought it directly from farmers. A ginning factory was also in operation. They still have an integrated set-up and sell finished goods. But since the last ten years the work has reduced. The village had a thriving weaving and spinning community (there were 400 looms and 600 women were spinners), though many have now left, according to M M Mannesaheb, former secretary of the Sangh. A Dodvad, Secretary, said the Sangh had an annual turnover of Rs 2 crores. The ginning plant is now closed, but it will be revived now for the new project.



The coloured cotton can be handspun up to 30 counts and gets darker with each wash,” he adds. Earlier Jayadhar used to grow in plenty but since the last 15 years, hybrids have made inroads. So Jayadhar is bought from elsewhere. Now 300 people work at the Sangh instead of the 1000 who used to work earlier. There are 50 looms and the spinning is done by women. Earlier the turnover was Rs 5-6 crores. The release of the coloured cotton variety in Dharwad which is linked to the local handloom weaving centre is a promising venture in re-establishing the traditional relationship between the farmer and the weaver. It is a relationship upon which our rural economy once thrived, but which now has almost disappeared.
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2. Support for Organic Farming



2.1 Government support for Organic Farming



crops, spices and condiments (Planning Commission 2001).’



Even though the government IPM programme is in existence since 1965, poor extension services ensure that the required information does not reach the farmer. All-round condemnation of the government extension services has come from both farmers and scientists. Despite the CICR publishing a report on organic cotton in 2000, many farmers do not even know that the research fraternity endorses it. The positive thing about organic farming is that, rather than relying on official machinery, it has spread through books, non- governmental organisations and informal networks.



The document emphasised the use of bio-fertilisers, bio-control agents, and organic manures with infrastructural support. However, the report says that besides these efforts of ICAR and other NGOs in promoting organic and bio-dynamic farming, concrete government support, either in the form of subsidising the organic inputs or production promotion schemes involving FYM, NADEP and other biological composting methods, Amrut pani, green manuring, recycling of farm wastes using earthworms or Trichoderma sp, botanical pesticides, bio-control agents etc., has not been forthcoming.



After the CICR study on the feasibility of organic cotton cultivation was published in ICAR News, the Planning Commission set up a working group on organic farming in 2001, which has devised a series of recommendations. The CICR study on organic cotton is the first of its kind in any crop in the ICAR system. Today, the package of practices for organic farming offers a sustainable alternative to cashstrapped rain-fed farmers who wish to grow cotton. However, the issue is one of giving this scientific endorsement more publicity.



The report says that, ‘A major concern in organic farming, which has been raised time and again by agricultural scientists and planners alike, is regarding the non-availability of several such useful products. For example, soil fertility has to be maintained by periodic application of compost of different origin such as vermicompost, trichocompost, FYM, Amrut pani, bio-fertilisers, etc. which are not available to the farmers. Hence, there is often a bottleneck in the input chain and the farmers, even though desirous to adopt the organic recommendations, are deprived of the opportunity. Promoting the production of these inputs at village level can mitigate this situation. This would ensure generation of employment and income in rural areas. There are several small units in the country that are producing these inputs for organic and bio-dynamic farming. For example, several units for mass production of bio-agents such as friendly insects, pathogens etc. are operational. However, they



The Report of the Working Group on Organic and Biodynamic farming for the Tenth Five-Year Plan points out: ‘In fact, Government of India has been clearly aware of the importance of organic and biodynamic farming approaches and the Ninth Five year plan document laid emphasis on ‘Environment and sustainable agriculture’, promotion of organically produced commodities, particularly in plantation
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are unorganised and scattered. The products such as neemjeevan spray are also marketed. Several herbal products have been tested in the Agricultural Research system and have been reported to be efficient in management in pests, soil fertility etc.’ The report recommended that the following items deserve attention of the Planning Commission for being recommended for government support in the Tenth Five-Year Plan. Manufacture of composts ● Manufacture of bio-fertilisers ● Manufacture of bio-pesticides ● Manufacture of small-farm implements ● Market intelligence and information system ● Establishment of credit-linked and marketassured production units ● Development of certification agencies through non-profit organisations ● Development of marketing systems through nonprofit organisations and organic farmers’ groups Earlier, the Department of Agriculture and Cooperation had, in 2000, set up a Task Force on Organic Farming comprising Members of Parliament, senior government officers and experts, chaired by a farmer, Dr Kunwarji Bhai Jadav. In its report submitted in November, 2001, the task force recommended a national-level permanent board to oversee the promotion of organic farming in the country and coordinate with various Union ministries, states, agencies, research institutes and universities (Board for organic farming mooted, The Times of India New Delhi, Dec 1, 2001). ●



The report recommended that the government promote the concept as a sustainable and better alternative to create an enabling environment. It suggested tax incentives and support as well as government farms. The task force said a shift to organic farming in high-production areas could lead to an initial loss of produce, possibly necessitating compensation to farmers for the first couple of years. It has suggested states be asked to consider experimentation and demonstrations on half the areas



of government farms. Krishi Vigyan Kendras could do the same. The task force has suggested an adequate number of certification agencies should be identified and recognised, and perhaps even financed by the government to carry out free certification for farmers for export (ibid). Based on these recommendations, the central government formulated a Rs 92 crore ‘National Project on Organic Farming’ for implementation during the Tenth Plan, for ensuring production, promotion, market development and regulation of organic farming in the country. This includes setting up of a ‘National Institute of Organic Farming’ as a central body for formulation of national standards of organic farming, appointment of accreditation and certification agencies for certifying organic produce, training of extension workers and farmers and commercial support for setting up of production units of organic inputs, etc. As a result of this plan, Bangalore in Karnataka and five other states will get regional centres of the proposed National Institute of Organic Farming (NIOF) (Bangalore to get organic farming institute, Deccan Herald, February 22, 2003). The regional centre will promote organic farming by setting up organic laboratories, creating infrastructure facilities for establishment of bio-fertiliser production units, vermiculture and compost production units and certification of organic products, besides providing counseling on organic farming. The headquarters of the NIOF will be located at Ghaziabad in Uttar Pradesh. The other cities, which are regional centres, are Hissar, Jabalpur, Nagpur, Bhubaneswar and Imphal. The same news report quoted a speech of Union Agriculture Commissioner Dr C S Hazra who said that the Union government had decided to promote organic farming in the country especially in states like Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Uttaranchal and North Eastern parts where crops were being grown traditionally without the use of agrochemicals.
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In some states like Andhra Pradesh, the government is providing some inputs like neem and other products, but these efforts are undermined by its Vision 2020 report. The Maharashtra government has set up a high level committee on sustainable agriculture for the next 20 years. It also aims at converting about 1 lakh hectares to organic farming in 2003. The Madhya Pradesh government is asking farmers to set aside one acre for organic farming and has a target oriented approach. In November 2002, the central government held a four-day workshop on organic exports in New Delhi and has been encouraging the export of spices, tea and cotton. In order to promote organic farming, the National Steering Committee chaired by the union commerce secretary approved the National Program for Organic Production (NPOP) at its meeting on May 2, 2001. Under NPOP, documents like national standards, accreditation criteria, inspection and certification agencies, accreditation procedure, inspection and certification procedures have all been prepared and approved by the National Steering Committee. These documents were prepared on the basis of the guidelines evolved by the representative international organisations, International Federation for Organic
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Agricultural Movement (IFOAM), EU Regulations and Codex standards (www.apeda.com, viewed on June 16, 2003). Another organisation called INDOCERT has been set up, which is a nationally operating, charitable trust, accredited by the government of India for certification of organic farmers, processors and traders (www.indocert.com). It functions as a platform for training, awareness creation, information dissemination and networking in the field of organic farming. INDOCERT is supported by two Swiss organisations, FiBL (Research Institute of Organic Agriculture) and bio.inspecta (a Swiss certification agency also accredited in EU), in the form of strong technical collaborations. The Swiss State Secretariat of Economic Affairs (SECO) is financially contributing to the setting up of INDOCERT. According to Niranjan Kumar, inspection and certification officer with INDOCERT, the certifications in India are not valid abroad as each country has its own certification standards. The prohibitive cost of certification is being addressed by group certification schemes as well as cocertification within India.



3. Research in Organic cotton



3.1 Government research in organic cotton The research in organic cotton is being conducted at different government centers given below:



3.1.1 CICR Scientists at the Central Institute for Cotton Research (CICR), Nagpur, began research in 1988 to identify optimal practices in soil moisture conservation and improving the organic matter content of marginal soils. A long-term demonstration trial on organic cotton cultivation was proposed at CICR, with comparative plots using inorganic material and an integrated crop management plot (ICPM). The results of these experiments led to the concept of comparing the three options – inorganic, organic and an even mixture of both these in the third. CICR concluded that an improper understanding of pest dynamics in cotton cultivation led to the sharp rise in the cost of cultivation due to extensive use of pesticides. The Institute was researching alternative techniques of tackling pests in cotton, such as the use of bio-agents and pesticides of botanical origin. During these experiments as well as in on-farm demonstrations, it was clear that agrochemicals could be reduced in cotton without any adverse effects on crop yield, an important point that has not been sufficiently emphasised. Ad-hoc field experiments were begun in 1991 at the CICR farm in a 600 sq m plot to standardise agronomic techniques to reduce the chemical fertilisers, while pest management was only by



biological means. After the third year, the cotton yield in the organic plots was as much as those grown with pesticides. Organic carbon and available phosphorous content increased in organic fields (CICR 2000, p.8). The CICR technical bulletin lists the merits of organic cultivation as helping to restore soil health, reducing environmental pollution and cost of cultivation. It points out, ‘Modern technology has lowered the costbenefit ratio of cotton production. Farmers in Andhra Pradesh, Punjab and Maharashtra are reported to have committed suicide due to high production cost and less profit from cotton. Organic cotton creates rural employment and uses of on-farm resources to make it more cost effective.’ Organic farming can also reverse the trend of insects developing resistance due to the indiscriminate use of hazardous substances.



Some suggestions on organic farming from CICR: Organic farming is not farming by neglect or armchair cultivation. Fertility levels of soils should be improved through organic means before opting for this kind of cultivation. Just after the cotton season is over, the land may be ploughed in late February or early March to allow solarisation of soil in hot summer months. This enables the exposure of life stages of pests and diseases such as pupae of bollworms or disease causing organisms. Varietal selection: As hybrids may not always be suitable, CICR recommends varieties which are hardy and jassid-tolerant and early maturing varieties.
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3.1.2 K H Patil Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Hulkoti, Karnataka



Seeds : According to IFOAM, acid-delinted seeds cannot be used for organic cultivation. If fuzzy seeds are used, the higher seed rate is to be used to achieve the same yields. One row of fodder cow-pea should be drilled between two rows of cotton. This crop could be ploughed down and buried in the soil just before its flowering. Cowpea crop acts as in situ green manure improve the soil organic matter.



This Krishi Vigyan Kendra (KVK) has converted its 88 acres of farmland to organic farming. Set up in 1985, the KVK is experimenting with several varieties of cotton to decide which will be most suitable for these parts. According to Dr V D Vaikunthe, training associate (agronomy) at the KVK, most of the farmers grow Jayadhar in Gadag as it did not need plant protection and thrived well in drought-prone conditions. The year 2002 was a severe drought year; so many farmers did not plant cotton at all.



Since huge amounts of FYM are required to meet the nutrient requirements of cotton, a combination of sources with different biological properties should be used. NADEP method of composting should be widely followed in villages. Vermicompost or in situ manuring with cowpea or other green manure can be used. The Vidarbha project grew hirsutum cotton as opposed to the desi arboreum varieties that are selected usually for organic growing. This was due to CICR taking the initiative in developing a package of practices to grow hirsutums organically.



However, research at the KVK was focused on a change of variety from Jayadhar. The two varieties being tested are DLSA 17 and RAHS 14, and the main thrust is to improve staple length because mills require longer staples. Dr Vaikunthe said Jayadhar did not have marketability because it is short-staple.



CO TT ON CUL TIV ARS AND PR ODUCTIVITY IN ORGANIC FFARMS ARMS OF MAHARASHTRA (CICR) COTT TTON CULTIV TIVARS PRODUCTIVITY Cultivar



Mean yield (Kg/ha)



Number of farmers



PKV H-2 (AHH 468)



7.08



17



NHH 44



7.83



11



Anjali (LRK 516)



11.25



10



PKV 081



10.13



03



DHY 286



9.78



10



AKA 8401



18.85



05



MEAN INCIDENCE OF AMERICAN BOLLWORM Incidence
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Peak incidence



Final incidence



Larva



Organic ICPM NO



1-1.5 2-2.5 2.5-3.0



0.5-0.7 2.5-2.8 2.0-2.5



Eggs



Organic ICPM NO



>1 2-2.5 4-4.5



>0.5 1-1.5 2-2.5



ORGANIC CO TT ON CUL TIV ATION IN CICR EXPERIMENTS COTT TTON CULTIV TIVA G hirsutum - LRA 5166 Yield data (‘00 kg/ha)* Organic Year 1993-94 464



ICPM



Non-organic



807



1159



1994-95



530



740



652



1995-96



849



781



651



1996-97 SOYABEAN



898 710 YIELD (‘00 kg/ha)* - UNDER CROP ROTATION



1998-99



2769



623



1961



1199



PERCENTAGE ORGANIC CARBON CONTENT* PERCENTAGE ORGANIC PHOSPHORUS CONTENT* Organic Non-organic Year Year Organic Non-organic June 1993 Feb.94 Feb.95 Feb.96



0.38 0.40 0.46 0.52



0.38 0.36 0.35 0.38



Yield data (‘00 kg/ha) G hirsutum – NHH-44 [HYBRID] Year 1994-95 1995-96



Organic 502 724



Non-organic 922 1106



1996-97



825



915



1998-99



557



703



1999-2000



931



1046



Since 2001, the KVK has been experimenting with organic cotton cultivation and 24 varieties were tested which increased to 40 in 2002, most of which are medium-staple varieties. Since 2001, no chemical fertilisers or sprays have been used. Instead, they grow sun hemp and use that as compost, apart from vermicompost and farmyard manure, and biofertilisers like rhizobium. Dr Vaikunthe says: ‘In 2001 we adopted 24 villages with assistance from CAPART and set up self-help groups and vermicompost units and now nearly 100 farmers are



June 1993 Feb.94 Feb.95 Feb.96



12.1 12.6 14.5 15.0



12.1 12.0 12.9 12.0



using vermicompost. In 2002, we selected 100 farmers and are training them to make vermicompost. Our aim is also to reduce the cost of cultivation, improve soil health, and promote sustainable agriculture. KVK has prepared a booklet on organic farming in 1997 and we find a majority of farmers are not using as much chemicals as we used to recommend. Farmers are showing an interest in organic farming, specially due to recurrent drought conditions.’



Biological Control Laboratory, Gujarat Agricultural University, Anand, Gujarat Research on biological control of insect pests and weeds was initiated in the early sixties under PL 480 grants. Later ICAR launched an All-India Coordinated Project on Biological Control in 1977, with Anand as one of its 16 centres. According to Dr D N Yadav, Principal Research Scientist (Entomology), Anand, cotton is the one of the main crops in focus and a number of natural predators and trap crops have been researched at the University. In addition, the University provides trichocards and insects, which
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are beneficial for cotton and eat its pests, notably the green or American bollworm. The research has found what farmers are also discovering in their fields – that once pesticides and chemicals are stopped, the natural predators come back. However, Dr Yadav accepts that despite working on bio-control agents for the last 32 years, extension work has been poor, and it is only since November 2001 that he has started inviting farmers on the first of every month to take part in extension services at the University campus itself. Every month, an advertisement is released in the local newspapers, so that farmers can come and check out for themselves the natural ways of pest management developed at ol the University. Dr Yadav in his paper, Biocontr Biocontrol based Integrated Insect Pest Management in Cotton Progress, Problems and Perspectives says: ‘The excessive use of toxic pesticides often destroys the natural enemy. Cotton growing had to be discontinued in north-western Australia because the excessive use of toxic insecticides destroyed natural enemies and selected resistant populations of Heliothis … Similarly, aerial spraying in some areas of Gujarat has also adversely affected natural enemy population in cotton. In Indonesia, excessive use of pesticides caused great ecological imbalance by eliminating natural enemies of brown plant hopper in the rice ecosystem during 1976-77 and 1986. Realising this fact, a bold political decision was taken by President Suharto by issuing a presidential order on Nov 6, 1986, banning 57 pesticides being used in rice, permitting only four to be marketed and allowing application of pesticides under the strict supervision of trained entomologists….’ ‘IPM techniques reduced the number of pesticides application from average of 6 to barely 2, Indonesia has certainly paved the way for other countries to follow. Thus the reduction of pesticidal use has demonstrated that restoration of bioagents is possible; perhaps the yield will be initially low, but once the natural enemies are conserved, higher yield can be obtained(Yadav n.d.).’
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He maintains, ‘In the early 80s the green bollworm was not a problem. The issue is that the biodiversity of insects has reduced over the years and some 55 species of natural predators of cotton pests are endangered. No natural control exists today and since the 80s, the pests have developed resistance due to continuous spraying of synthetic pyrethroids which led to the resurgence of the white fly, aphids and the green bollworm.’



Organic Cotton: Natural predators come back: Scientist Dr. D.N. Yadav in Anand



Dr Yadav believes that cotton can be grown organically along with lots of other trap crops like maize, marigold, basil and other medicinal plants which grow naturally in the fields. Plants can be used for natural bio-control of pests without disturbing the agronomy of cotton, he says. Parasites like rogas take care of the spotted bollworm; lacewings (Crysoperla carnea) are predators of the eggs of the helicoverpa moth; the nuclear polyhedrosis virus (NPV) is a bio-agent for the green bollworm. However, the problem with commercial production of bio-control agents is the lack of quality control, which leads to farmers thinking that the bioagents cannot really control the pests. There is also a lack of knowledge about natural predators; for example, many farmers think the lacewing is a pest and try to eliminate it, he says.



3.1.3 University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharwad Agricultural Research Station Trials in organic cotton have been going on since 1996 and the main objective is to find out the yield potential. In Dharwad, mostly hirsutum or longstapled cotton is grown though desi varieties are also tested. ‘We have compared organic inputs with fertilisers, farmyard manure, and vermicompost green manuring and various combinations from 1996-97 to 20002001. Organic manures with bio-pesticides reduces yield by 60% and hirsutum varieties need some plant protection as the incidence of pink bollworm is increasing in the last few years,’ says Dr H L Halemani, senior agronomist. Data of three years cotton cycle since 1997 to 2001 showed that the best yields were obtained when a combination of the recommended fertiliser dose and organic manure was added. Studies on organic desi cotton under rain-fed conditions were also carried out. In the six years of study, hirsutum cotton was changed to herbaceum cotton to encourage desi cotton also for export. Data reveals that the yield was reduced considerably with use of bio-pesticides to 110kg/ha, as compared to yields with the recommended chemical plant protection measures, which was 164 kg/ha. Similar results were obtained in the previous years (University of Agricultural Sciences 2002).



or NHH 44 – the hairy surface, prevents jassids or sucking pests. Such hirsutums also have the capacity to revive and have tolerance. They are shorter duration crops, and so they escape pink bollworm attack. It was not a major pest earlier but has gained the upper hand since 5-6 years, he adds. The increasing area of Hirsutum barbadense hybrids DCH 32 and DHV 105 has created the pink bollworm menace. H.Barbadense is susceptible to pink bollworms and in fact went out of cultivation due to the menace of pink bollworm. The green bollworm is manageable here, Dr Patil says. Usually the cost of cultivation per acre is Rs 8000. The cost of cultivation per acre under IPM is reduced by Rs 1200 and yields increased by 1-1.5 q/acre. Trichocards are recommended and pink bollworm (pb) ropes are being tried out here as well. The cost of the pb or pink bollworm rope is Rs 6 per rope and about 100 are required in one acre. This works on the same principle as pheromone traps – only here the ropes have the pheromones.



Sahana is a popular pest tolerant genotype developed by Dr Khadi, at Dharwad and it is tolerant to the green bollworm. Besides farmers can replicate the seeds and it yields five q/acre under irrigated conditions or two q/acre under rain-fed conditions. Farmers said that the cost of cultivation was around Rs 3000 for Sahana, while for other varieties it was Rs 8000. The seed cost is less for Sahana, and the pesticide sprays required are less – about two rounds, compared to ten for varieties like DCH.



3.1.4 IPM at Dharwad Dr S B Patil, entomologist, says that the station developed an adaptable IPM model which includes seed treatment, pest-tolerant genotypes, and pheromone traps for the management of the pink bollworm which is the major pest here, or NPV in case of high pest load. Now farmers are considering need-based pesticide sprays. Since 1992 IPM is being demonstrated at the station, and every year, some new component is added and then evaluated for two or three seasons. The work is mainly on hybrid cotton and hirsutums like DHH 11



3.1.5 Scientific opinion about organic cotton A study carried out in three cotton zones of India (where chemical pesticides are used) did not find excess pesticide residues in lint, seed or soil beyond permissible levels as per international standards (Regupathy, 1996, quoted in Venugopal et al. 1996). Some scientists feel that, under the circumstances, the obstacles in the export of raw cotton, yarn, and textile fabrics appear to be artificial barriers. The demand for organic cotton, therefore, appears to be more a kind of craze, rather than due to eco-friendly
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compulsions, observes the same paper, a feeling still shared by some scientists.



Dr C D Mayee, Director, CICR Nagpur, says that organic farming needs time and patience. People are not really convinced that organic farming has good productivity, he feels. ‘I am also skeptical about organic farming yields, especially in Punjab and Haryana, as they have a different agro-ecological situation. Pest management in Punjab may not be possible without pesticides. Organic farming works well in a low-input situation, unlike in Punjab. The bollworm has become so resistant that it may need instant types of control,’ he says. ‘Purity of seeds is very important. But I feel we have to develop a cafeteria approach of production scenarios where the farmer can choose. Give farmers a choice and let them decide what they want to do. Our insecticide resistance research shows that the bollworm has developed resistance from five times to 50,000 times. Research is focused on productivity alone, but because of international pressure, quality also matters,’ he adds.



Dr S B Patil from Dharwad believes that some pesticide sprays are required to manage the cotton plant. Acetomyprid is recommended for thripps and jassids and seed treatment with Gaucho (a branded chemical) can avoid two to three sprays. ‘We want farmers to reduce pesticides and preserve natural insects and also reduce the cost of plant protection.’ ‘The use of trap crops is also recommended – okra is good for attracting stem borer, which attacks the stem and makes it hollow. The larvae prefer okra and the same plant can attract helicoverpa moths to lay eggs, he says. Endosulfan is also recommended for the bollworm and its use is widespread in the country’s cottongrowing areas. Dr Patil says the recommended dose was 2 ml per litre and usually 600-800 ml per acre was needed, depending on the pest load. However, he said that farmers tended to overspray, as dealers often misguided them.



Dr S Acharya, scientist at Viramgam, comments 30



that the high pesticide use in cotton has resulted in psycho-socio-economic tensions for the farmer. Before 1942 there was Bt powder, which was a precursor to pesticides. Now farmers are totally dependent on the whole chemical package for solutions. The level of insect predators has diminished. There are 1326 insects associated with cotton, of which 230 are harmful, and 46 neutral. Every decade some new pest gains dominance. In the 80s it was white fly, largely as a result of synthetic pyrethroids, and in the 90s it is the green bollworm.



‘The desi varieties had abiotic and biotic tolerance but to grow all cotton organically would be impossible. Organic cotton cannot replace conventionally grown cotton. However, we should not think of defeating pests with stronger doses but learn to live with them. Nature is very difficult to outsmart; we have to undo the damage caused by extensive use of pesticides,’ feels Dr Acharya.



Dr U G Patel, Research Scientist at the Main Cotton Research Station, Surat, says, ‘We have prepared the ground for organic cotton and now separate land has been set aside for organic cotton growing. Only botanical insecticides are used on this plot. Now the research aims at finding suitable organic types and strains and some were already selected for organic cultivation. First we decide which variety is suitable for growing without much water and chemicals. Since the last five to six years we are doing this research sponsored by the Cotton Corporation of India at Viramgam, Bharuch and Surat in different conditions.’ However, he feels that research in isolation is not of any use. ‘There must be a demand for this kind of cotton and a market, and then there is the bother of certification – users need this. To convert to organic cotton takes 2-3 years – you have to take into account reduction in yield and this is why there must be a compensation in terms of price. Also, for small farmers the risk is too big to take and the reduction is yields is not compensated.’



Dr V Kumar, Plant Physiologist at the Main Cotton Research Station in Surat, feels that organic cotton



is not a need here, as the increase in yield has come about by growing hybrids with fertilisers and the produce has increased from 88 kg per hectare to 315 kg/ha. ‘We cannot switch overnight to organic cultivation, though we may try reducing the dependence on chemicals, which in turn reduces the cost of cultivation, apart from improving the environment.’ He feels organic cotton is being promoted in the West where there is a market.



‘Our emphasis is on desi varieties. In 1994-95 the station began research on organic cotton. In Gujarat the yields are steadily increasing in desi cotton and desi hybrids are performing well in the states of Karnataka, AP, Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry,’ he adds.



R L Patil, Assistant Research Scientist, Entomology, at Gujarat Agricultural University (GAU), Bharuch, says the station did not research organic cotton, but conducted experiments in zero fertiliser use. Personally he is in favour of organic farming but he said farmers needed to be convinced first. They still use urea, as cotton needs nitrogen to grow and Bharuch has soils poor in nitrogen. In rain-fed areas it was always better to use as little fertiliser as possible for best results. The farmer who understands this suffers the least losses. In some zero fertiliser experiments conducted by the GAU, yields have increased by 20%, he adds.



Dr T P Rajendran of CICR, among the scientists who researched organic cotton, points out that in 1990, and successively every four to five years, there were massive bollworm attacks on cotton in different cotton-growing states, making it necessary to evolve a strategy to combat the pest. Generally, farmers are misguided by pesticide and fertiliser dealers and distributors, and are very eager to use any new product, based on aggressive campaigns. It is a door-die situation for most farmers as far as cotton is concerned, as it is a valuable cash crop. The farmers are also reluctant to move away from cotton, as there is no suitable replacement for cotton in this region. ‘The problem is not addressed in a logical, scientific manner and often one has to resort to extremist solutions,’ says Dr Rajendran. He continues:



‘We need to understand that pests also need to live and we have to reconcile to their presence in farms. And for this, one needs to understand their urge to survive, as well as the crop plants attitudes towards these pests. If one is patient enough, then the crop plants are given the opportunity to produce solutions for pest-resistance through various time-tested and well-evolved strategies. Many of our cultivars have pest tolerance, but this could be disrupted by toxins in the form of pesticides, which are toxic not only to pests but also other living beings, including plants and parasites. These toxins are bringing reverberations into the biology of crop plants as well as into the food chain, causing imbalances. One such consequence is the annihilation of many friendly natural enemies such as parasites, predators and pathogens of insect pests. In the case of insecticides, the best of them can bring about a reduction of 30% of pest population in crop fields. When farmers grew desi cotton, they did not use pesticides or chemicals. However, American long-staple varieties were introduced to satisfy the textile mills’ requirements during British times. The post-Independence era saw intensive crop production to compensate the reduced production area after partition. Newer cotton varieties, and later, hybrids requiring enhanced chemical inputs began to derail the rhythm of agriculture. The main target was to supply mills the long-staple cotton as their machinery could only accept that variety instead of the traditional fine short staple. Now we have modified the practices in cotton and stabilised production. ‘‘Helicoverpa, otherwise known as pod borer, was not a pest of cotton. It affected pigeon pea, chickpea and other pulses. Instead of understanding the nature of the plant and its pests or enemies, our package of practices (that were developed on a cause-effect principle) was designed to produce the highest yield. The research shows that hybrids can give a potential yield of 40 quintals per hectare, but the achievable yield is often 20 q and the realised yield a mere 5-7 q under rain-fed conditions. The question is whether we are giving correct practices to farmers to enable them to make cultivation profitable?’ he asks.
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Unlike many scientists, he feels that organic sourcing of inputs offers substantial support for the crop, and not spraying toxic substances allows the plants to sustain themselves. ‘We have a package of practices for organic agriculture which may need some fine-tuning with respect to location-specificity, but there is good scope right now for organic farmers to generate better income by cropping cotton and other suitable crops on their farms. The whole thing can be scaled up if the farming policy is made sustainable and supportive for farmers,’ he says. There is such a huge set-up for chemical production in the country, the question is whether we need this as a national requirement for targeting the country’s agriculture,’ he asks.
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Dr Jalapathi Rao, Principal Scientist, Agricultural Research Station at Warangal, says that it was not possible to stop all chemicals at once. ‘I feel stopping all chemicals is not practical – we advocate a more restricted use. Under IPM, pesticides are a part of pest management and it is very difficult to convince farmers not to use chemicals. Use of some pesticides is a must. Non-pesticide Management (NPM) also has a restricted role and is difficult in highproductivity areas,’ he says – a view shared by Dr Mayee of CICR as well. ‘Whenever you aim for high productivity pests will be there. Besides, where will all the organic materials come from? However, there is a reduction in pesticide use in Warangal by 40%. Farmers find it futile to spray for bollworm,’ he adds.



SECTION: 2



Organic Farming 4. Experiences in Organic Farming



4.1 Successful organic farmers Encouragement for organic farming and most of the change has come from large farmers in Gujarat and Maharashtra, who were previously well known for their triumphs with hybrids and intensive farming. In Vidarbha, Anand Subedar, Om Prakash Mor and others were chemical farmers who realised the nearsuicidal path they were following. Though smaller farmers are getting inspired, it seems difficult for many to accept that soil quality is the main factor in yields and that chemical fertilisers affect it adversely. Organic farming is not the art of the impossible – it is the only choice that farmers have. Then what seems to be the hitch? Before the introduction of hybrids, cotton yields were not high (around 85-90 kg/acre), but the crop was assured. Cotton was considered a crop that could be left alone to grow by itself. With the hybrids came the need for expensive inputs, which were initially deceptively subsidised to get farmers hooked. Many farmers said that yields were high at first for hybrids, but crashed to the same level as the yields of the old indigenous varieties. Farmers who switch to organic farming always find that the yields go down in the first year or two but slowly stabilise later. Therefore, these farmers advise that persistence with organic cultivation is a must. Many farmers are eager to stop using chemical



fertilisers and pesticides, but they panic when they see a pest attack. In most cases they start spraying pesticides again, ending their brief foray into organic farming, according to Avinash Dhok, from Sonora near Wardha.



Organic cotton, the only choice for farmers Most farmers interviewed said organic farming needed a lot of confidence and courage, as pests would often undo their faith in natural ways of farming. ‘Dhiraj se rehna chahiye’ (We must have courage), says Pathubhai Rathod in Surendranagar, who lets his crop alone and does not spray chemicals. ‘Let the bollworms feed’ is his principle. But that kind of seeming nonchalance did not come to him easily. He saw his crop destroyed the first couple of times, but slowly he found that the plants always
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Successful organic farmers Name of the farmer



Region and the state



Total ar ea area under of organic cotton



Yield per acre organic cotton (If increased / decreased mention how much)



Cost of cultivation in Rs (If increased / decreased mention how much)



Profit per acre



Type Irrigation of yes /no cotton



Dhanjibhai Surendranagar 26 acres Patel Gujarat,



500 kg/acre



Rs 700 per acre from Rs 2000 per acre with chemicals



As a certified hybrid organic farmer he gets premium of 20%



Yes, ground water



Pathubhai Rathod



Thoriyali 45 acre Surendranagar of which Gujarat cotton is grown on 30 acres



15-17 q/acre earlier 5-10 q/acre with chemicals



Rs 4400 now as opposed to Rs 7000 earlier



100% profit



H 10, Co 2



Yes



Badribhai Joshi



Tanchcha Bharuch Gujarat



Three acres 4 q/acre (of 20 mixed acres) cropping with organic



Rs 2000 per acre



Profit increased 77%



Desi gheti



Yes



Badribhai Patel



Dharampur Baroda



16 acres



2q/bhiga (1.75 bhigas =1 acre in Baroda)



Rs 300 per bhiga



Almost 100% profit- earlier less than Rs 1000 per acre



Desi Yes Gujarat 23



Muljibhai Bhalani



Shampara Bhavnagar



7 .2acres



1000kg/acre



Earlier Rs 6000 per bhiga, now Rs 200 or less



Profits of 30 to 50%



Shankar 8 Yes, but also rain-fed



Babubhai Patel



Idar taluka Sabarkantha Gujarat



15 acres



500 kg of cotton per acre



Earlier Rs 10,000 per acre now Rs 2 to 3000



Increased profit



Desi



Anand Subedar



Yavatmal Vidarbha Maharashtra



45 of 260 acres cotton



Eight q/acre Initially reduced yields of 2-2.5 q/acre but now more than 6q/acre with chemicals



Now 4000 per acre earlier 12-14,000 per acre



Increased profit



Hybrid Partial and straight varieties



Prayag Rathod



Yavatmal Maharashtra



16 acres



Five q/acre Earlier 7-3 quintals with chemicals



Earlier Rs 7000 per acre now 3500 per acre



Increased profit



Hybrid Yes



contd. on page28
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Yes



contd. from page 27 Kamal Kishore Dhiran



Yavatmal Maharashtra



58 acres



3q/acre earlier 4 q/rain-fed and 7-8 q/ acre irrigated



60% profit and 40% expenses (with chemical other way round)



60% profit Desi, Partial and 40% NHH 44 expenses (with chemical other way round)



Prakash and Siddharth Kochar



Hinganghat Wardha



100 acres



3-4 q/acre with chemicals yields had reduced to that much



Cost 1710 per acre Earlier three times as much



Profit Only Partial Rs 6000 per straight acre (he is a varieties VOFA member) Spends Rs 35 gets back Rs 100



Avinash Dhok



Wardha Maharashtra



Ten of 80 acres



4q/acre



Rs 2000 Earlier more than Rs 3000



More profit as investment is less



Raosaheb Dagadkar



Dhamangaon 110 acres Maharashtra



4-6 q/acre Rs 1500now, earlier per acre yields were down to 2 q/acre from 14 q/acre



Sher Singh



Kogawa Khargone MP



8.5 of 10.5 acre



Under two q/acre Earlier 4.5 to 2 q per acre



Now 1300 per acre reduced from Rs 300 per acre with chemicals



10-20% H8 premium as he desi is a certified organic farmer with Maikaal bioRe



Partial



Manoj Shankarlal



Gawla, Khargone MP



Nine acres



1.5q/acre



Rs 800



Ditto



Rain-fed



Suresh Gauda Patil



Hulkoti Gadag Karnataka



60 acres



2.5 q/acre



Minimal cost Rs 3-400 while earlier per acre it was Rs 15,000 per acre



Hybrid Yes and straight Partial



Rs 7200 per Only acre as he is straight a certified organic farmer



hybrid



Jayadhar Yes desi



revived and developed more resistance – this took time and the harvest was delayed, but there was an assured yield.



cotton dropped to levels below or equal to the previous yields with desi varieties, and the farmers found this unacceptable.



Most farmers find their soil quality improving and that is more important to them than high yields. In fact, the clinching argument in favour of organic farming is that over time, the yields from hybrid



Farmers feel that it is futile to grow hybrids with chemicals, as the cost is high and the yields are low. In fact the difference in yields between organic and inorganic cotton is not all that much. The main
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difference is the input cost which finally affects the net returns. Organic farmers are discovering to their delight that yields may be low or as much as what they used to get with chemicals, but their net returns are higher. Even small and medium farmers who have reluctantly switched to organic farming, like Kawdabai in Yavatmal district, are able to run their households on their earnings from organic cultivation. For many farmers in the tribal-dominated Yavatmal district who are in the clutches of moneylenders or pesticide dealers, organic farming offers some light at the end of a long dark tunnel. But poor soils and low rainfall are not much of an inducement to those farmers there to switch to the organic system of cultivation. Even the research by CICR, Nagpur, showed that yields from organic cotton farming were higher than conventional yields after three years, and the organic carbon and phosphorus content of the soil increased, as compared to farms where chemical farming was practiced (Rajendran et al. 2000). In many regions, farmers are already growing desi cotton, though not always organically. Many backward regions do not have much chemical fertiliser or pesticide use, and the farmers there are trying to change this. For instance, in Asifabad, they borrow to buy pesticides and chemicals, and often take great pride in the fact that they are using chemicals for the first time! Non-Pesticide Management (NPM) and Integrated Pest Management (IPM) models indicate that yields may not be much higher than with conventional farming, but the costs are reduced and there is less tension in farming. A farmer in Ashta village in Maharashtra said that he was grateful to the IPM programme in his village, as it taught farmers that pesticide sprays did not contribute to the growth of crops! In fact, most farmers pointed out to the fact that organic farming was tension-free. Prakash Kochar takes pride in the fact that his farm and its environs are pollution free – more and more farmers are taking pride in their farms, which are free of chemicals. Increasingly, farmers are also conscious of the health benefits of growing crops
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organically, even a crop like cotton, which is not a food crop. In places like Warangal where farmers and labourers are killed due to exposure to pesticides without any protective gear, there is a perceptible feeling of relief when pesticides are not sprayed. More than yields, it is all these other perks of organic farming that farmers are happy about. There is also increasing consciousness that farmers must be independent of pesticide dealers, the government and moneylenders, and must aim at becoming self-reliant. Farmers like Muljibhai Bhalani from Shampara or Bhadribhai Patel from Dharampur in Gujarat promote the idea of keeping resources within the farming community so that wealth stays in the village itself.



Comparison with cotton grown using pesticides The cost of cultivation using chemicals is very high, particularly in irrigated areas. All inputs are from the commercial sector and pesticide dealers often double as moneylenders in many parts of the country. Warangal, which has the second highest use of pesticides in the state of Andhra Pradesh, is dotted with pesticide shops. Farmers are entangled in a web of debt and poverty from which the only escape for many appears to be suicide. Over 300 farmers committed suicide in the year 1997-98 -most of them were indebted and small farmers, according to a study (Venkateshwarlu et al, 2000). The cost of cultivation varies from place to place. In the case of Andhra Pradesh, it has been documented that the credit requirement for cotton, chilies, paddy and maize was about Rs 385 crore in 1997-98. Out of this, the credit requirement for the cotton crop alone was about Rs 300 crore for an estimated area of 3 lakh ha (Venkateshwarlu et al. 2000). The report made a detailed estimation of trends in the cost of cultivation and returns from different crops like cotton, chilies, rice, maize and groundnut for the years 1996-97 and 1997-98, and also compared the cost and returns for cotton and chilies between 197576 and 1996-97. Though the cost of cultivation of cotton, chilies, and



paddy has increased between 1996-97 and 1997-98, the increase in the case of cotton is far higher than the other crops. The cost of cultivation of irrigated cotton per acre was Rs 20,795 and unirrigated cotton is Rs 12,879 in 1996-97. It increased to Rs 22, 237 and Rs 13,926 in 1997-98 respectively. The item-wise break up of costs indicates that the expenditure on fertilisers and pesticides is far higher in cotton and chilies. It is important to note that while gross returns of cotton, maize and groundnut increased slightly, the net returns are negative for all the crops during this period.



addition, their yields stabilised after initial losses and they had less trouble from pests. Net profits increased for almost all of them and their soil and crop quality improved. The argument for organic farming would be better soil conditions, stable yields, less input costs and in case of cotton being sold to organic cotton companies, a premium from 10 to 25% a year per quintal.



The study also found that between the periods under study the costs of cultivation had increased far higher than the returns. The main reason for increase in the cost of cultivation of both cotton and chilies is the significant rise in the proportion of expenditure on fertilisers and pesticides (Venkateshwarlu et al. 2000). Results of an IPM programme near Nanded show that farmers spent only Rs 1545 on IPM inputs and the cost-benefit ratio was 1:10.69 over the previous season while the monetary gains were Rs 17,705 per hectare compared to Rs 1175 during the previous season. The achievement of the project had been the significant reduction in the use of chemicals to the level of 0.021kg/ha in 1998 from 9.28 kg/ha during 1997 (Puri et al. 1999). Organic cotton farmers are spending as little as Rs 800 per acre in Khargone district of Madhya Pradesh – the only significant cost is labour. For farmers, cost reduction is a significant factor in switching to organic production – in Dharampur, for instance, Bhadribhai Patel spends only on labour on his farm. His neighbours cannot understand why he is so happy while they spend Rs 5-8,000 per acre on chemicals and pesticides, which are no longer effective. While it is difficult to calculate a standard single cost for the production of organic cotton, as it varies from place to place and depends on the varieties of seeds and inputs, most farmers who have switched to organic production said their costs of production were less, in some cases by as much as 25-50%. In



Neighbours can't understand why he is happy Bhadribhai Patel, Organic Farmer, Madhya Pradesh



Most farmers have not documented what they spend but all of them said that after taking up organic farming, the expenses had reduced to the bare minimum. However, Bhadribhai Joshi from Tanchcha village in Gujarat’s Bharuch district has meticulous documentation for his organic cotton experiments, which is presented in this section.



4.2 Overview of Farmers’ Experiences Some of the common points that emerge from interactions with farmers are: ● Most of the farmers now practicing organic farming were once leading chemical farmers. ● Many of them found that their yields were high at first with HYVs and chemicals but started dropping after a few years, and this was what made them rethink the use of chemicals and HYVs. ● Farmers are experimenting on their own and are conscious of the need to move away from chemical farming. They use traditional methods,
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and believe in self-sufficiency and their own innovations. ● They want to be self-reliant and keep the money within their village or farming community instead of enriching business enterprises producing and marketing chemicals and pesticides. ● Organic cotton may give lower yields but involves less expense, so net profits are high as inputs are low. ● Risks are low, agriculture is tension free and after the initial drop in yields, there is no loss and more importantly, less chances of getting into debt. ● Soil productivity improves every year, bettering yields. However, the costs of cultivation vary from place to place and so do the suitable varieties and yields, making it difficult to give specific figures for all these aspects. Individual interviews with farmers have established that they are profiting from growing organic cotton, even if they are not linked to any commercial agency and not getting any premium. The simple table is intended as a sample; it is not comprehensive, as some farmers do not really calculate so precisely or measure profits in great
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detail. It must be remembered that most cotton is grown on rain-fed areas, especially in Vidarbha with yields of 1q/acre or less. Some of the tribal farmers here have turned organic but costs are difficult to compute. Also, most farmers said net returns are higher, as their cultivation costs had reduced by more than half in some cases. Yields may not have increased much. Most farmers reported loss of yields in the first few years after switching over to organic but they stabilised later. As the table shows, there is a decrease in the cost of cultivation and increase in profits in almost all the cases after the farmers have stopped using chemicals. It has happened both in the case of local and highyielding varieties, under irrigated as well as rain fed conditions. According to critics, if the majority shift to organic farming, it may lead to decrease in the aggregate supply. There are two counter-arguments: first, the possibility of more farmers getting into organic agriculture (extensive farming) if it is found to be relatively more profitable even at the current yield level, and second, enhancing the yield (intensive cultivation) through a technological breakthrough in organic cotton!



5. Gujarat State



Gujarat is one of the leading cotton-growing states and is second only to Maharashtra in terms of area under cotton cultivation. It had the highest production in 1998-99, though only 27% of the area is irrigated. The average yield of cotton in Gujarat was 451 kg/ha in 1999, 290 kg/ha in 2000 and 330kg/ ha in 2001. ‘Nearly 50% of Gujarat cotton area – eight lakh hectares – is under desi cotton (G arboreum or herbaceum) … The future of organic cotton in Gujarat is linked to research efforts to identify ideal plant type suitable for organic cultivation, evolve multiple adversity resistant varieties/hybrids and develop desi hybrids/varieties as well as to popularise botanical pest management and yield sustaining management practices (Main Cotton Research Station 2001).’ The Main Cotton Research Station at Athwa Lines in Surat was established in 1896, and research on cotton began in 1906, making it the oldest cotton research station in the country. While there were efforts to improve desi cotton, the priority was to introduce the American long-staple variety, and in 1951 the first Indo-American variety was released. There are 43 improved varieties in Gujarat. Studies on organic farming in cotton were undertaken at Surat under irrigated conditions, and in Bharuch and Viramgam under rain-fed conditions to screen suitable hybrids/varieties for organic cultivation. Two varieties have been recommended: G cot HY 8 and G Cot HY 16, with castor cake applied at the rate of two tonnes per hectare for maximum economic returns. ‘Gujarat has good potential for organic cottons. If



there is demand, the efforts can be geared up, so that farmers will be benefited by higher returns for their produce (ibid).’ While the immediate provocation for organic cultivation seems to be poor soil health and excessive use of pesticides and chemicals on cotton, scientists finally feel that unless there is a monetary incentive, farmers will not opt for organic farming. Despite the research of seven years, there is no extension work in organic cultivation for cotton. The focus of most extension work is IRM or Insecticide Resistance Management, which has a much-reduced chemical and insecticide component. Nearly 70% of the total cotton area in Gujarat is rain-fed. About 50% of the total area is occupied by desis (short-staple varieties), but farmers do use insecticides and chemicals if they can afford it. Many of them are small farmers who cannot afford either. Therefore growing cotton organically is not a deliberate choice, as we have seen also in the case of Asifabad, where tribal farmers aspire to using chemical fertilisers to boost their crop yields on poor soils. However, the Gujarat State Cooperative Cotton Federation, which is the apex body of growers in Gujarat, said the demand for cotton is reducing in the domestic market due to poor quality of cotton. Production was the highest in 1998 at 48 lakh bales and since then it has reduced to 34 lakh bales in 2001. Farmers were diversifying into other crops which were short-term and less risky. Surendranagar has the largest concentration of cotton, and according to Mr N B Changila, Deputy Director
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(Agriculture), about 3.5 lakh ha of the total arable land of 7 lakh ha in the district is under cotton. Rainfed agriculture prevails here, and irrigated land covers only 40,000 hectares. Desi cotton varieties are mainly grown here – these include Wagad, V797, G cot 13 and 21. Average productivity ranges from 700 kg/ha in rain-fed areas to 2400kg/ha in irrigated areas. Initially, when hybrids were introduced, productivity was high – 3600kg/ha in irrigated areas, which were the first to adopt them in the beginning of 1970-80. Fertiliser consumption in this district is poor and most farmers use organic fertilisers. In the irrigated areas, like Halvad taluka of the district, the soils have been exhausted by overuse of chemical fertilisers. However, now even rain-fed soils are deteriorating, adds Mr Changila. Traditionally, the Bharwad or grazing community sells manure to other farmers, so there is no shortage. Farmers are also fed up with spraying insecticides and are keen on adopting alternatives. Most of the organic cotton farmers are scattered, and in many cases we see isolated farmers practicing organic farming out of religious belief or commitment to not using pesticides. In Gujarat, apart from the two commercial cotton projects, only in Savli taluka in Baroda district are organic cotton farmers planning to register themselves as a trust (called Jabhak), and sell cotton. There are about 28 farmers in this group. In Sathamba, Kantibhai Patel has stopped using all chemical fertilisers and pesticides since 1994-1995. He has documented his yields and finds that in the first year they dropped by 20% and in the second year by 10%, but they later stabilised. A visit to his fields shows that he uses an organic spray made of cow urine. He is among those farmers with access to well water, which he uses for irrigation. He farms 85 acres on which he grows cotton and maize with pulses like mung, urad and soyabean. Farmers have started intercropping, fearing large-scale pest attacks on cotton, which reduces the yield considerably. Organic cotton is being grown willy-nilly by many
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farmers, claims the Gujarat Agricultural University, as it is mostly rain-fed and poor farmers cannot afford to grow cotton with pesticides or chemical fertilisers. Wagad or desi cotton accounts for 46% of the cotton grown in Gujarat (1.7million hectares). Most of this area (96.5%) is rain-fed. Wagad has the highest gin out-turn among cultivated species and has some very good characters like fibre maturity and uniform micronaire that have important bearing for uniform dyeing and processing (Acharya 2001). Gujarat is one of the states where, thanks to the Gandhian influence, people like Mahendra Bhat, Badribhai Joshi, Rajni Dave and some others talked of sustainable farming way back in the 1970s. Mahendrabhai, who lives on the banks of the Narmada river in Mangrol village, was among the founders of the Manviya Technology Forum, which gave a call to engineers to make their contributions more meaningful to society. ‘As a step towards this, we first met on Bhaskar Save’s farm and held a dialogue on organic farming, where we invited people like Partap Agarwal from Rasulia, and decided to conduct experiments in organic farming. Badribhai Joshi was the first one to plan organic farming in various crops and he started with ¾ acre,’ recalls Mahendrabhai. ‘All of us were familiar with Fukuoka’s writing and wanted to focus on increasing the organic matter in the fields. In 1979 we tried to use cotton stalks for compost and later built many bio-gas plants and dry pit latrines in villages. We were given land by local villagers to conduct our experiments in Mangrol; our aim was to use organic manure in cotton. We started with cotton as we were told that it was most susceptible to pests. Since the cotton was well nourished, it really resisted pests. In our experiments we used nightsoil and wood ash as organic manure. We got good yields but people do not want to use nightsoil on crops. We even tried out excellent experiments, using nightsoil to grow papaya – the resulting fruit was very sweet but there was a lot of resistance to growing food using human waste,’ he says.



Mahendrabhai and others continue to be active in promoting sustainable development, and in 2002 took part in a year-long Lok Jagran Yatra, which toured over 500 villages in Gujarat. An electrical engineer, Mahendrabhai met Vinoba Bhave in 1964 and wanted to work for him. For a while, before joining Vinobaji and Jaiprakash Narayan, he was a deputy engineer with the government. Mahendrabhai and others like him, for whom sustainability is a way of life, have inspired engineers like Dhirendra Soneji who has set up a model organic and almost independent farm in Sakva village in Narmada district, and other small networks which are trying to spread the message of organic farming in the state. They are an inspiration to a younger generation of activists like Kapil Shah and others who are working for organic farming. Kapil Shah, Jatan, Baroda ‘Organic farming has to be a deliberate choice and I have set up Jatan, which I call a mission for organic farming. One of our main objectives is to make Gujarat agriculture chemical-free. Agriculture should be profitable and should result in the socio-economic uplift of farmers,’ says Shah. Jatan was registered in 1997, and while Shah is not a farmer, he has developed a 1.5 acre demonstration plot at the Vinoba Ashram in Baroda. One of the chief aims of Jatan is to develop a good marketing network for organic produce. Jatan already has outlets to market goods from 30 to 40 farmers and 80% of the sale proceeds go to them. ‘We have created a format for self-certification by farmers and we trust that they will be honest.’ Jatan is also in the process of setting up organic certification standards. ‘We wanted to use organic cotton to make fabric and dye it naturally, but there is no market for organic cotton in the state,’ he said. Jatan holds meetings to educate farmers on organic farming, and three statelevel meets have already been conducted in Gujarat in 1999 and 2001 and 2003, in which hundreds of farmers took part. As part of its interest in organic farming, Jatan has spurred five small farmers to switch to organic



farming in Rajkot. The farmers have agreed to grow green gram and sesamum for a period of three years. Jatan is bearing the risk of marketing and farmers are happy, as their produce will get an assured price. It is also preparing a package of practices in organic cultivation of some select crops including cotton. Supported by UNDP, this involves developing training modules for farmers. Korah Mathen, Samvardhan, Ahmedabad Korah Mathen, of Samvardhan, who has almost been single-handedly running the group, says, ‘In 1984 a meeting on organic farming in Wardha led to the formation of Samvardhan or Association for the Propagation of Indigenous Genetic Resources (APIGR) in 1987. Samvardhan was formed to support efforts within the country to utilise indigenous resources for development, and to patronise existing initiatives. It soon discovered that it would have to become, through its members, a repository for the collection, storage and exchange of old seeds, as in many areas, some old varieties of certain crops have become extinct or unavailable. The whole idea was to meet at least once a year and issue action alerts. In the initial years it was successful in many campaigns.’ The individuals and institutions that have grouped together in SAMVARDHAN-APIGR have, in their own capacities and in their own separate ways, been attempting to sensitise the administration to re-orient afforestation, agriculture and animal husbandry policies towards greater reliance on indigenous resources. Samvardhan’s genesis, however, goes back even further, to some of the greats in Indian agriculture – Dr R H Richharia, Banwarilal Chaudhary, Dr M Y Mangrulkar, Dr D P Persai, Dr Meher-Homji and many others. These pioneers had been voicing their concerns, reservations and apprehensions on the directions that Indian agriculture was taking, and the multi-dimensional impacts of this process, especially on our indigenous genetic diversity and living heritage. In the early 80s, these voices were joined by others, whose disillusionment with modern
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trends and development sparked in them the quest for alternatives. S.N.Ghosh, Dr Claude Alvares, Dr Vandana Shiva, Dr Partap Agarwal, Shri Kanakmal Gandhi, Dr Bharatendu Prakash, Ashok Bang, T.G.K. Menon, Bernard Declereq and many others like them were part of this awakening. Among various other initiatives, Samvardhan has campaigned against reducing cotton diversity. In 2002 Samvardhan held a meeting on Organic Cotton vs. Bt Cotton at Sewagram. From Samvardhan, after a meeting at Sewagram in 1996, a group called ARISE was set up to focus on organic farming. In fact, the group also worked out organic farming standards but the whole enterprise, encouraged by Maneka Gandhi when she was Minister of Tribal Development, collapsed after she left. A draft of organic standards was even submitted to the Ministry of Commerce by Vandana Shiva, Claude Alvares and others. Jagadish Nazareth, Institute for Studies and Transformations (IST), Ahmedabad Jagdish Nazareth of IST, who has developed probiotic fertilisers, says that the intention was to tackle the deficiency in the soil bacteria, instead of feeding the plant nutrients directly, which results in much wastage. The idea is that bio-concentration has to be a managed affair. For this method the important thing was to test the soil and then increase the organic carbon in microbial form. Creating a top soil of bio-concentration was also necessary. Pro-biotic fertilisers are simple to make. It is a form of composting which is an aerobic process. The important thing is to return the biomass back to the land, which is not being done, explains Mr Nazareth. ‘Once the soil is tested and we find out what is deficient, we develop a formula for an external nutrient supplement and then add it to the compost. We look at 18 elements which are essential for plant nutrition and then recommend a formula which will address the problem. It is more of an approach, not a formula,’ Nazareth says. ‘These experiments were started in
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1988-89 and then in 1990-92 there was a programme of experimentation on farmers fields in which 65 farmers in 25 villages grew about 15 varieties of crops. The results were extraordinary. In 1993-95 we tried to develop extension technology and expanded to five or six districts.’ Nazareth visited Jakhda village in Dholka taluka, in a semi-arid region of Gujarat and tried to help poor farmers by developing the concept of using farmyard manure for agriculture. The whole system is based on transferring biomass from grazing land to the small fraction (30 to 50%) of the village land which is actively cultivated (Nazareth 1994). Several years ago N A D Pandhuripande developed a simple pit for composting agro-waste. This compost pit, called NADEP after its inventor, is built in brick above the ground. However, the NADEP compost provides meagre economic returns in Dholka. IST therefore started adding micronutrients to the compost and this is what was called micronutrient-fortified compost (MFC). ‘Between 1997-2000 we had a sustained focus on cotton, and using the pro biotic fertilisers, succeeded in growing the crop without chemicals or fertilisers. Cotton is the main basis of the economy here and we worked with poor farmers. We have been asking ICAR to verify this technology since 1992. The main hitch is that testing soils costs Rs 5000 per sample and it is expensive for farmers. The costs of extension are enormous, unless there is a wider network to support this,’ he adds. This new class of pro-biotic fertilisers based on a new model of plant nutrition has been tested and demonstrated under a variety of field conditions to be potentially capable of substituting urea and chemical fertilisers (Department of Science and Technology, Special Project Oct 1992 – Sep 1994). The science and technology extension model required for the propagation of this new approach to soil fertilisation and plant nutrition has been conceptually developed and demonstrated in a crude manual and approximate form to be of utility. The combination of these two achievements



constitutes the basis of a fundamentally new paradigm for agriculture, horticulture and natural resource development, which is potentially capable of revolutionising agriculture in India and all over the world, making it low cost, bio-friendly and capable of addressing the problems of micronutrient malnutrition in human and animal population (Nazareth 1994). However, without extension services and support, this scheme has not been able to move forward.



5.1 Organic cotton farmers in Gujarat Kantibhai Jaisingbhai Patel Patel, Patelna Muvada, Sathamba, Bayad Tehsil, Sabarkantha district, 85 acres (Rain-fed, black cotton soil, protective irrigation.) Cotton was the main crop in Sabarkantha district, but the white fly menace reduced its cultivation since the last 15 years. In addition irrigation is a mere 5%, and the main source is groundwater. There is very little rainfall. Corn and cotton are the main crops in this region. Despite the widespread pest attacks on cotton, farmers are reluctant to stop using chemicals, fearing a loss of yield and income. Kantibhai stopped using chemicals in 1995-96, as cotton yields had stagnated and were in fact, reducing over the years. His expenses kept mounting as well, and the soil quality had deteriorated considerably. After the failure of cotton, he switched to pigeon pea and castor and stopped growing cotton for five years. In 1995-96 he started growing cotton using IPM methods and got good results. In 1996-97 Dr D N Yadav from Anand helped him and Kantibhai started using bio-control for his crops. Since then he decided to stop chemicals. He started using compost from farmyard manure – he owns about 35 head of cattle and uses a variety of alternative manure in the form of neem seed cakes, cow urine, dung, castor cake, tobacco dust and chicken droppings. In 2002, he applied vermicompost for the first time. He uses a combination of tobacco leaves, ipomeia leaves, sitaphal leaves, neem



leaves and neem oil as insecticides. He coats the seeds with the sap of a cactus (locally called thor), and for root rot problems he used the sap from calotropis. He also has a home remedy of cow urine, buttermilk, whey and cow dung to spray on pests. He returns the biomass to the soil and uses cow dung and urine to moisten the crops. The first year after he stopped chemical inputs, production fell by 20% and in the next, by 10%. In the third year, production was more or less stable. He uses hybrid seeds and prefers Hybrid 6 or Hybrid 10. He finds that the cotton yield increased over the years since he stopped chemicals and has definitely not reduced. He is also aware that environmental damage and deteriorating soil health have been arrested. Kantibhai prefers mixed cropping to mono-cropping. He plants one row of maize alternating with one row of cotton or one row of mung, or alternates cotton with udad or soyabean. He plants marigold or castor in between cotton. ‘I have learnt that cotton pests can be countered by using nature itself,’ he says. In this system of cropping, he feels that if he loses the cotton, he at least gets income from other short duration pulse crops. He also rotates crops to keep his soil fertile. He uses water sparingly and only as protective irrigation. Kantibhai’s economics 1997- 1998



Rs 43,000 per ha net income



1998- 1999



Rs 47,000 per ha net income



1999- 2000



Rs 52,000 per ha net income



‘ I also use pheromone traps, trichocards and crysoperla carnea (lacewing) as bio-control agents. I use wooden perches to attract birds. Yellow-coloured boards smeared with oil are used to attract insects.’ He is among the few with access to water, which is available once in fifteen days and is pumped into tanks and stored. He feels that in this area, mix-cropping black gram or udad with maize and cotton is a good combination, as udad requires less labor and fetches
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a good price. Kantibhai is among the few farmers who has won awards both for high productivity using chemical fertilisers (in 1993) as well as for his prowess in organic farming (in 1998). There does not seem to be much difference in yields – he used to get 20 quintals per ha(q/ha) of irrigated, chemically grown cotton earlier. Since 1997 he has averaged about 27 q/ha but suffered heavy losses in 2001 and in 2002, when yields dropped to 10 q/ha due to drought. However, he is the only organic farmer in the village; other farmers mono-crop cotton or do not grow it at all.



Pathubhai Gandubhai Rathod Rathod, Thoriyali village, Sayla taluka, Surendranagar district (Rain-fed black cotton soil. He has well-water for protective irrigation.) Pathubhai owns 45 acres and has been using chemical fertilisers since 1960 – first ammonia, then super phosphate and DAP. ‘When I started using Hybrid 4 or H 4, I had to use a lot of pesticides, and I had not seen such a lot of pests. I used to get up to 20 q/acre using all sorts of chemicals and pesticides and the cotton, which was long-stapled, fetched a good price as well. I thought that if I extended cotton to all my land, I would become a rich man. But over the years (though I did make money initially), yields started falling and expenses started rising. Nothing would control those pests.’ He said the desi varieties had good pest resistance and used to yield about 17 Q/acre, which was of very good quality with lots of lint. In 1990 he decided, for religious reasons (he had joined the Swadhyay Parivar, a popular spiritual movement which advocates organic farming), to stop using chemicals and insecticide sprays. He usually grows cotton on 30 acres and it is mono-cropped. In 1990, he grew cotton organically on four acres as an experiment. ‘In the first year I used cow dung as a fertiliser. When I stopped chemicals, all the natural predators including birds came back and I saw over the years how nature took over. ‘
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‘After I began organic farming cotton yields reduced to about 10 q per acre, but in the last two or three years, it has stabilised and I get 17 Q/acre if there is good rain. I have some well water for protective irrigation. In 2001-2002, yields dropped to 15 q/acre. Rain is a major problem here, as every year the amount reduces. I find that though the yields dropped at first, the soil quality improved, and now I am getting the same yield I used to get many years ago,’ he adds. Sixty % of the people in this village are farmers and the average landholding is 7 acres, but Pathubhai is alone in his belief in organic cultivation. His area is rain-fed. In Halvad, the nearby taluka, which is irrigated, farmers get up to 20 -30 quintals of cotton per acre. Some farmers in nearby villages are trying to adopt his techniques, but by and large he is considered a freak for stopping the use of chemicals.’ I want to bring back the old days of traditional farming – people call me mad and other names but I will stick to my ideas,’ he remarks. Since five years now, his entire farm is organic. He buys 30 tractors of cow dung and in summer grazes goats on his land, which is a traditional practice in this area and other parts of the country. The goats, about 100 of them, are allowed to graze on his land for a month in April-May. Now he sows H 10 hybrid and four acres of Co 2, (an old variety; he had some old seeds). He also grows desi Wagad which gives him a yield of 15 q/ acre. Pathubhai finds desi cotton harvests may be late but are assured; and the input costs are minimal. Slowly farmers like him are going back to traditional cotton varieties and methods. In fact, he is planning to stop growing hybrids and switch to desi varieties, as then he does not have to buy seeds. He now rotates the crop and follows other practices with which he grew up. Sowing begins on June 15, and the black cotton soil on his land is ideally suited for cotton. With well water he can irrigate up to 30 acres four times, depending on rains. In 2002 for nearly 50 days there was no rain and the crops were



badly affected. If the rains are good, in the rabi season he grows wheat, jowar and jira. The main kharif crops here are bajra and til, apart from cotton. He uses cow dung, castor cakes, and bio-fertilisers (bacteria culture) as fertiliser, and for a spray he uses a mixture of cow urine, whey, dhatura, aloe vera, neem oil and tobacco leaves, which are ground and then diluted in water. He uses three rounds of this spray. ‘If this does not work for the bollworm, then I just let things be and nature takes care of it. To tackle bollworm you need courage – usually it affects cotton badly but I don’t do anything and the flowers come back. My crop is late but you need patience to grow organic cotton,’ he remarks. After changing to organic cotton, he finds his expenses are practically nil, except for labour, while his profits are going up. Expenses on chemical farming for 30 acres Pesticides Chemicals DAP Urea Seeds Cost of Labour for putting fertilisers and chemicals plus labour and water pumping charges



Rs 50000 Rs 20000 Rs 15000 Rs 9000 Rs 3000



Now his expenses for organic cotton per acre are: Cow Dung Neem Oil Phosphorous Azotobacter Tobacco Leaves Castor Seeds Land preparation costs Water Labour



Rs 600 Rs 150 Rs 6 Rs 6 Rs 40 one kg Rs 150 Rs 600 Rs 1000 Rs 2400



He has not done any clear calculations but says his profits are up by 100%, since he does not spend so



much money on chemicals and fertilisers. The main cost is for labour.



Bhadribhai Joshi, Tanchha Village, Amod Taluka, Bharuch district (Rainfed black cotton soil, Ground water irrigation) Bhadribhai is among the pioneers of organic farming in Gujarat, and has worked hard to popularise the organic farming movement along with Mahendra Bhatt, Dhirendra Soneji and other Gandhians. Bhadribhai was an ardent admirer of the Green Revolution but changed his whole life by moving away from high-yielding, intensive agriculture. He advocates a mixed-cropping routine, which is usually the norm here, and uses desi seeds. Bhaskar Save was his inspiration. ‘I tried to emulate his efforts after I visited his farm, ’ he says. He grows cotton on half of his 20 acres of land. ‘In Bharuch there is a desi type called gheti which most people grow as it works well in rain-fed conditions. Though the government does not certify the seed, we grow it. Gheti is pest-resistant and does not require much water. It yields about 3 q/acre, which is a good yield for these parts. The Shantigram Nirman Mandal was formed with the idea of educating farmers and mainly we are trying to undo the damage of the Green Revolution,’ he says. In fact under the banner of Khedut Samaj, a statewide farmers organisation, farmers here fought a sustained battle five six years ago with the government which wanted them to stop growing gheti as it was not an approved seed. ‘How can the government tell us what to grow?’ asks Bhadribhai. ‘They wanted us to pull it out of our fields. Now the same government has released a variety of gheti , called Gujarat 23 , specially for Bharuch, which is being planted by many farmers.‘ When Bhadribhai first started organic farming, production dropped to 30-40 kg per acre. But he did not lose heart. ‘With good rains you can get up to 4 Q/acre. I believe earth is our mother and we should not bleed her dry,’ he says. He soon found that while the yields were low, so
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were the expenses. In fact many farmers are planting desi cotton or its new form – Gujarat 23. In Bori village, for instance, many farmers have realised the benefits of desi and have stopped growing hybrids, as this not only saved the seed cost but also gave them an assured yield without too many inputs. Kaushik Patil, who grows both desi and hybrid, finds that in the absence of rains, both varieties give more or less the same yield, which is around 2.5 to 3 Q/ acre. Most of the 35 farmers who grow cotton in this village have planted gheti. Pramodchandra Patel from Navetha village said that the main problem in this area was saline soils, as the sea is very close. Yields have dropped to two quintals per acre since he began organic farming in 1988. Earlier with hybrids he was getting double that amount. Though inspired by Bhadribhai, he is finding it tough to be an organic farmer. When Shantigram Nirman Mandal was formed in 1990, farmers were encouraged to set aside a plot of one acre or ‘prayog wadi’ for organic farming. Joining them was the Manviya Technology Forum, which coined the phrase ‘sajiv kheti’. In Amod, Vagra, Jambusar and Bharuch talukas of the western part of Bharuch district, the black soils have been rendered saline with overuse of groundwater for irrigation. So, improving soil fertility was the first task. Soon Bhadribhai’s farm was considered a model, and even today he has a regular stream of visitors. He believes in mulching, composting, using green manure and mixed-cropping to improve soil fertility. In a corner of one of his fields, he has set aside a small portion for a pond and a rock garden. He plants a variety of plants – medicinal and ornamental – around his fields. Between 1980-1990, he grew cotton on ten acres. His total expenses on chemical fertilisers were Rs 59,309 and total cost of production for 20 acres was Rs 1.34 zzzlakh. He got 102 q in all, of which 60q was cotton, tuvar 10 q, wheat 20 q and jowar 20 q. His gross profit was Rs 1.69 lakh. In those days he spent 79 % on cultivation.
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Now under organic farming, for 16 acres his overall expenses are Rs 32, 540 and he grows desi cotton on 3 acres, tuvar dal on 3 acres, wheat on 2 acres, Items



Amount



Seeds



Rs



4,990



Cow dung etc



Rs



11,800



Organic pesticides



Rs



2,150



Water



Rs



10,200



Weeding



Rs



3,400



Total



Rs



32,540



jowar 2.5 on acres, fodder 1.5 on acres, and fruits and castor two acres each. He gets 12 q of cotton, 16 q of wheat, 12 q of tuvar, 16 q of rice, 20 q of jowar and 8 q of castor for a total produce of 100 q. His gross profit is Rs 1.45 lakh. Now in the organic system, the production cost is 23%, and profits 77%. His expenses are: Thanks to Bhadribhai’s efforts, there are over 15-20 farmers in Bharuch whose farming operations are totally chemical-free, but there is a long way to go for the organic movement to take firm root.



Bhadribhai Somabhai Patel Patel, Dharampur village, Savli taluka, Baroda district (Rain-fed black cotton soil; from 2003 water is expected from Narmada canal) Farmers in Savli taluka of Baroda district have organised themselves into a unit to grow and promote organic cotton. Jabhak (the first three syllables of the names of the founding farmers in this taluka) aims at marketing organic cotton eventually. One of the founders, Bhadribhai Patel, switched to organic farming in 1986 after reading an article in Span magazine. He owns 16 acres of land. When he started farming in 1980 he grew gheti cotton and hybrids – like other farmers, he too found his expenses increasing and returns decreasing. ‘When I was doing conventional farming in 1985, I spent Rs 35,000 on my farm growing cotton, tuvar



and Blackgram. My returns were Rs 48,000. In the first year of organic farming I got 28 quintals of cotton on 28 bhigas, which was a little less than my usual yield of 32 quintals on the same area. After 1990, I found that my expenses were coming down and I got 26 q of cotton from 16 bhigas (one acre = 1.75 bhigas in this region). My net profit per acre was Rs 1200 to 1300 with yields of about 2 q/bhiga. My income was increasing as my expenses were reducing. My aim is to be self-reliant and I want to propagate this idea throughout the taluka,’ he explained.



Making Panchgavya, an organic fertiliser 5 kg cow dung 1 litre cow urine 250 gm cow ghee 2 litres buttermilk(chaas) and one litre honey Instead of honey which is sometimes impure, he recommends farmers use 2 kg organic jaggery, that too the organic kind. All these items are mixed and fermented for fifteen days. The entire solution is mixed with 100 litres of water and sprayed on cotton 30 days after sowing. Or, 1 litre of the solution mixed with two litres of water can be applied to the root zone of the crop. His main cost is labour, which works out to Rs 200300 per bhiga. He owns cattle and prepares a biospray called panchgavya. He has divided his land into three sections and uses compost prepared by him on one-third of the land every year in rotation. He does not use tractors but uses bullocks for light cultivation. The time of sowing is usually after the first rains and he grows gheti and Hybrid 8, 10. This year (2002) he has planted Gujarat 23. He also prepares and uses a botanical pesticide made of various types of leaves fermented in 10 litres of cow urine and 1 kg of lime (chuna). It is ground and filtered and 200 ml is mixed in 10 litres of water with buttermilk(chaas) and cow dung and sprayed 40-60 days after sowing to control pests.



‘My aim is to control insects, not kill them,’ he proclaims. Bhadribhai borrows ideas from IPM and from scientists who have visited his farm, and has consulted various people on organic techniques. He has trained in making NPV, and goes to various agriculture fairs, but when he asks advice from the scientific community, with very few exceptions, they sing praises of chemical fertilisers. He has experimented and innovated with various practices, including applying liquid fertiliser using the drip method. The bio-fertiliser is directly applied to the root zone where it is effective. Thanks to the failure of hybrids, many farmers are growing desi varieties in these parts. He estimates that this could be about 25% of all the farmers. Now there are 28 farmers in the taluka who use organic techniques (though a few use endosulfan). On the tenth of every month farmers meet and exchange ideas and spread the good word about organic farming. ‘I don’t do business; I want to show people the way. Unless soils are healthy, we cannot continue to produce enough, and that is what every farmer has to understand first. To maintain soil health, organic agriculture is the only answer – we have no choice but to stop chemicals and pesticides,’ he says. Increasingly, farmers are at the mercy of moneylenders, and in this village alone there were outstanding debts of Rs 45 lakh, according to a survey conducted when Bhadribhai was Secretary of the Dharampur Vividh Karyakari Sahakari Mandal Ltd about 15 years ago. There are only 32 farmers in this village, which means a debt of over Rs 1 lakh on an average per farmer. ‘Before 1986, I mono-cropped cotton but later realised the benefits of mixed cropping with pulses like mung and urad. Now I grow several crops like urad, maize, corn, til. With less rain the risk of a single crop is high; with all these crops I don’t stand to lose much.’ He advocates mixed-cropping with cotton, as farmers must not rely on one crop alone for sustenance. Bhadribhai’s expenses are only for labor and the remainder of his income is profit, much to the envy and puzzlement of his neighbours, who have
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ventured into organic farming in 2002, after watching him. They feel Bhadribhai has a point, and he loses nothing, as he spends almost nothing. His average yield in about 4.5 q/bhiga in irrigated conditions and two quintals/bhiga in rain-fed conditions.



Rohitbhai Purshottamdas Patel, Sardapur village, Savli taluka (Black soil. Groundwater irrigation.) Rohitbhai was once proud of the fact bag loads of chemicals were used on his 100 bhigas (one acre=1.75 bhigas) of land. He was also the first user of the Shikhar pump (a pump that can be carried on one’s back) for spraying deadly pesticides in the village of Sardapur in Savli taluka. He says, ‘My use of pesticides reached a point, when pests proliferated, and I was just spending money. In 1999 I stopped using all chemicals and pesticides. My earnings fell and cotton yield dropped to 2 q/bhiga as opposed to 4 quintals earlier. In 1999 my production was practically nil and in 2000, I resorted to mixed cropping of cotton with makai and tuvar. Yields for cotton were 2.5 q/acre thanks to low rainfall. But my production costs also fell to Rs 200 per acre.’ ‘Earlier I spent Rs 3 lakh, of which Rs 2 lakh was for chemicals and pesticides on my land. Now it has reduced to Rs 1.5 lakh. I used Excel’s recycled garbage as fertiliser and pheromone traps and bio-control agents.’ In 2002, he stopped using Excel fertiliser, since it was expensive, and has started using sugarcane waste.



‘Even though my yield is less, the cotton is of better quality. My neighbors are also inspired by my efforts,’ says Rohitbhai who is the president of Jhabak. Earlier Digvijay was grown here, but now hybrids dominate. Now Rohitbhai and others are using vermicompost and vermiwash and many are growing Gujarat 23. ‘I feel farmers can be satisfied growing organic cotton as it costs less and is of better quality,’ he adds. In 2002 he got 2 q/ bhiga but expects better yields in 2003. Bhadribhai’s experiments have found support in other villages in Savli taluka. Jayeshbhai Patel from Uttamnagar who owns 127 bhigas is a newcomer to
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farming as he was a printing press operator earlier. After the press closed he turned to farming. He used very little fertiliser since the beginning and has switched to organic farming from 2002. He grows several varieties of cotton including the desi red-stalked cotton available in the market as Chamatkar. Since he met Bhadribhai in 2000, he carries out various experiments on two bhigas. ‘I use simple things like jaggery water (which controls pests in cotton) and I found that even if I use fertilisers, chemicals and insecticides, the yields are the same as the average production here in rain-fed areas is just 2 q/acre. I may get less yields by not using chemicals but I have peace and no tension,’ says Jayeshbhai.



Chimanbhai Patel, Subhelav village, Baroda district Chimanbhai Patel, a mechanical engineer, was converted to organic farming by the Swadhyay Parivar 4 or 5 years ago. He owns 60 acres in Subhelav village near Baroda, and was earlier into tobacco farming, which he found tedious. ‘Since 2000 I use no chemicals on my farm and I have made farm ponds with government help to irrigate crops,’ he says. He uses biomass and poultry droppings, apart from neem cake and rice husk for composting, and cures it in 60 days. He uses a spray recommended by the Parivar as well as other non-chemical sprays. ‘My yield was about 4-5 q/acre in 2001 and expenses have reduced by 25%.’ ‘In 1999 with chemicals I got 6-7 q/acre. In 2000; after taking up organic farming this dropped to 45q/acre. I feel soils will get healthier even if production drops. With reducing prices of cotton, I feel our expenses should also reduce – only in this way can we make profits,‘ he adds.



Muljibhai Bhalani, Shampara, Bhavnagar (Poor soil, some groundwater irrigation) While there is a general feeling that only large farmers can take up organic farming, there are some people who prove this point wrong. Muljibhai Bhalani of Shampara village near Bhavnagar is an example of how one can make a small holding of seven acres



into a profitable organic farm. Muljibhai, a teacher by profession, incurs criticism that he can indulge in such whims because he has a steady job. But he has taken painstaking efforts over the last eight years in promoting and practicing organic farming. ‘The Gujarat Agricultural University told us what to do and how to farm. Till 1990, I believed them. The production capacity of land is not endless and soon this was obvious. I tried growing fruits for a while but there is very little water here. I decided to do some experiments with farming and tried growing crops with and without chemicals. In my organic plot, I saw that less water was needed, insects were less and pests were better controlled,’ says Muljibhai.



‘I also learnt to prepare and use bio-fertilisers. Finally, the expenses for organic cultivation were much lower. Nobody told me all this – I saw it for myself during 4 years of experiments. In the first year, production was 400 q/bhiga (one acre = 2.5 bhigas in this region) and it was more or less the same over the years. I found that more chemicals or pesticides meant more pests.’ ‘Then in 1994 I totally stopped all chemical fertilisers and insecticide sprays on my land. I grow cotton on 1-2 acres every year, and I feel I had to prove myself in cotton since it was the local cash crop and the main crop of the region. I grow cotton along with dudhi (white gourd) as the leaves attract pests of



Inspiring other farmers with organic farming Muljhibhai, small farmer, Bhavnagar, Gujarat



cotton. So does maize,’ he adds. His farm is quite delightful – there are plenty of birds, including large babblers and parrots, and scores of insects going about their duties. He is among the earliest organic farmers in Saurashtra, and slowly the movement has grown to about 30 odd farmers in the district. It is not an unfamiliar sight to see Muljibhai selling his bio-fertiliser concoction to farmers or advising them. His farm is a museum that many people visit. Muljibhai and his wife, Manjulaben, have worked hard to improve the soil quality – most of the soils here are saline and not even good quality grass grows here. ‘We had to focus on improving soils and at first people used to laugh at us. They don’t know that the secret of a good crop is a healthy soil.’ Water levels are below 700 feet in this region and Muljibhai recharges a borewell using a small pond nearby. He uses vermicompost and exchanges fodder for cow dung from a cattle pond nearby. Muljibhai has also been searching for a local variety of cotton suitable for this region and traveled all over Gujarat in 1994 in his quest. Wherever he saw good plants of cotton he brought them home and grew them. In his search he found a variety, which he selected and improved, labelling it Nisarg. In 1997, he distributed seeds to all farmers but the crop failed due to drought and he lost the seed totally. Now people are reverting to desi varieties, he says as ‘Logon ne dawai se bahut mar khai hai (Pesticides have caused a lot of harm to people).’ To select the most suitable variety for the farm, he conducted his experiment on ten gunthas (40 gunthas = one acre) where he grew ten varieties and found that Shankar 8 gave the best yield of 37 kg, while a desi variety was close behind with 36.5 kg. After turning to organic farming, his profits have gone up by 30-50%, and he does not incur losses. ‘Maze ki baat hai ki sajiv kheti karnewala atmahatya nahin karega (the good thing is that the organic farmer will not have to commit suicide),’ he quips. Farmers inspired by him have stopped using pesticides, though they still use some quantity of urea. In Ishwariya village, Virsingh Solanki also grows
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desi cotton and he gets 250 kg a bhiga. In 2003, he wants to stop even urea and grow organic cotton on 4 of his 20 acres. Other farmers in Pipardi like Popatbhai Vaghani and Thakershibhai from Zariya village are trying to grow crops organically, but some of them still use urea, since they believe it is organic!



Hirjibhai Bhingaradia , Malpara, Bhavnagar (Groundwater irrigation, soil type medium-black) Hirjibhai is well known for his success with drip irrigation and horticulture in these parts and has started experimenting with organic farming since 2001. ‘Since a few years ago, I realised that I was on the wrong path, and wanted to change my thinking. There were two main issues: pest control and increasing pest resistance. In 2001, there was a severe green bollworm infestation and I bought a pesticide – ‘Tracer’ – for Rs 11000 a litre. The next morning I found the worms alive and kicking! At that time I was also experimenting with organic cotton and I found that despite the pest attack, there was flowering. I experimented on three bhigas of cotton and got 200 kg. In the chemical plot the yield was half of that, ‘ he says.



relies more on traditional crops like cotton, peanuts, tuvar, castor, bajra, maize, til, mung, and urad. ‘I went back to my old mixed-cropping system as there was no water here. I had to remove many fruit trees. Even drip was not very successful here,’ he found. Farmers like Hirjibhai are among those who are selftaught and experimenting constantly. In 2002 it is with Bt cotton, which is quite popular in Gujarat. He says Bt cotton is a short-term solution but is nevertheless willing to test and see how far it goes. He is, of course, growing it organically!



Babubhai Patel, Sambalvad Kampa, Idar taluka, Sabarkantha district (Black cotton soil, groundwater) On 15 acres of land, Babubhai grows cotton, tomatoes, field beans and maize and is among the few farmers who have well water for irrigation. He grows cotton on four acres and also produces hybrid seeds for a private company. Many farmers in this area are seed producers as that is where they make money, what with the erratic prices of the main cash crop, cotton.



‘In one plot I planted one row of bajra and one row cotton. Using organic methods, I harvested 300 kg of bajra in addition to the 200 kg of cotton. I kept my head and got results. In the chemical plot, I lost my head and sprayed futilely,’ he added. He has learnt the art of patience since then and admits, ‘You need courage for this sort of thing. In 2001 I stopped all chemical fertilisers and in 2002, I have various combinations of crops in which I planted cotton.’ So on his field you can see rows of cotton intercropped with groundnut, sesame, urad, bajra, mung, maize or castor.



Since 2000, Babubhai has turned an organic farmer. For 20 years he believed chemicals were magic, and most of it was used on cotton. He says, ‘I decided to stop using chemicals after I attended a seminar conducted by Jatan. I realised that the more chemicals we used the more pests we had. I don’t make compost but mix cow dung with the seeds while sowing, which is usually around June 1. Then I started using neem leaves, tobacco dust and aloe vera solution and sprayed it. I find the smell repels the helicoverpa moth. Now we have another solution made by Rajni Patel from Modasa (see below). There is some control, but of course pests don’t entirely vanish. I feel if these alternative sprays work with cotton, then we don’t need Bt cotton.’



‘I graduated in rural studies from Lok Bharati, Sonosra, and have been farming since 1965 over 40 acres. Earlier we grew short staple cotton here and when the hybrids came we were not sure if there would be ginning facilities,’ he says.



He found cotton production dropped by 10% in the first year of organic farming. He used to spend Rs 10,000 per acre on cotton and now it had dropped to Rs 2000 to 3000. The expense is mainly for cow dung.



He grew trees here to revive the water table and half his land is forested. However, today, of all the fruit trees, only lemon, amla and chikoo survive. Hirjibhai



Many farmers have reduced the acreage under cotton due to the green bollworm. Earlier they grew desi varieties, which used to yield 30-40 maunds (one
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maund =20 kg) per acre and the expenses were very low. However the yields are more attractive with hybrids, with which you get about 2000 kg per acre. Babubhai ‘s mother Laxmiben used to grow desi cotton for many years but the practice has died. Most farmers here intercrop cotton with mung and urad and some are growing the desi variety called Lalsanti. Babubhai also plants marigold and uses pheromone traps, but he finds that they are not very useful. The village-level cooperative credit banks offer pesticides on credit and that increases the debt burden of farmers. Many farmers cannot run the risk of stopping chemicals, as they fear loss of produce and then the dilemma of repaying debts. Once he stopped chemicals, he found the earthworms coming back. ‘I also like the idea of letting the crops be – to do nothing is also to experiment,’ he remarks. But he finds the green bollworm too daunting to continue with cotton. In Samlapur village, Talshibhai Patel has been growing organic crops for four years now. ‘I read an article by Kantibhai Patel on organic farming and realised that there were others doing it.’ In 2002, he is growing Lal Santi, a type of desi cotton on four acres. The crop is resistant to pests. He got the seeds from Rajnibhai Patel, a gram sevak in Modasa who takes a keen interest in organic farming and promotes and researches it. ‘Organic farming is a process of unlearning what has been ingrained. It requires a lot of effort,’ remarks Talshibhai, a retired schoolteacher.



reduced to a five-litre concentrate. Farmers who use Nikunchi find it is effective against the green bollworm.



Rajni Patel, Modasa, Sabarkantha district



He uses Lantana leaves to control white fly by preparing a concentrate of 1 litre, which is diluted in 200 litres of water and sprayed on crops every ten days. Lantana also improves the flowering in cotton plants, he says. All these items are locally available and the farmers need not spend at all to prepare these solutions, he adds.



There are about 20 farmers committed to organic farming in Sabarkantha district and many of them are motivated by Rajnibhai Patel, a gram sevak (government extension worker) from Modasa, who has conducted extensive research in organic methods. He also prepares a herbal insecticide called Nikunchi, which is gaining popularity in the district.



Nikunchi is prepared from neem oil or seed, aloe vera, tobacco dust boiled in 20 litres of water and



Some years ago, he came across the desi cotton Lal Santi and is trying to get farmers to grow it in the district. This variety grows without any pesticides and very little water, he says. He too was motivated by the Swadhyay Parivar and, since 1990, is an organic farmer as well. He tried to experiment with natural methods of pest control and found that calatropis sap prevents termites in the root. Then he found that euphorbia nerujoha (locally called thor, a succulent plant ) sap is a good seed treatment for fungus. He tried to search for natural ways of pest control and how nature nurtured itself. He found that in sandy soils, succulent plants did not have much of a problem with termites. ‘I did some experiments and found that thor sap prevents termites from attacking the plant. So I decided to extract it and apply it to the root area. It acts as seed treatment and prevents both termites and fungus,’ he says.



‘I use 5 ml thor (euphorbia nerujoha) sap and 50 ml water, mix one kg of seeds in it for 7 -8 hours, then dry it and either sow it or store it. Roots grow well if this is done.’ For termite control, to one litre of thor sap, add 200 litres water and apply to the plant as per its growth. In trees, this can be applied on the stem as well as the root zone. He also prepares Ratanjod , which is an herbal pesticide formulated from leaves of Jatropha Curuus for aphids and jassids, sucking pests of cotton.



He has motivated farmers in Anandpura village near Modasa to shift to organic farming and some of them are in the process of experimenting with it. The
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farmers are also growing desi cotton. However, the question is whether they will persist with it. Since 1986, the entire village has virtually given up growing cotton due to the white fly menace. In 2002, farmers like Jayantilal Patel have started growing cotton varieties like Lalsanti organically on one acre on an experimental basis. In 2001-2002, Sureshbhai Patel from the same village grew organic cotton as an
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experiment on 30 gunthas. He grew hybrid cotton, spending Rs 4620 on it. He got 550 kg of cotton and since he had intercropped with maize, which yielded Rs 4710 profit, his total net earnings came to Rs 11, 800. However, in 2002, he switched to growing corn. But in other villages, farmers are going back to growing cotton and using alternative forms of fertilisers and sprays for their crop.



6. Maharashtra state



6.1 Vidarbha The farmers of eleven districts in the Vidarbha region of Maharashtra (which is nearly 88% or more dryland) rely solely on the monsoon. With less than 5% irrigation in the area, agriculture is marked by low productivity. Suicides by farmers are common in this region where moneylenders have a stranglehold. In 1997-98, 351 farmers in India committed suicide, of which fifty were from Vidarbha (Kate and Khadse 2002). Marginal and small farmers comprise 56% of the farmers, and most of them have sloping and degraded lands in Vidarbha. The cropping pattern was mixed – cotton, pigeon pea (tuvar), and jowar in the kharif season, with some green gram, black gram, groundnut, sesame, ambadi and sun hemp; and rabi crops like wheat, chana and linseed. However, with the Green Revolution, the diversification of crops has reduced and monocropping, as for instance with cotton, became the norm (Kate and Khadse 2002). In Maharashtra about 32 lakh ha is under cotton (in 2002 – 27 lakh ha), comprising 30% of the acreage under cotton in India. Of this, 14 lakh ha is in Vidarbha, accounting for 50% of the state’s area under cotton. About 80-85% are hybrids and the rest are pure desi varieties, according to Dr T P Rajendran, Project Coordinator (Cotton improvement) and Head, CICR Regional Station, Coimbatore (formerly Principal Scientist [Entomology] at CICR, Nagpur). ‘The seeds of Indian organic cotton cultivation were sown for the first time in Maharashtra in the early 1990s. Some progressive farmers, distressed by the negative effects of pesticides on insect suppression



in cotton crop, reduced the chemical inputs and increased the use of organic manures and developed their own techniques to optimise resources in order to develop sustainable farms … (Venugopal et al. 1996).’ In 1992 Dr Rajendran and a team of scientists from CICR visited the new organic cotton practitioners in Yavatmal and Karanja Lad in Vidarbha to assess their practices and thought processes. CICR began researching organic cotton in 1991 and, though not widely known, its work was published in the 1998 ICAR News under the title ‘Promising Technology’. The experiments on organic cotton were accepted by the Planning Commission as well as nongovernmental organisations and farmers from other states. Most importantly, the CICR Technical Bulletin on Organic Cotton (1/2000) records that the analysis of production/productivity figures as well as technological properties (in an organic project in Maharashtra – VOFA) of individual cultivars has revealed that there is no special advantage for hirsutum hybrids over straight varieties. Surprisingly, the bulletin goes on to state that arboreum cultivars showed equivalence in yield and quality with hirsutum cultivars, based on farmers field data analyses. VOFA farmers used hirsutum varieties. Organic farming has received an impetus in Amravati. Manisha Verma, Collector, said that Amravati is one of the 28 districts in the country selected under the centrally-sponsored World Bank-funded National Agricultural Technology Project (NATP). Under this, the Agriculture Technology Mission Agency (ATMA)
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has been working for over a year to encourage farmers to spread knowledge of organic farming. It is working on building networks of farmers, providing marketing linkages, creating consumer awareness, policy advocacy and documentation. The thrust areas include alternatives to chemicals in the form of compost, vermicompost, watershed management, water harvesting, recharging of dry wells and desilting of tanks through people’s participation. It has also appointed Dharamitra, an NGO, to be a certifying agency for organic farming. Agricultural and Processed Food Products Exports Development Authority (APEDA) will train the NGO in its efforts. Block-level meetings to promote organic farming have been held and over 475 farmers attended a district level meeting. The project aims to identify research gaps in agriculture and prepare plans for extension. Apart from agriculture, ATMA also seeks to promote dairy farming and sericulture. However, organic cotton farming is the main focus as cotton is the main cash crop in the district, grown over almost 50% of the area. The project, with a cost of Rs 4 crore from 19992003, has taken up organic farming as one of its activities. Two groups of farmers are being provided funds for farmers’ training and exposure visits. At Anjangaon Surji village, a group of organic farmers has started selling certified cotton abroad since 2000 under the banner of Maharashtra Organic Farmers Association (MOFA), with the guidance of Deepak Shinde. The membership of organic farmers in this area increased from 200 to 300, and about 4000 ha is covered by organic farming, according to official sources.



6.2



Organic cotton farmers in Maharashtra



Anandrao Mukundrao Subedar Subedar,, Tivsa village, Yavatmal district (Rain-fed, groundwater, deep-black cotton soil) One of the pioneers of organic farming in Vidarbha, Anandrao Subedar from Yavatmal is one of largest
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landholders in the district and, at one point, also the largest user of chemicals and pesticides. ‘I achieved record-breaking yields of 14q/acre in 1984 and we thought we had conquered all pests of cotton. Synthetic pyrethroids rid us of the American bollworm, but then the white fly appeared. In 1985 we lost all our cotton due to the white fly. It was an insect we had never even heard of before. The losses made us think and when we analyzed the reasons, the rampant use of pesticides was obviously the cause. Yields had come down to 2 or 2.5 q/acre from an average of 6 q/acre,’ he recalls. In Yavatmal district, the use of chemical fertilisers and pesticides is very high and six years ago, Rs 100 crore was spent on these in this district alone, according to estimates from various local farmers and dealers. Now spraying is much less and the expenditure has come down to Rs 40 crore. ‘It was Fukuoka whose book revolutionised our way of thinking – here was a man saying we could grow crops without any chemicals. Shripad Dabholkar was also instrumental in changing my farming practices and after I met him, in 1990, I decided not to use any chemicals. Slowly we tried to develop our own knowledge, as we did not get any advice from the universities or CICR. Dabholkar gave us a science and we tried to develop on it. I want to repeat what Dabholkar has said: ‘The only input we need is our grey cells,’ elaborates Subedar. Now he farms on 260 acres in Tivsa, 19 km from Yavatmal. Subedar loves to experiment and to this day, keeps growing several varieties of cotton to select the best-suited ones. ‘I found that high yields have no relationship with chemicals or fertilisers – we can prove that on our fields. The time of sowing is vital for cotton as it is the most decisive factor for yield—the yield reduces if you delay the sowing. The other trick is to get a suitable variety of crop. And the third factor affecting yield is the distance between two rows and two plants. There must be room for cotton to grow,’ he maintains. He also grows sugarcane, banana and tuvar, but cotton is mono-cropped. In 2002, he planted cotton on 45 acres, of which 35 acres in rain-fed.



Since 1990, when he stopped all chemicals, he is in search of a suitable variety of cotton. In 2002, he grew 18 varieties including many straight varieties like DHY 286, LRA 5166, LRK 516, Rajat and Renuka – all hirsutum – and AK 4, AK 5, AK 7, 8401, as well as hybrids 468 and Nanded 44, and he wants to prove that not a single cotton type requires spraying. It has taken him five years to stabilise the yield. In 2001, yields were 8 q/acre. The fields are ploughed in Feb-March and cow dung (5 cartloads per acre) is added after sowing in June. He mixes 30 kg cow dung, 30 litres cow urine and 300 litres of water along with black jaggery, and ferments it for five days. Then the solution is mixed with water in the proportion of 1:20 and sprinkled on the field. This acts as a pesticide as well as promotes plant growth. His expenses are about Rs 4000 / acre; it was double that when he was using chemicals. Large landowners and rich farmers can even spend up to Rs 1200014000/acre on chemicals and pesticides, with about 20 sprays in one season for cotton. ‘When EPEA showed an interest in our cotton, Jens Soth came here and took samples, and it was confirmed that we were growing organic cotton. In VOFA, we want to promote organic farming and ensure that farmers get good prices. Every year there is a bonus of Rs 700 per quintal of cotton and now we have 205 members. The cotton is being exported since 1995 and we sell 1500-2000 quintals every year.’ (see VOFA in section on commercial cotton). Subedar’s farm is a pilgrimage point for many visitors and he has managed to inspire his neighbour, a small farmer and his employee, to stop using chemicals.



Pray ag Kashiram Rathod, Tivsa village, Yavatmal Prayag (well water, black cotton soil) An avid fan of Dabholkar, Rathod was inspired by Subedar to change his farming practices. The average landholding in this village is 10 acres, and despite Subedar’s fame, there are not many takers for organic farming. Farmers are mostly in debt and



cannot even dream of stopping the use of chemicals and fertilisers. Rathod, a farmer since 20 years, owns 16 acres and his main crops are cotton, jowar, tuvar, vegetables, soyabean and chilli. He plants cotton on 7-8 acres every year. He has a well from which he can irrigate the cotton twice in a season. He now grows straight varieties of cotton and the average yield is 5 q/acre. He has stopped using chemicals since 1994. When he grew hybrids, he used to get between 7-8 quintals or even 2-3 q/acre and the average worked out to the same. ‘When I grew 1007, an old variety, I used to get 4q/acre without any chemical inputs. I decided to stop chemicals after seeing Subedar’s farming techniques. He is a big landlord and he stopped using chemicals. Before that I used to experiment with every new spray in the market and I got very high yields in 1993. In 1994, I stopped chemicals on 3 acres and I got 5q/acre in cotton. The next year I was encouraged and I stopped chemicals entirely. Earlier my expenses worked out to Rs 7000 per acre now it is halved to Rs 3500/acre. Since 2000, I am a VOFA member. I find the farming is tensionfree now.’ ‘I also sow before the monsoon. I use the cotton stalks as biomass and leave them in the field. I make compost, which I apply at the time of sowing for cotton. I grow cow pea and sun hemp for natural manure. Once I stopped chemicals, I saw that no pest was threatening the plants and this encouraged me. I am not afraid of bollworms now,‘ he declares. Those who use chemicals in this village get 2.5 to 4 q/acre of cotton. Rathod’s moment of glory came when he grew rabi wheat organically –something he had never thought possible. ‘I was so thrilled I called all the villagers for a celebration, and served them lunch.’ Even a small farmer like Shravan Pawar, who works on Subedar’s farm, has stopped using chemicals since the last seven years. He owns 10 acres of which 5 acres have poor soils, but it took a while for him to
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decide that organic farming will not harm him. He plants 7 acres cotton and the rest with jowar and mung. He used to spend Rs 10,000 (for his entire landholding) on chemicals and fertilisers, but now he does not spend that much. He gets 3-4 q/acre yield in cotton. This yield is the same as he used to get with chemicals. After the initial drop, every year, he finds his yields increasing, and in 2001, he got 3 q/acre. Now his per acre cost of production is Rs 2000 and he gets Rs 8000-9000 gross profit per acre. His soil is not good quality and he has no irrigation. Now his average net profit is about Rs 7000 per acre. He feels that production is increasing and not decreasing, and this gives him confidence. ‘We don’t spray pesticides at all, and also keep the biomass in the field itself.’ He grows Ankur 651 and NHH 44 and buys seeds every year. However, he wants to grow his own seeds in the future. These are the small changes taking place in the villages where farmers, who are out of the clutches of intensive farming, are realising the benefits of being independent. Farmers like Shravan Pawar and Rathod have large families where the children are being educated and their nutritional needs are being taken care of.



Kamal Kishor Kishoree Dhiran Dhiran, Palodi village, Darhwa taluka, Yavatmal district (Partially groundwater, part rainfed, black soil) A farmer since 1960, Kamal Kishore Dhiran owns 58 acres. ‘I suffered heavy losses between 1970-72 and decided to stop chemicals. I used chemical sprays only in 1970 and I grew local varieties.’ The yield in the old days was 7-8 q/acre for cotton on irrigated land and about 4q/acre on rain-fed land. Dhiran, a matriculate, evolved his own system based on traditional knowledge of agriculture. He had seen the old days with traditional desi varieties and feels they were best suited to the area. ‘The important thing about crops is that they must be suited to the region and resistant to local vagaries. In 1984 I started using hybrid seeds and then resumed the use of fertilisers
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till 1994, when I found the yields were again falling,’ he says.



‘I feel desi cotton is best suited to this land, as it is hardy and pest-resistant. I feel we get healthy food to eat, spend less and live in a good environment. These are the merits of organic farming in cotton. Also, the land becomes more productive. I also get a higher price for my produce, but that is not my aim.’ He does not buy seeds as he grows his own, except for NHH 44, a hybrid cotton. ‘I mainly use cow dung to fertilise the land and now grow only desi varieties: 8401, AK 7, DHY and one hybrid—Nanded 44 – where I have some water. The yield of cotton is 3 q/acre. I also plant tuvar and mung of which I get a quintal each. I spend Rs 4000 per acre now, after switching to organic cultivation. I usually plant 10 rows of cotton and 2 rows of mung. I feel that those growing cotton and other crops intensively are on a suicidal path as they incur a lot of debt. I have been trying to convince other farmers in my village, but it is only now they are coming to see my farm. Now I make 60% profit and only 40% is expenses—earlier it was the other way round.’ Dhiran has both rain-fed and irrigated cotton and believes in mixed cropping.



Manohar Par chur Parchur churee , Ambhora village, Karanja taluka, Wardha district (well water, black soil) This salesman, lawyer, and businessman turned organic farmer is proud of the fact that the venerable Masanobu Fukuoka visited his farm in 1997. A blackand-white portrait hanging in the now unused farmhouse is evidence of that. Parchure said he was the first to process soyabean in India, and now devotes most of his time to spreading the word on organic farming. He had no idea about farming and first planted some teak on land he acquired in this village. The Marathi translation of Fukuoka’s One Straw Revolution was an eye opener for him and he made Fukuoka his guru. For two years he broadcast seeds and did not really cultivate the land. However, this led to losses of Rs 20,000 a year. However, he slowly



came to the conclusion that traditional agriculture was best, and on his 40 acres (not all of which he cultivates) he grew cotton in 1990 using fertilisers. The next year he followed natural farming principles and did not make any profits. A lot of weeds grew which were mulched into the land. But from 1993 he has not looked back and till 1997, when he stopped living and farming on his land, his yields were 4-5 q/acre for cotton. He uses only LRK 5166, a straight variety, as he does not believe in hybrid seeds. He also used to exchange seeds with other farmers.



Farmers in this village using chemicals also get between 3-5 quintals. Some farmers have stopped spraying insecticides, but fertilisers are still being used here by the Gonds who live in the village. Since 1998 he has given out the farm for cultivation by some local villagers but the practices are still organic. Under the Natural Organic Research Centre, an organisation he and some others founded in 1996, he travels and talks of organic farming. He feels Fukuoka’s visit benefited him a lot and he wants to share his experiences with others.



He plants cotton on roughly eight acres every year, apart from soybean, tuvar, jowar, mung, urad, til and groundnut. He has two wells and one check dam.



Parchure adds, ‘When Fukuoka came here on October 2, 1997, he spent 3 hours on my farm and I learnt one important thing. He told me that the soil would tell you which is the best-suited crop. He told me to mix various types of seeds, add soil and make round balls. Put it in an area of 10 ft by 10 ft, which is mulched up to an inch thick, and plant as many varieties as you have. Don’t touch this patch – when the plants grow you can see which are the best crops and the two best ones are the most suited for the area. He told me that is the test of the soil and there is no need for soil testing which is all a fraud.’



Inputs for cotton per acre Seed cost – Rs 10 Vermicompost and trichocompost – 400 kg per acre Amrut pani – 10 kg cow dung, 10 litre cow urine and 100 gm jaggery. {Ferment this for 6 days and then dilute in 200 litres water and sprinkle over one acre, ideally very month.) Compost – 400 kg per acre. He cultivates the land and then adds compost. The cotton is usually planted before the rain and sometimes after the first rains. Vermicompost is added one month after germination. Amrut pani is sprinkled in the second and fourth month. ‘Crop rotation plays an important role in pest control. Our desire must not be to have a record yield; the exercise must be profitable. I am also advising farmers that one cow can give you enough dung and urine for your land.’ Parchure says, ‘My main cost is labour at Rs 800 an acre, so the total cost of production works out to Rs 1100 per acre at the most. The yield of cotton is between 3-5 quintals. It has never been less than 3 quintals, but neither has it been more than 5 q. At an average rate of Rs 1500 a quintal, I am not running a loss. One can intercrop with tuvar or soya, which has become popular since 1980.’



Parchure is a certified organic cotton farmer who sells cotton to Eco Farms, one of the organisations working on sale and marketing of organic produce in Vidarbha. In the same village, Pundalik Govinda Uike does not use chemicals and fertilisers after seeing Parchure’s farm. He tends to his own land and also takes care of Parchure’s land. He owns 12 acres but plants cotton only on two acres. ‘I find that the expenses are less after I stopped using chemicals, but the yields are the same.’



Sadashiv ‘Nanaji’ Khanderao Pande , Ashta village, Kinwat taluka, Nanded district (Black soil, rain-fed, well water in rabi) A farmer for 52 years, Pande has seen the pre-Green Revolution days when no chemicals or fertilisers were used. He too grew straight varieties of cotton, and did not use any chemical inputs till 1984. For 10 years between 1984-1994 he grew hybrids, swept by
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the popular tide, and used a lot of chemicals. While using hybrids and chemicals, he used to get 16 q/ acre or at least 10 q/acre for cotton. For a while it was magical but then the yields started dropping and he started incurring heavy losses. In Ashta, of the 2000 acres of land, not even 100 acres are irrigated. Most of his 45 acres is dry-land, but he has a well for irrigation in the rabi season, when he grows wheat on 10 acres. He grows jowar, tuvar, urad, ambadi(hibiscus) and bhagar, a millet. Of the 25 acres under cotton, 15 acres are improved varieties and the rest are hybrids. In 2002, he grew 468, NH 44, Renuka, and 452, and his yields now average 4 q/acre, though it dropped to 3 q/acre in 2001. In 1995, 1996 and 1997 he stopped chemicals, but in 1999 under the IPM programme (in which the whole village was involved), it was recommended that farmers use 25 kg of urea, so he tried that but stopped after a year. Since 2000, his farming is completely chemical-free. In any case many people had stopped using sprays under IPM, and that continues, though some farmers have restarted. Pande believes in traditional knowledge and in the Vedas, and has faith in natural farming. Before sowing, seeds are mixed with cow dung ash. Before that he makes a mixture of fresh dung urine and anthill mud. The seeds are dipped in this mixture before being rolled in ash and dried. He plants cotton at a distance of 2 x 2 ft and spends Rs 400/acre for seeds. That is his major expense. He prepares compost and has 30 heads of cattle. He rotates crops and sowing is generally after rains. He does summer cultivation in April and May and adds compost. Cotton is sown in 16 rows, then one row of urad, bhagar, til, lal ambadi, and makai, followed by two rows of tuvar, one of urad, and then again cotton. He does weeding every 15 days and the crop is totally rain-fed. Bhagar attracts birds and they also then eat the worms on cotton. Even if there is a pest attack he
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uses a concoction of neem seeds. The seeds are soaked in water for 18 hours. The seeds are then removed and the solution is sprayed. As a last resort, NPV is used. He also plants cowpea or barbatti and corn, along with cotton, as predators which eat barbatti pests also eat cotton pests. Seed treatment ensures that no root rot occurs and there are lots of friendly insects, so the crop is less damaged. ‘My expenses now are mostly on labour (which is a lot) and on seeds. Earlier I used to spend over Rs 1.25 lakh, mostly on chemicals and fertilisers,’ he says. Every year farmers take loans for agriculture. In 1998 many farmers in this area committed suicide, and people had reached their wits’ end with farming. This village was selected for an IPM programme in 19981999 and is one of the models presented by the government for IPM. Pande explains, ‘The IPM project came here quite by accident. ICRISAT had an experimental plot for growing gram on our farm, and Dr Lavekar used to come here. In 1998 we told him about our problems and how we had crop losses for three years running. He was ready to help us and wanted us to give him 500 acres for IPM, and we had to listen to his advice. All 125 farmers in the village accepted this plan. (The average landholding is about 5 acres). From 1999 June we were given seeds of NH44 and every day, Dr Lavekar came here and supervised the farming. They advised us to put NPK before sowing, at the rate of 50 kg/acre which was a reduction of 100 kg for most of us.’ ‘The recommended fertiliser dose was NPK 50 kg/ per acre, and urea 25 kg/acre. No insecticides were allowed and seeds were treated with Gaucho (a branded chemical seed treatment). Cotton was intercropped with bhagar and bordered with makai and barbatti.’



‘I find the benefits of IPM are that we got new information on plant protection and we prepared our own neem sprays. Our cotton plants had more bolls and no attack from bollworms. Our expenses were cut and yields were average,’ he adds.



However, Pande is the only farmer in the village who dares not to use any chemicals or pesticide sprays. Others find it too big a risk not to use urea or NPK. Gokuldas Pandurang Wanzare, a retired schoolteacher who owns 40 acres, says, ‘Under IPM we were told not to intercrop cotton with tuvar because of possible pest attacks, but I feel it’s a good mix. I also feel that NPV and trichocards are not needed now, though I used them initially. Because of cowpea and corn, a lot of friendly insects have returned which in turn eat cotton pests. I use neem spray only occasionally. I find more bolls, more insects, bees and birds. There is a big change in our fields now.’ ‘Before IPM I used 2 bags: 100 kg NPK and one bag urea. I needed a minimum of 15-20 sprays, including endosulfan, for cotton. Due to this, the bollworms increased tremendously, and people used thirty or more sprays with little result.’ ‘Under IPM I got about 5 q/acre for cotton which is a good yield as I have little irrigation. Earlier I spent Rs 3000 on sprays; now that is my saving per acre. I am farming since 1997 after my retirement as a schoolteacher. I am not sure about stopping all chemical inputs – look at Pande, he got 2 or 3 q/acre after stopping while we average 4 q/acre.’ Pande earlier owned 300 acres, though he later sold off much of his land – a fact others in the village attribute to his downfall after opting for organic farming. Wanzare says, ‘The biggest revelation for us was that we realised that spraying does not increase yields and people did not know this till the IPM programme. Cotton is our main crop and there is no alternative in our rain-fed lands – what we need is to find a way of cotton growing cheaply, so that we don’t get enmeshed in debt. The only difficulty is that we do not have much compost.’ Wanzare is proud of his field, which is full of healthy plants and birds and other insects. He walks to it every day, unlike his son Kiran who is horrified at the idea of farming. ‘My parents want me to be a



farmer and now I am fit for nothing else,’ he says somewhat sadly. ‘I want a job in the city or some professional career, anything but farming.’ It is obvious Wanzare’s pride in the land is not shared by his son, a situation many older people are faced with.



Prakash and Siddharth Kochar, Hinganghat, Wardha district (Groundwater, black soil) Prakash Kochar, who owns 100 acres of land, is a well-known horticulturist who is responsible for introducing amla or Indian gooseberry into the region. When he left college, the farm was doing very badly and he tried to revive cultivation with very high use of fertilisers, pesticides and hybrids. He grew H4, which yielded 10 q/acre and Nimkar 101. His all-time high cotton yield was 16 q/acre. Like other farmers, he, too, found yields dropped to four q/acre since 1983- 84 despite irrigation and changing varieties, and costs going up. He says, ‘From 1990, for 3 years, I experimented without chemicals. In the first year I did not use urea and stopped pyrethroids.’ ‘In the second year, I again did not use urea but added 50 kg of NPK which was half the previous year’s quantity, and did some limited spraying.’



‘In the third year, I added 25 kg NPK and 2-3 sprays of endosulfan, malathion, copper sulphate and Rogor. In the fourth year, I stopped all chemicals and sprays. I wanted to shift to organic farming slowly, not suddenly, and I also had to convince myself,’ he says. ‘I also stopped buying recycled waste compost and increased the biomass on my land. I initially used trichocards and bacterial culture, but after 2-3 years we stopped that as well. Now I do shallow cultivation, and every 3 years, dump 12 cartloads per acre of compost on land. I mulch land with green manure and I keep the biomass in the field and don’t burn it.’ ‘I sow cotton after two good rains (distance 2.15 x 1.15 ft) and grow straight varieties like Ankur 516, Renuka and Narasimha. I stopped hybrids 5-6 years ago and like to use my own seeds. We pay a lot for
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seeds and we don’t get good quality, so I decided to grow my own seeds. Besides, my seeds are not chemically treated. I coat the seeds with white anthill soil and cow urine and then dry them.’ ‘I practice inter-cultivation and do weeding. I use a spray of cow urine and chopped neem leaves, fermented for 3 days, added to water. I also water cotton twice with sprinklers.’ ‘We are not afraid of insects – we reserve 25% of the crop for our insects. I believe agriculture must be enjoyable and my farm has been developed in such a way that it’s a pleasant place to visit. Since 1994 my highest yields are 4.76 q/acre but in 2001, it fell to 2.7q/acre. However, the average yields work out to 3-4 q/acre after switching to organic farming,’ he explains. In 1987-88 Prakash Kochar wanted to give up farming as there were no profits. It was then that he read up Cost per acre Seed Cost Sowing Four Inter-cultivation Two Sprays Weeding Irrigation Picking of Cotton



Transport Total



Rs 30 Rs 80 Rs 400 Rs 100 Rs 500 Rs100 Rs 350 based on 3q/acre Rs100 Rs 1710



Yield average—Three quintals of cotton Inspection charges Gross Profit Net Profits



Rs 300 Rs 8000 from cotton Rs 6000



on alternative farming. Unlike the sons of other farmers, his son Siddharth, inspired by organic farmer Poonamchand Bafna and Kisan Mehta, wanted to pursue farming.
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Kochar’s farm, which is full of amla and other trees, is a special place to visit. This is another place that attracts many visitors, many of whom cannot believe that he has grown such a lush orchard. He also grows 37 varieties of mango and is obviously a farmer who enjoys the diversity and richness of crops. ‘I thought of diversifying crops and went in for fruits which did not require much water, like amla, mango and guava. We knew there were no profits in this, but strangely we did not incur losses either. I grow cotton, jowar, tuvar, soya, mung, in kharif along with urad, wheat, chana and rai in the rabi season. I also plant maize, cowpea, chillies, tuvar, ambadi, basil and cosmos (a yellow flower), which are all natural insect repellants. I also have plenty of neem trees. My results in organic farming were beyond any expectations, and I feel this is the way to self reliance.’ Kochar plants 12-15 acres of cotton every year. He believes there is nothing like cow dung or biomass to restore soil fertility. Dairy farming and agriculture go hand in hand. Kochar was deeply into animal husbandry and focused on local breeds. He also sells Rs 15000-20000 worth of dung every year. ‘I was among the highest spenders on chemicals. In 198586 for 275 acres (which has now reduced to 100 acres) I spent Rs 3.75 lakh for chemicals and pesticides.’ I was the first to purchase a tractor in Hinganghat and also the first to sell it,’ he adds.



Avinash Laxmanrao Dhok, Sonora, Deoli taluka, Wardha district (Groundwater, black soil) Mr Dhok has practiced organic farming since 1992 and owns 80 acres of land, of which 12 acres are fallow. He grows soyabean on 30 acres for the last 3 years, as it is a short-duration crop. He grows tuvar on about 15 to 20 acres, and cotton on 10 acres, as opposed to 4-5 years ago when 25 acres of land was under cotton. Dhok also practices homeopathy and took to farming 12 years ago. ‘We realised that yields of organic and chemically grown crops were almost the same. My principle is to invest less and get more. As for cotton, I grew Ankur 651 in 2002. Earlier I grew H 10, LRK516



and NHH44. However I am reducing cotton as marketing is a problem and I have to wait for a year to get my money.’ As a chemical farmer, he spent Rs 3000/acre on chemicals and pesticides as well as seeds. Since 1992, with organic farming, he spends only for transport, labour and harvesting, which comes to about Rs 2000/acre. ‘My average yield is 4 q/acre now- it has gone up from about 3 q/acre. I feel that I am making profits even as my investment has reduced,’ he says.



‘The basic thing is confidence and I have that. Some people in my village start off with grand intentions to farm organically, but later they panic and start spraying when they see pests. The average landholding here is 4-5 acres and most people can’t go against the tide. Earlier people here used to spray 10-12 times; now they have reduced it to 4-5 times. They mainly use endosulfan, Rogor and monocrotophos.’ ‘I make my own compost as I have 40 animals. I usually intercrop tuvar with cotton. I don’t use any pest control, as I leave it to nature and natural predators and birds, which are in plenty in my fields. Patience is a must in organic farming; one must have the confidence to leave it to nature.’



his mentor’s principles of do-nothing farming, which sets him apart from other farmers. A member of VOFA, he is a certified organic cotton farmer. His farm is also a place of pilgrimage for farmers from far and near. On the day I visited him, he was showing around a group of farmers who had come to see how he grew crops without any chemicals or fertilisers. He grows til, jowar, bajra, cotton, vegetables and fruits over 110 acres. For cotton he gets Rs 1000 extra per quintal, as it is certified. Farmers are amazed to see that he neither sprays insecticides nor uses urea. To a purist used to seeing crops in neat rows, his farm can appear very untidy. Weeds grow everywhere and there is barely any space between two plants. ‘Fully grown cotton fields become like a forest – I can’t enter,’ he jokes. His farms are full of weeds but that does not bother him. Weeds are a goldmine and he uses them to mulch his land. The trick, he says, is to know which ones to keep on top and which below. ‘I find compost expensive so I use what is there in nature. All we need to do is create conditions for earthworms to grow, and then there is no need for bullocks or ploughing.’



However, he finds that sucking pests are a major problem. The area under cotton is reducing every year in the village, and in 2002, it is 25% less than the previous year. Though he is a large farmer, he feels that organic farming is much easier for smaller farmers as they save a lot on labour costs. Cotton has deep traditional roots in India and that is why his mother, Maltibai, will not permit him to stop cotton farming, though he wants to. Cotton is traditionally used for wicks for lamps here and she does not want to give up that tradition.



Raosaheb Dagadkar, Usalgavhan, Dhamangaon taluka, Amravati district (Well water irrigation, murrum soil) He is, in a sense, India’s Fukuoka and closely follows



India's Fukuoka - Raosaheb Dagadkar, Amravati, Maharashtra



‘When I read The One Straw Revolution in 1990, I decided to adopt do-nothing farming. First there was a reduction in yield, but now I usually get 4-6 q/acre of cotton. In 2002 I expect around 6 q/acre. I have grown cotton for 25 years. First I used the old 1007 variety; then after the 70s I grew H4. It gave very
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high yields, initially up to 14 q/acre. I also used chemicals and sprayed 3-4 times. But yields dropped to 7-8 quintals, and even went down to 2q/acre.’



‘When I began organic farming in 1990, I found production was more or less the same though yields dropped at first to 2q/acre and then picked up. I grow Renuka, Rajat, and 081 – all straight varieties, so I don’t buy seeds every year.’ ‘I am growing cotton as I am a certified farmer with VOFA and get a good price; otherwise I am not really interested in it,’ he says, echoing the sentiments of many farmers I met. Cotton had become a pestridden, expensive crop with poor returns. Farmers in Maharashtra have to sell to the government under the monopoly cotton procurement scheme, which was modified in 2002. Payments for cotton can remain outstanding for over a year. After going in for organic farming, his production cost is around Rs 1000-1500 per acre now, mostly for labour for picking. ‘Earlier productivity used to reduce; now I find it’s on the rise. And every year profits are increasing. I sell about 12 q to VOFA as opposed to 20 q earlier. However there are some problems with VOFA, as the gin is available for a limited time and I find the market for cotton is dwindling,’ he adds. ‘My soil is not black cotton, but murrum; yet my results are better than those with black cotton soil,’ he says – an important point, as he mulches the soil with whatever is available. He has four wells but uses the water sparingly. Often, he waters cotton with sprinklers. Dagadkar gets about Rs 2800/q as he is a certified organic cotton grower and makes a profit of about Rs 7200/acre (based on a yield of three quintals per acre), according to calculations by ATMA. Farmers who use chemicals spend Rs 3500 per acre and get Rs 2050/quintal, with profits of Rs 6250/acre (based on per acre yield of 5 quintals). There are about 100 organic farmers in Amravati district. Now Dagadkar is involved as part of ATMA, in motivating farmers and forming groups which will undertake organic cultivation.
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Chandraprabha Boke, Warkhed, Amravati district (Well irrigation, black soil) Ms Boke is a politician, social worker, chairperson of the Juvenile Welfare Board, and has been actively farming for the last 15-20 years. She grows cotton and jowar, and undertakes seed programmes for okra and jute. She usually plants 25 of her 50 acres with cotton. Earlier at Warkhed, the desi Gaorani variety was grown and yielded 2 q/acre without any chemicals. The only cost was labour for weeding and plucking. Initially, she grew hybrids H4, Nanded 44, and Ajith 11. In rain-fed conditions cotton yielded 5-6 q/acre, while in irrigated fields it was 10-11 q/acre. However, after the initial euphoria with hybrids, the yields reduced to 3q/acre for rain-fed and 6q/acre for irrigated cotton. ‘While I did read about organic farming, I was not mentally prepared for it. In 1999 I decided to stop using chemicals and I also reduced the area of cotton to about 8 acres, while increasing soyabean. I have one well with enough water for 20 acres and it’s used mainly for cotton and bengal gram. I plant cotton and tuvar together,’ she explains. ‘In summer I graze animals on my land and I usually sow after one rain. I also do summer ploughing twice in May. I sprinkle amrut pani or neem leaves, boiled and crushed with cow urine. I don’t buy hybrid seeds now, but in 2002, I planted Ajith 11, Ankur 651, and Mahabeej 2.’ ‘After stopping chemicals, I don’t have a pest problem. In 2000, cotton production was 4 q/acre for nonirrigated land and 6 q/acre for irrigated land. In 2001, there was a severe bollworm attack and I got 3q/acre on rain-fed and 4 q/acre on irrigated land. But I used urea by mistake in 2001, so it was not fully organic,’ she says. ‘In organic farming, I see that my yields are good and the input cost is much lower. I used to spend Rs 11,000 per acre earlier and now all that is saved. I use only locally available materials,’ she adds. In 2002, she was planning to sell certified cotton to Eco Farms (see note on commercial cotton).



Subhash Palekar, Amravati Subhash Palekar, a follower of Vinoba Bhave, started farming in 1972. An agriculture graduate, he implemented what he learnt on his farm, 50 km from Amravati. However, he found yields dropping and costs increasing. ‘When I asked my teachers why this was happening, they had no answers. When production dropped, I was asked to increase inputs. My father used local varieties, without any chemicals, and he got good yields. It was obvious that I would have to find my own answers and I traveled for three years to various parts of the country,’ he says. He was impressed by Fukuoka but he felt that those practices could not be emulated here, as the conditions were different, though the principle was sound. ‘We have to find our own answers. For centuries, we had an excellent system of agriculture – we don’t need to look elsewhere for advice.’ ‘I feel farmers will turn to organic agriculture, as it is truly sustainable and a beginning has already been made.’ Palekar has written a number of books published by an organisation called Prachin Vaidik Krishitantra Shodh Vikas Prasar Andolan, which he and his family are involved in. ‘We are trying to promote chemical-free farming and I am proposing zero-budget agriculture. Actually the cost of production is low but we are paying more, as the system is controlled by the industry. If your concept is zero-budget agriculture, then everything you get is profit, as you don’t spend at all. I don’t charge for my talks but I expect farmers to repay me by switching over to organic farming, or at least setting aside some portion of their land for it.’ I believe that there is a system in place in nature for plants to grow and our current agriculture system has deviated away from that, and become a centre of exploitation. I believe land is Annapurna – it has elements and microorganisms necessary for growth of crops, but we skew this balance by adding materials which are not necessary. Development has resulted in yields dropping, farmers committing suicide and we are on the verge of destruction. Now even organic farming has become big business. There



is vermicompost and all kinds of natural manures, but these come at a price. Self reliance of farmers must be a paramount concern,’ he adds. ‘Since 1990 I too stopped using chemicals on my landholding of 12 acres. I grow cotton, jowar, urad, mung and tuvar. My yields are on par with chemical farmers. We are collecting traditional local varieties and multiplying and distributing them. I don’t use hybrids. We have our own network of people and we exchange seeds.’ ‘Farmers must directly sell to the consumer. Why must we export to make more money? People here also deserve better. Consumers are an important part of the organic movement as they have to work together with the producers to ensure health for all, free of contamination,’ he feels. Palekar, who edited the magazine Baliraja from Pune, saw through the sham of cities and the conditions of living there. ‘Many farmers lived there in extreme poverty. The main issues for me were poor health, migration and lack of urban planning. I saw the havoc created by poisonous food and pollution. Now I realise the root of all this – our poor nutrition, which stems from the way we grow our food. I spend 25 days a month travelling, talking or addressing meetings on organic farming.’



Pramod Jo g, Marda village, Samudrapur taluka, Jog, Wardha district (Black cotton soil, rain-fed till 2001) A mechanical engineer by profession, since 1980, Mr Jog used to farm near Wardha where he owned 15 acres. He used to grow cotton, jowar, and tuvar, and in the rabi season, green gram and wheat, using chemicals. However, he resumed farming seriously since his retirement in 1995. He opted for organic farming after reading an article written by Manohar Parchure in Baliraja magazine. Earlier, when he grew cotton between 1980 and 1992, he preferred the H 4 hybrid and the yield used to be 4-5 q/acre. He made profits of Rs 4-500 per acre, and cotton got a good price as the monopoly cotton procurement scheme by the government had just begun.
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However, his profits lasted only till 1985 when he found that inputs were increasing and yields were declining to 2-3 q/acre. Cotton had become unviable and orange trees were more lucrative, he said.



‘In 1995 when I resumed farming in Marda, I planted 20 acres of cotton and instead of pesticides, I made what is called amrut pani.’ He grew NHH 44 (a popular variety in Vidarbha), Renuka, and LRA 5166. ‘Between 1996 to 1998 I got 3 quintals of cotton per acre and between 1998-2001 I got 5 q /acre. I found I got the same yield with organic cotton that I got after spending so much money growing cotton with chemicals,’ he says. ‘Earlier I used to spend Rs 5000 per acre for chemicals and pesticides on cotton, and after switching to organic farming, I found it is less than half. The costs are mainly for labour.’ In 2002, he did not grow cotton as he finds it problematic. He started growing sugarcane instead, thanks to water from the nearby Wadgaon dam. The main problem he feels in organic farming is the availability of material for mulching. He often has to buy cow dung. He uses sunhemp, which is a good green manure, and mulches all the weeds on his land after cutting them. In Marda he is the only organic farmer but the use of chemicals and fertilisers has reduced overall.



6.3 Dharamitra : T arak Kate and Chitra Tarak Kate, W ardha Wardha If organic cultivation has to succeed it must be viable for all farmers, not only large landowners. With this objective of working with marginal and tribal farmers, Dharamitra, a Wardha-based organisation, conducted experiments in organic cultxxxivation. Dr Kate, an Ashoka Foundation fellow between 19941997, interacted with adivasi farmers between 199497, trying to create a pool of traditional knowledge. Now Dharamitra works in 22 villages in Wardha, Yavatmal, Washim and Amravati. Motivators have been chosen in each village to convince farmers to opt for traditional farming. ‘We asked farmers to
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earmark one acre of land for organic farming and we developed a package of practices. Nearly 398 farmers agreed to stop using chemicals on one acre to begin with. We developed, through on-farm studies, a mixed pattern of cropping, using fertilisers in the form of urine, anthill mud, and cow dung. Farmers were given tips on promoting growth by using cow urine. We also advised using old conservation practices like forming bunds. Every year we recorded data on costs, yields and cost-benefit ratio, for comparison with the rest of the land which used chemicals,’ Dr Kate explains. ‘Starting from 400 acres initially, we had 1200 acres under organic cropping. Initially we had 200 farmers. We collected data for three years and we found that farmers who used most of our techniques made profits. We found nitrogen levels higher in land on which no chemicals were used and even the total fungal and bacterial count was better. The organic system is a living system with active microbes etc.,’ he recounts. ‘Cotton is the major cash crop here. We found that the emphasis was on the dictum, ‘More the yield, more the profit’, but farmers here do not calculate production costs. The problem is that farmers here borrow heavily for agriculture, at an interest rate of 60% /annum. The cost of cultivation is about Rs 3600/ acre and the yield averages 2 to 2.5 q/per acre. With the falling prices of cotton and erratic payment by the government, farmers are strapped for cash. In desperation they sell in advance to traders for less than the market price. The cycle of debt gets repeated till the farmer can bear it no longer and that is the reason for so many suicides here,’ he says. Dr Kate adds that in the old days, with yields of 1.5 q/acre, the farmer could pocket the entire proceeds as cultivation costs were nil and labor is not accounted for. The price for agricultural produce is totally unrealistic, and the margin of profit reduces with chemical agriculture. ‘It was an eye opener for me to see that yields were the same as now in the old times; but the issue now is that one must make profits. In the name of



chemicals, companies are getting richer and farmers are committing suicide. Crops must be grown organically from seeds suited to the area. With food grain production being optimised, we can safely focus on organic agriculture as there is no excuse now,’ he feels. However, the limitation in Vidarbha is that the income generated even from a non-chemical farm may not be enough for a livelihood, as most of the land is rain-fed. Earlier, with more diversity in crops, farmers were more secure; there was better nutrition management and balanced diet. Now only cotton, sorghum, pigeon pea and soyabean are grown here.



Dharamitra’ Dharamitra’ss experience Dharamitra’s report found that the cost per acre of cotton cultivation was Rs 1500-1700. This was spent on hybrid seeds, chemical fertilisers and pesticides, and added to this was Rs 700-800 as interest against the loan taken from moneylenders for the capital investment (at 5% per month, calculated from sowing to harvest i.e. a period of 7 months). The total cost stood at Rs 2700-3240/acre. With productivity levels of 2- 2.5 q/acre, gross income per acre at the rate of Rs 2000/q worked out to Rs 5000. Hence, the net profit was Rs 1760-2300. Here farmers have average holdings of around 2 acres and very poor land. Yields are never more than 2 quintals. People want high productivity, never mind the production cost. A large proportion of the loans they take are for fertilisers. Money from the village has been flowing into the hands of agro-industries and enriching moneylenders. What is being sought is a reversal of that trend – farmers are encouraged to use on-farm resources and buy very little, something that most organic farmers are already doing. The NGO has developed the concept of a farmers’ study group, where the techniques of organic farming were first introduced in Saidapur, a small adivasi village in Wardha district. The group tried to revive traditional wisdom among farmers and met twice a month for group discussions and field visits.



Extensive exposure tours of farmers to visit organic farms were also undertaken. Women were involved in a big way in this project and special meetings were held for them. In fact women are now the pivots of the programme, as many of them have readily accepted the organic concept and are pressuring their husbands to convert all of their farms to non-chemical areas. Self -help groups have also been formed to help credit facilities within the community, so that there is less reliance on moneylenders. The report said that the acceptability of the package can be judged from the fact that while farmers were asked to earmark only 1 acre of their land for this programme, the package was extended to 1215 acres of land instead of 398 acres (398 farmers were involved in the programme). A low-cost simple and easy-to-follow package of nonchemical agricultural techniques was developed by Dharamitra, based on its field-level experience. This was field-tested. Under the project sponsored by CAPART, the package was introduced to 400 small and marginal farmers in the adivasi areas of Western Vidarbha. The project was sanctioned for a period of three and a half years, from 1.10.97 to 31.03.2001. Dharamitra executed this programme with the help of rural NGOs, eight of which were involved in the implementation of the project. Under this programme, farmers were asked to earmark one acre of their total land holding for the introduction of this non-chemical package, while they were allowed to continue with chemical practices on the rest of their land. The data regarding crop yields, capital expenditure, income and net profit have been collected from each farmer over three years to study the crop performance and economics of production in both non-chemical and chemical systems (Kate and Khadse 2002). The field data show an increase in net incomes under the organic system. It has registered a continuous growth, by Rs 266, Rs 286 and Rs 360 in the years 1998-99, 1999-2000 and 2000-2001 respectively, calculated on per acre basis and as an average of net
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incomes of all 398 farmers. This increase was mainly due to reduction in the cost of cultivation.



The average net income of farmers under the nonchemical system was higher. It must be noted that



The farmers who used all the eight techniques introduced to them registered a high level of profits compared to the ones who adopted only a few techniques. For example, 14 farmers who used all the techniques of the package gained a net income of Rs 3161/acre as against Rs. 1390/acre for those who used only some of the techniques. Instead of growing hybrid varieties, farmers were recommended to grow improved straight varieties developed by the Punjabrao Krishi Vidyapeeth, Akola, like Samruddhi for jowar and Rajat for cotton. Mixed cropping cotton with legumes and rotation of legumes with non-legumes and certain cropping patterns were also suggested. Such combinations of non-legume crops with legumes helped in nutrient management and enhancing soil fertility (Kate and Khadse 2002). Intercropping for plant protection was another technique. This included gap filling in cotton by sowing seeds of dev ambadi, okra and cow-pea which attract pests of cotton like jassids or thripps. Planting marigold or krishna tulsi (black basil) which repels pests attacking cotton was also suggested, along with mixing jowar with pigeon pea seeds. Jowar branches act as bird perches and in turn the birds eat the worms on cotton.



Package of Organic Techniques : Women farmers of Dharamitra, Wardha, Maharashtra



productivity levels under the non-chemical system were low compared to that of the chemical system. This low productivity is due to degraded lands, but the crop productivity usually improves over a period of 3 to 5 years as soil fertility improves. Though the gross incomes of some crops were higher in the chemical system, the net incomes of all crops were higher in the non-chemical system due to reduced input costs. The analytical data show that more stress is needed on contour-bunding of farmlands to check top soil



Package of Techniques from Dharamitra Soil conservation through contour-bunding, using a simple bullock-driven tool called keni Use of improved composting to prepare manure from local biomass Use of improved straight-line varieties of sorghum and cotton instead of hybrid Use of bio-fertilisers like azotobacter, azosprilium, rhizobium, phosphorus solubilising microbes (psm) for seed application and seed growth and higher yields Cow urine for seed treatment as well as foliar spray for seed borne and airborne diseases Botanical pesticides, chili powder, neem extract and garlic for diseases Mixed cropping, i.e. seeds of sorghum and green gram mixed together for better yields and reduced weeding Use of sanjeevak, a fermented product of cattle dung and urine which acts as a booster for better growth
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erosion, and addition of more organic matter in the soil is necessary to enrich its organic carbon content and also to improve physical characteristics of the soil. The study found that stopping chemical use helped in enhancing the microbial population and restoring the nutrient balance of essential elements. These results were based on samples collected after two years of non-chemical farming. In the years to come, better results can be obtained. Pre-treatment of seed with cattle dung, urine and soil from the anthills was the method adopted by the largest number of farmers, while the overall acceptance of other techniques was moderate. Common pests were controlled by infrequent use of locally-prepared sprays using dung and neem. Also, the growth of predators on the fields controlled the pests naturally. Farmers were also advised to leave the biomass on the field after weeding. Efforts for organic farming in Vidarbha are also being carried out by YUVA with the help of Swiss Aid and other NGOs in the region.



6.4 YYav av atmal avatmal 6.4.1 Ghatanji taluka (Rain-fed murrum or shallow black pebbly soil) Dharamitra works with NGOs in rural areas to promote organic farming. Dilasa is one such NGO located in Ghatanji. Madhukar Dhas of Dilasa said that there are 125 partially organic farmers in this taluka and 21 who were totally organic. ‘We are giving them seeds of straight varieties (not hybrids) to farmers, and advise them to do contour-bunding, as there is very little black soil in this area – it’s mostly murrum.’ ‘Our main aim here is to reduce expenses as the yields are very low. Using organic methods, farmers may get a maximum of 2 q/acre, which is the same yield as cotton grown with heavy inputs. Earlier, without any inputs -organic or inorganic, they got 30-40 kg per acre,’ he says. Dilasa is up against heavy odds. There is a lot of



debt in the villages and moneylenders often hand out fertilisers, and they get the cotton in return. The crop is often pledged to repay debts even before the harvest. Dilasa is working to help farmers take fewer loans and grow crops with less investment. The NGO is working in 11 villages with farmers, mostly adivasis from the Gond, Mana, Kolam or Banjara tribes. The average landholding is 5 acres, and there is practically no irrigation, except for a small amount from wells or rivers. Poor yields, crop failures and the pressure to take loans have trapped farmers in a vicious cycle, and often the only way out is to kill themselves. Every year there are suicides in Yavatmal district, and in 2002 again many indebted farmers have killed themselves using the very poisons they use to protect their plants from pests. In Mandwa village, 12 km from Ghatanji, out of a population of 800 people, about 17 are partial organic farmers and only three farmers are fully organic. Two farmers committed suicide in this village some years ago. Many of the farmers are indebted and reluctant to stop using chemicals, as they fear reduction in yields and not being able to repay debts. Shamrao Mahadeorao Gaekwad owns 6 acres, and in 2002, he stopped chemical fertilisers and pesticides. He started with 1.5 acres. ‘We fear that production will drop if we stop chemicals all at once,’ he says. His average cotton production is 1 q/acre. In the first year of organic cotton, he got 60 kg of cotton from 1.5 acres. In the second year it rose to 3 quintals in 1.5 acres. He used a spray of cow dung and urine and found it did not kill the natural predators of cotton pests. He treats the seeds with cow dung, anthill mud and cow urine. He grows a straight variety CNH, and rotates cotton with jowar or mung. He has no irrigation and depends totally on the rains. He grows cotton and tuvar on two acres, and jowar, mung and soyabean on the rest of his land. He has enough organic manure as he owns 5 cows, 4 bulls, and 8 goats. Nandkumar Narnore, who owns 15 acres, says, ‘Every
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year we take loans for crops and I too have borrowed Rs 6000 in 2002. Farmers who take loans are reluctant to stop using chemicals, as they fear they cannot repay outstanding loans.’ Shrikant Ghode has 5 acres under organic farming: 2 acres cotton and 3 acres soyabean mixed with tuvar. In organic farming, he gets 2.5 to 3 quintals per year and the yields with chemicals are almost the same. Here, average productivity for cotton is 50 kg per acre due to poor soils and erratic rains. The organic cotton farmers get average yields of 1.5 q/acre. Farmers agreed to keep 1 acre aside for farming organically and there is a study group in this village. Twenty km away is Datta Nagar village where there are 27 farmers, including three women, who have set aside one or two acres for organic farming. Six farmers have completely given up chemicals. Indubai Atram has been farming organically for 3 years now and she grows cotton, jowar and mung. The average yield for cotton is 1 q/acre. However she used to get 2 q/acre with chemicals, but her costs were also higher. ‘I find we have to borrow less with organic farming and our debts are reducing,’ she says. Women are also learning to make compost, and preparing sprays made of neem leaves and cow urine. Tai Meshram kept 1 acre aside for organic farming and she found that within 2 years, yields for both cotton grown organically and with chemicals were the same. ‘My husband has agreed to keep this 1 acre aside and even though I want to increase it, he is not confident.’ Kantabai Atram owns 7 acres, which are totally organic since the last 2-3 years. ‘Even if I get the same yield, it’s all right as I spend less on cultivation.’ Kantabai, unlike many farmers, has understood that net returns are higher in organic farming. She supplements her agricultural income with forest produce. Women are also part of a self-help group and the loans are mainly taken for agriculture. Five years ago, Kawdabai Meshram stopped using chemicals and pesticides on her land- 10 acres. In 2001 she got 6 quintals of cotton. She grows Nanded
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44 and Ankur 651. She mulches land with jowar stalks and rotates her crop. She does not use any bio-spray or cow dung. She intercrops cotton with tuvar and jowar. She has no expenses now for cotton, as she does most of the work on the fields. Whatever she gets from its sale is profit. Meeting small and marginal farmers like Kawdabai gives you hope that organic farming is not a fad or a passing fancy – for these small adivasi farmers it could be the difference between life and death. Most of them grow crops which are rain-fed and engage in agricultural labour. They own degraded lands and rarely have black cotton soil.



6.5 Chetana Vikas: Ashok Bang and Niranjana Maru, W ardha Wardha Chetana Vikas, an NGO near Wardha, has been engaged in developing a set of practices using farmers’ knowledge. According to Niranjana Maru, ‘Three years ago we started developing a cropping pattern with one hectare of land which is the average landholding in this area. The lands are mostly not very fertile. We have four bunds on the field for watershed development and try and grow the crops using local seeds.’



‘This concept is called swavalambi kheti or selfreliant farming, and we have made model farms in four villages. Now we are working on an agricultural programme in 20-25 villages. We are confident this pattern will be popular and find acceptance. Between 50 to 100 farmers are already doing this. The good thing is we are not imposing anything new – all the ideas have come from farmers and we are following local practices,’ she says. ‘Few believe that our farm, uses no chemicals. We also recommend that the farmer starts organic cultivation on one acre and then extends it to the entire land. We are also working on productionenhancing techniques. The monetary aspect is not the main thrust here. We should grow and consume things locally; even we are entitled to good food and produce. There is no need to export organic produce for premiums.’



‘Priority must be given to local consumers and the pricing of agricultural produce has to be changed drastically. It should not be like the famous Nagpur oranges – we don’t get them here,’ she adds.



The experimental plot near Wardha, developed by Chetana Vikas, does not use any chemicals. ‘Since the average budget of a farmer in these areas is Rs 1400 per acre, we are using FYM for that amount, which works out to 10-15 cartloads of manure. The plot is totally rain-fed. We are growing 35 different crops in this plot and for every five rows of cotton, we have planted til (sesame) and rajgira (amaranthus) at random. Our main objective is to assure food and cash security. So there is mung, soya, rajgira, til, and jowar. Along the bunds there is turmeric, and 16 types of vegetables and paddy in the sections likely to get waterlogged. Instead of fencing we have created live barriers with sun hemp and ambadi (hibiscus). There are about two acres of cotton since that is the main crop of the region. There is a practice called ‘irwa’ here – planting jowar in the middle of cotton – and we have also done that.’



‘With such a variety of crops, we find that even if cotton does not do too well, turmeric fetches a good price, or some other crop does well, so it balances out. We spoke to farmers beforehand to find out what their needs of cash and food are, and of the average Rs 25,000 in annual expenses, 50% is spent on food. If you see our cropping pattern, 80% of the food requirements and 50% of cash requirement are met by the farmers,‘ she explains. Cotton production in 2000 was 250 kg on 1.75 acres, and 209 kg on 1.75 acres in 2001. ‘It is not easy to emulate do-nothing farming and we have to develop and rely on our own traditional practices here. Farmers don’t like weeds growing all over and like to keep the fields clean and neat. However, most of the biomass is returned to the field in the form of leaves, but weeding is done, as most farmers prefer their fields to be clean. The system we have evolved is working well, and we find that pest control is there – either by nature or natural predators,’ she concludes.
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7. Andhra Pradesh state



7.1 Non-Pesticide Management (NPM) While pioneering examples of farmers altogether stopping the use of pesticides and chemical fertilisers can be found in other states, the situation is not quite the same in Andhra Pradesh, the home of cotton and fabric since ancient times. Many adivasi farmers are too poor to afford chemicals, so they willy-nilly cultivate desi cottons but even in Srikakulam district, near Ponduru, as we have seen, desi hill cottons are cultivated with a certain amount of urea and pesticides. The big farmers are all pursuing a path of intensive cultivation and it is very difficult to find farmers who are totally organic, says Dr M S Chari, retired cotton scientist and technical advisor to Centre for World Solidarity (CWS), Hyderabad. CWS works mainly with Dalit farmers who do not own more than half an acre of land. In 1995, it started work on NPM or non-pesticide management of crops with emphasis on cotton, and both NPM and IPM have gained ground in some areas.



due to the failure of insecticides to control pests. Pests have developed resistance to conventional insecticides to the extent of 35-95%, which is further complicated with the use of spurious pesticides. Initially, CWS started the NPM programme in 1989 with the limited objective of managing the red hairy caterpillar. This poses a serious threat to the kharif crops in the red soils of the arid and semi-arid tracts of Andhra Pradesh and other states. Castor, sesame, groundnut, soyabean, cotton, cucumber and millets are the target crops for this pest. The simple use of lights to trap parent moths was implemented through 10 NGOs in various places. However, lack of a steady supply of electricity has affected this idea in some villages.



NPM components and strategy ● ● ● ●



In a paper, Dr Chari said that the Government of India had introduced IPM as far back as 1965. IPM did not percolate to the farmers’ level and recent studies indicate that coverage under IPM is less than 1% of the total cultivable land of 143 m ha in the country.



●



The concept of NPM that CWS had developed is based on indigenous technical, cultural, mechanical, physical or biological methods, along with biopesticides, with a major emphasis on conservation and protection of already existing natural enemies. This concept has been generally accepted by the farming community in the villages adopted by CWS,



●
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● ● ● ● ●



● ●



● ● ●



Deep summer ploughing Varieties tolerant to sucking pests Random planting of maize and jowar Intercropping with green gram and cow pea Trap crops like castor, sunflower and marigold Neem seed kernel extract 5% Chilli garlic extract Tobacco decoction Cattle dung and urine Pheromone traps Light trap/bonfire Release of trichogramma Collection and destruction of pink bollworm damaged bolls Erection of bird perches Yellow and white sticky plates NPV



Women are involved in a big way in the NPM programme, and they say that improvement in the family atmosphere is the biggest gain. According to a study, in Warangal’s Sadhya Thanda, ‘The distress and tension that once existed in the family due to excessive borrowing and crop failures has ceased.’ Advantages of NPM include income from cotton increasing by 25%, clean air, no debt, ability to buy jewelry, fewer abortions and better health. The farming community has realised that the cost of production of cotton, pigeon pea and groundnut is much less in NPM due to the reduced input cost. The fragmentation of land holdings has led to per capita availability of land of only 0.11 ha. Farmers with such small holdings cannot go in for hi-tech agriculture, but they can easily adopt the NPM methods which are locally available. The present NPM programme involves small and marginal farmers. These farmers adopted NPM immediately as compared to farmers with large landholdings. However, a major constraint is the fact that pesticide dealers are a threat to NPM, as they offer seeds, fertilisers and pesticides on credit to small and marginal farmers. There is aggressive campaigning in the media by these companies and farmers, who are addicted to subsidies, look for some financial support to adopt NPM. There are some major constraints in implementing this programme. Bio-pesticides, bio-control agents and other NPM components are not readily available. There is no quality control over bio-pesticides. Big farmers are discouraging small farmers to adopt NPM methods, saying that they are highly risky and unstable and give low yields. This is in contrast to big farmers elsewhere, who are often trend setters. However, some positive points are to be seen – the Andhra Pradesh government offers subsidies on ecofriendly components like NPV, neem and other material; women are influencing farmers to adopt NPM as it is non-toxic and user friendly and the demand for expanding the knowledge base of NPM is increasing(Chari n.d.). However, debt seems to be a major deterrent to the



adoption of NPM. In most cases the harvest is already pledged to the moneylender before it matures. Dr Chari says, ‘In Warangal, even after the suicides by farmers, we met small farmers who spent Rs 6000/ acre on pesticides and chemicals. Pests developed resistance and the spurious quality of the pesticides had let them down. Poor yields were another bane – dry-land cotton should yield at least 8-9 q/acre, but they get maybe 2-3 q/acre, not even enough to pay back their loans.’



‘Cotton is a tricky ‘trap’ crop – it can work well for 5 years and crash in the next year. Taking all this into account, we developed a cheaper method where the farmer spends Rs 500-600 per acre without affecting the yields. Dry-land crops like cotton, groundnut, tuvar and castor can all be grown and we have developed a package of practices. Every year, the ideas are spreading laterally to other districts and in the last six years, various dry-land crops are being grown under NPM on over 10000-15000 hectares. Though our first target was cotton, the package now covers pigeon pea, vegetables etc,’ he says. ‘However, we realise that NPM is not enough – we want to move towards sustainable agriculture and make agriculture totally organic. We are looking at vermiculture inputs, farmyard manure, green manuring and use of tank silt for improving soil fertility. Farmers are realising the importance of organic farming. In 2001, we introduced the concept of sustainable agriculture but it was a drought year and it was difficult to convince farmers to give up chemicals,’ he adds. The NPM programme is in place for the last six years. CWS provides the technical input, while local NGOs administer the programme in selected places/ districts. Dr Chari is optimistic, ‘Fertiliser use has dropped 50% after NPM. I feel the progress has to be gradual. The quality of NPM cotton is also much better.’ Dr Chari, who retired in 1988 and has worked with Dr C T Patel, India’s first cotton hybrid developer, says the bollworm was not a major pest in cotton – it was a major threat to pigeon pea and chickpea –
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but in the 1980s it threatened Indian agriculture. It is highly possible to grow cotton organically and since all pesticides develop resistance, farmers have to realise that the only alternatives are natural agents like NPV or neem.



Telangana is adverse, because the average yields of this region are less than the other two regions. It is therefore to be noted that cotton cultivation is not worthy to be taken up in the red soils of Telangana region, particularly under rain-fed conditions (ibid).



NPM methods also seem the precursor to organic farming in some parts of Andhra Pradesh, where farmers are keen on giving up chemical farming provided they get the right kind of support in terms of bio-fertilisers and prices.



Adilabad is the only district in Telangana region where red soils are less (21%) in proportion to the black soil, thus indicating the suitability of soil for cotton cultivation. Accordingly cotton is the most important commercial crop in the district, occupying a large area of 1.52 lakh ha, ranked second in terms of area under cultivation. The use of insecticides is also moderate in the district with 6-12 sprays on cotton, while the use of fungicides is very negligible, indicating a healthy cotton situation in the district (ibid).



Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and NPM in Warangal, Adilabad districts Cotton, which used to occupy a mere one lakh ha in the entire Telangana region up to 1973, has increased to 3.3 lakh ha by 1990, i.e. 222%, as against 104% increase in the entire state during the same period. While the acreage of the crop remained more or less static in the other traditional areas of the state, it continued to increase in the Telangana region, according to a Comprehensive report on Cotton cultivation in Telangana, by Dr Gopinath, Cotton Breeder, Agriculture Research Station, Warangal (Gopinath 2000). Cotton is preferred by farmers, because once the crop germinates, it can withstand a prolonged dry spell of 30 to 45 days. When the overall situation is assessed, cotton is less risky and more remunerative than chilies and tobacco. Though cotton cultivation has thrived for decades in the heavy black soils of Adilabad district, the cultivation is being expanded to the non-traditional areas in Telangana without regard to soil type, fertility status, and irrigation sources and rainfall pattern. In the absence of research support for these varying diversified cropping situations, cotton growers have by and large relied on private agencies for seed, fertilisers, pesticides and for other technical advice. Consequently, as the cost of cultivation steadily escalated on one hand, the productivity levels and monetary returns correspondingly declined on the other. It is observed that in the coastal region, the investment on pesticides is very high compared to the other two regions. Yet, the cost-benefit ratio in
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Andhra Pradesh consumed about one-third of the insecticides used in the country, around half of it on cotton alone (Agencies, Cotton Growers told to limit use of pesticides, The Economic Times, Mumbai, Aug 19, 2002). In Warangal, which had very few shops selling pesticides in the early 80s, the number of shops selling pesticides has now crossed 200 in the town itself. In Warangal district, the consumption of pesticides has increased by more than 17 times from 103 kl in 1990-91 to 1753 kl in 97-98. In addition to this, 413 kl of synthetic pyrethroids were used, constituting up to 25% of total pesticide consumption. Warangal ranks second in the state in the consumption of pesticides and first in the use of hybrid seeds. During 1997-98 different parts of the state have witnessed a large number of suicide deaths. While newspaper reports put the toll at 307, the State Government put this number at 236. Of the total 307 deaths, the Telangana region accounted for 250 (81.4%), and within that Warangal reported the maximum number of suicides – 109% (Venkateshwarlu et al. 2000). ‘The failure of formal credit institutions in covering the credit requirement of the small and marginal farmers led them to depend heavily upon informal sources of credit. Our field data on relative share of



different credit sources for 150 small and marginal farmers revealed that of the total credit during 19992000, only 24.5% is from banks/cooperatives. The remaining is from informal sources only … An important point to be noted here is that the price of chemicals and pesticides is rising faster than the prices of agricultural commodities (ibid).’ The changes in cropping patterns and growing reliance on modern inputs brought about significant changes in agricultural practices in the district. The traditional method of applying bulky organic manures like farmyard manure of cattle, sheep and goats, green manure and tank silt has declined considerably. All these manures were heavily used in paddy and other irrigated crops. The rain-fed crops used to be manured once in 4-5 years. As the cattle population declined, the availability of FYM also declined. The cattle population declined from 9,13,349 in 1983-84 to 7,35,018 in 1993-94. The practice of applying tank silt has almost been discontinued. Traditionally farmers practice crop rotation and diversification. Now mono-cropping of cotton is practiced extensively. It is more among small and marginal farmers than other sections … most of the farmers who killed themselves owned less than five acres of land (ibid). Traditional methods of pest control, pre-treatment of seed with cow dung and urine, hunting of caterpillars and use of neem cake have been replaced by new methods of pest control. The study on farmers’ suicides by Venkateswarlu (2000) also indicates that the problem of indebtedness is the main reason for suicides of most of the farmers. Studies have also revealed that all the farmers who died, had huge debts. The debts have been accumulated over a period of four to five years.



According to Ramisetty Murali, secretary and one of MARI’s founders, in 1970, cotton was less than one% of the total sown area in this district. In 30 years cotton has swamped the district and now, farmers cannot imagine not cultivating it, since that’s the only way they can repay their loans. However, in 2001, the pest attack on cotton was severe, so in 2002, there was greater stress on other crops like red and green gram and pulses. Cotton was not a traditional crop here – farmers came in large numbers from coastal districts and bought land, Murali says. Initially cotton production was low-cost and yields were high. In the 80s, a yield of 7-8 q/acre was considered good but now it can be even as low as 1q/per acre. Moneylenders have trapped these farmers, and loan them pesticides or chemicals instead of money. Between 1994-98, representatives of moneylenders used to force ‘promising’ farmers to grow cotton. Many moneylenders became rich and some went abroad on junkets, but the farmers became poorer, according to Murali. The shop-owners were advising farmers on using pesticides, in the absence of extension work by the government. Many of the pesticides were spurious. MARI works in a total of 200 villages in Warangal district. Cotton is the main crop where NPM is being tried out and some 250 farmers are involved in the programme.



7.2 Warang al arangal



‘NPM yields are marginally less, but every year our analysis shows that income is double for NPM farmers,’ says Murali. ‘However, less rain can be critical and affect yields badly. Farmers are also doing composting, vermiculture and green manuring. We are gradually moving towards no chemicals,’ he adds. ‘Not all soils are suitable for cotton and we are testing them to find out which ones are suitable.’



Modern Architects for Rural India (MARI) is among the NGOs working with CWS to promote NPM since 1996. Initially the programme started at Wadlakonda in Parvathagiri Mandal with 10 farmers on 10 acres of cotton and pigeon pea. In the first year itself, NPM performed well in controlling pests in both crops.



‘Farmers agree to stop pesticides but they need support in the form of alternatives. We find that smaller farmers are more amenable to collecting cow dung and urine than big upper-caste farmers. Also labour is not a problem with them. We give 50% subsidy on pheromone traps and light traps for the
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first time and some support to make vermicompost pits etc. We encourage farmers to collect neem seed,’ adds Murali. Konkapaka is 22 km from Warangal and in the Dalit colony in this village, small and marginal farmers are growing cotton using NPM since three years. Irrigation is through well water, but only when there are good rains. Bokkala Swami, who owns two acres, had a rather stunted crop in October 2002, when there was very little rain. His light trap to catch insects does not work, as there is no electricity for long hours. He used to spend Rs 6000 annually on pesticides per acre, but now that has dropped to Rs 500. He uses a neem spray with tobacco, cow dung, urine and chilli garlic paste. ‘I find the yields are average 5-6 q/acre for both NPM and non-NPM; the only difference is that my expenses are less with NPM,’ he says. Bokkala Sampat, who owns four acres, gets a profit of Rs 7000 per acre now, whereas earlier he used to spend Rs 3000-4000 on fertilisers and sprays. There are 50 farmers who are covered by NPM in this village of 120 farmers. However, farmers still believe that urea and DAP is a must for plant growth. Swami avers, ‘The crop will not grow without them.’ Now farmers are also experimenting with vermicompost and other natural methods. Overall there is acceptance of NPM. In 2001, most farmers averaged 3-4 q/acre. Initially, according to Dr Chari’s



paper, farmers had not accepted the NPM programme, but slowly there was a change. Under irrigated conditions, farmers can get up to 56q/acre. Most of these farmers are agricultural labourers in winter and are aware of the ill-effects of pesticides. Bhaskar, a daily wage labourer, was hospitalised in 2002, after he sprayed cypermethrin and other sprays for a day. He started vomiting and shivering and was in hospital for one week. The farmer who employed him had to spend Rs 6000 for his recovery. Women like Turla Poshamma sell neem seeds, which they collect all year round. She too gets a yield of 5 q/acre with NPM, but in 2002, due to poor rain, the crops wilted, she says. Farmers like Swami have borrowed Rs 10,000 in 2001 which they have not repaid – most farmers borrow money at the rate of 3% per month soon after sowing. Dr Jalapathi Rao, Principal Scientist, Agricultural Research Station at Warangal, says that in 2002 the rains were very poor – only 347 mm till October, half the usual quantity. Before 1985, cotton was negligible in the district with about 5000 hectares under cultivation, but it started increasing after that and reached its peak in 1997-1998 when it covered more than 1.5 lakh ha. It has replaced many traditional crops like mung, jowar and even chillies in rain-fed areas, and oilseeds in irrigated conditions. In the initial stages the cotton farmers got good yields and then it all changed. The average yields up to 19951996 were 8-15 q/acre but declined after that to 3-4 q/acre. About 50% of the cropped area is rain-fed in this district and the area under cotton is going up and down. In 2001 it was 1.7 lakh ha under cotton and in 2002, it is 1.07 lakh ha, with 400 ha under Bt cotton in the district.



Experimenting with Non Pesticidal Management Farmers in Warangal District, Andhra Pradesh
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In Andhra Pradesh, 90% of the area is under hybrids. In Adilabad, Nizamabad, Karimnagar, Warangal, Khammam and some parts of Medak, 50-60% of the soil is suitable for cotton; in some places it is grown on light soils.



‘Extension has no role to play where the farmers are concerned – whatever research exists does not reach farmers. Pesticide shops countermand what the government tells farmers – they provide all kinds of credit and private companies are more accessible to the farmer than the government,’ he comments. The cotton farmer today is in the clutches of the private trader, and the government and technical research institutions have not played much of a role, he admits. ‘We are also researching straight suitable varieties for this region. Since the last three years we are testing them here and proposing a release for the first time from this station. We are concentrating on straight varieties so that the farmer can replicate seeds. Seed is the starting point of unnecessary expenses and we feel 40% of the area can be under straight varieties. The scope for organic fertiliser is less in the cotton ecosystem, as it cannot be grown without fertilisers. The availability of compost is also low, as the animal population has reduced here and manure is scarce. Possibilities of organic cultivation in cotton are bleak here,’ he sums up.



7.3 Adilabad District Thurati village, Nirmal, Kuntala Mandal In this village with shallow black soils, the NPM programme is about 3 years old. Twenty-six farmers are growing cotton plus tuvar and paddy, using NPM methods. There are 56 acres under NPM cotton and the main varieties are Saraswathi, RCH 55 and Bani. The average yield is 4-5 q/acre under NPM and a quintal less with non-NPM. All cotton in this village is rain-fed. In 1999 only five farmers agreed to join this programme. Farmers are using NPV and neem oil, or tobacco sprays instead of pesticides for sucking pests. According to Ramulu, NPM coordinator of CEAD, the implementing NGO, ‘We surveyed the farmers in 1997 and found a lot of pesticide use. In one acre they spent Rs 5000 for pesticides and their yields were 1-1.5 q/acre. We first began with IPM in which one spray of monocrotophos is allowed. Now for



two years we are into NPM and we want to move on to sustainable agriculture without any chemicals. We are focusing first on seed treatment and pest control and soon, we want to stop all chemicals.’ Atkuri Shankar grows cotton only on 2 of the 12 acres he owns. His expenses used to be Rs 2000 earlier, and now they are reduced to only the cost of urea and DAP, which is about Rs 600. The yield under NPM in rain-fed conditions is 5 q/acre, and it can increase to 6-8 q/acre with irrigation. ‘If I can water the crop twice, then I get that much,’ he says. ‘Earlier wilt and water logging were a problem and yields used to reduce to 50 kg an acre. My major crops are maize, pulses and rice. I did not accept NPM initially – I tried it out on one plot first. I saw that the expenses were less and yield more; with non- NPM it was the opposite. I am also keen on making vermicompost, and in 2003 I want to experiment with organic farming.’



‘We don’t get good seeds – Brahma does well one year and then it flops; no one gives us quality assurance. We must ideally grow our own seeds. We used to have chinapatti cotton (short-staple), but who has the seeds now?’ he asks. Generally he says cotton is a do-or-die situation – more yield means more inputs, and if you don’t add inputs, your crops fail! ‘In five years we want to make it a chemical-free village. Of the total 80 farmers there are many who are interested,’ he says. He has studied up to the 12th class, and literacy is high in this village. The average landholding is 5 acres. After sowing, he uses neem oil spray if there are pests – but for two months there is no need. In case of drought, he uses a cow urine and dung solution spray. Chili garlic works for helicoverpa larvae or NPV in a massive attack. Shankar adds, ‘I have not sustained any loss due to NPM or restricted use of chemicals. However, we feel that we can’t stop chemicals as plants will be stunted – so we need alternatives, either FYM or vermicompost. I also want to try it out myself and be convinced that chemical-free cotton is worthwhile.’ At Narayanpur village, Sardar Singh grows cotton
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on slightly hilly land. Seven farmers grow cotton under NPM in this village, and he has 5 acres of which he has planted Bani on 4 acres .He uses lift irrigation and can water the cotton twice. He uses FYM, DAP, urea and superphosphate. Now since starting NPM, he spends Rs 5,000 on chemical fertilisers for five acres. Earlier he used to spend Rs 20,000 for pesticides and chemicals. His yield is 5 q/acre since the last two years. Earlier he used to get a total of 8 q in four acres. Plants on his field, which has good black cotton soil, are tall, with 20-30 bolls on each. He has problems with sucking pests and he deals with them by using neem kernel sprays and neem oil. He now plans to use tobacco decoction. There are 52 farmers but few are taking NPM seriously. (‘It is a slow process,’ says Ramulu.) Sardar believes in NPM and he later wants to stop using chemicals, provided he gets alternatives like vermicompost, which he plans to prepare. He grazes animals on his farm in summer. People do not have too much of livestock, so that is sometimes a problem. Many farmers in this and other villages are willing to give up chemicals provided there are alternatives – they don’t want to leave cotton to chance as it’s a tricky crop.



Asifabad, Kerameri Mandal (Medium to light black soils rain-fed, some have well water or groundwater) The story of Dandugula Ellappa, the stone cutterturned-farmer, who migrated to this Mandal from Karnataka over five decades ago, is now a legend. Ellappa who owns 24 acres in Pipri has, since the last five years, stopped using any pesticides on cotton, making him a pioneer of sorts. Acres of cotton undulate before you as you drive from Hutnoor to Asifabad, but very little is grown without pesticides or chemicals. In Kerameri Mandal, 75% is black cotton soil and only one crop is sown. A farmer since 18 years, Ellappa slowly saw the marvel of hybrid seeds diminish before his eyes. ‘When I used pesticides I got 3q/acre with difficulty. My expenses were Rs 1.5
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lakhs of which Rs 70-80,000 was for chemicals and pesticides.’ ‘I was in debt for Rs 3-4 lakh and I decided to try and cut my expenses. Now I install bird perches and many birds come. People are inspired by me, as they have been ruined by pesticides. Even the insects have come back, and black ants, beetles and crysoperla abound on my farm. There are about 90 bolls per plant,’ says Ellappa.



‘I plant 4-5 varieties of cotton every year. In 2002, it is Rudra, Brahma, Mallika, etc., and I can water it twice from a well.’ He sows the crop in mid-June and before that puts cow dung in each quarter of his farm on a rotation basis. He plants only cotton and there is no mixed-cropping. ‘I use potash and urea in the prescribed amount. I use trap crops like castor instead of sprays. In one acre I use one bag urea, one bag potash and one bag DAP, though from 2002, I have stopped DAP as well. My cost is cut to Rs 1000-2000 per acre. Now my yield has improved – I get 8-10q/acre as compared to the earlier 3 q/acre. Five years ago it was 5 q/acre, but I found pests develop resistance to sprays and they increase instead of being killed. It also kills off everything in sight. Actually the soil is not fit for cotton. It is medium soil. I do ploughing first and inter-cultivation – I don’t like weeds,’ he explains. ‘No bollworms attack my field and even if they come, let them eat! I feel there is natural control. My super chettis (Telugu for plants) are healthy after IPM,’ he adds triumphantly, showing us around his fields. In Pipri too, after Ellappa’s example, some farmers have stopped spraying but there is always the temptation to do so. Asifabad division of Adilabad district has six mandals or administrative units. Three mandals, Kerameri, Wankidi and Asifabad, have large cotton-growing areas: The total cultivation in these three mandals is 11000 ha, of which 5500 ha is without any pesticides. Forty-four of 46 villages in Kerameri have stopped spraying since two years, according to Vinay Babu, Agricultural Officer, Asifabad Mandal. In Andhra Pradesh and others states, the FAO launched a



training programme on IPM, which aimed at growing crops in a healthy way. Vinay Babu and many other agricultural extension officers were trained in IPM and they are providing technical help to farmers. In some places farmers’ field schools have been set up to spread information about IPM. This programme began in Kerameri Mandal five years ago, and IPM is strongest here. The villages of Zhari and Pipri are in Kerameri Mandal. In 2002, as part of a 20-week programme, FAO is sponsoring farmers’ field schools in 4 such villages, which are high spraying zones. This aims to educate farmers on friendly insects, identification of predators, how to grow a healthy crop and help farmers take the right decisions. This programme is underway in Warangal and six other districts. The state government is also sponsoring some schools, according to Vinay Babu. ‘Under IPM we are stopping all sprays of insecticides and suggesting they use neem-based sprays. More than 100 techniques, from summer ploughing to the picking stage, are identified. Here in rain-fed areas the average yield is 2-3 q/acre of cotton. While yields are not increased, the costs are going down, and we feel indiscriminate use of pesticides should be discouraged,’ he says. ‘As extension officers, our task is not easy – till a few years ago the same government was telling people to use sprays and chemicals; now it is saying the reverse. We have problems of credibility,’ he adds. Mr Babu says he discouraged tuvar as a mixed crop with cotton, as it attracted the bollworm. Under IPM, farmers are asked to grow either black or green gram. As a child he saw red gram, green gram and jowar during the kharif season, and vegetables in the rabi season. Cotton has come in the last 20 years. In 2001 rainfall was 997 mm, and in 2002 just 600 mm till October, as opposed to the average 1100 mm. Decreasing rainfall and poor soils are compounding the woes of indebted farmers in this region. And that is why there is support for alternative methods of cultivation. ‘Ellapa’s expenses reduced to Rs 1000-2000/acre and he was greatly amenable to our suggestion of stopping



sprays and restricting the use of pesticide,’ said Mr Babu. ‘In the first year itself he made a net profit of Rs 1 lakh. We have given him an assurance that the crop will not fail. Other farmers waited and watched, and then slowly accepted that cotton can be grown without pesticides. Farmers forget that pesticide sprays do not cause cotton to grow.’



Legendary and flourishing - Yellappa, small farmer, Adilabad, Andhra Pradesh.



Bani is the most popular variety here, followed by Brahma. Many years ago Buri and 1007 were grown here. Cotton came here 20 years ago and initially the people – mostly adivasis like Gonds, Kolams, Lambadis and Naikapodus – grew straight varieties like LRA 5166. In 1991, 50% of the area was under LRA 5166. Now the hybrid NHH 44 is also popular, according to Mr Babu. In this region many Kolam or adivasi farmers cannot afford intensive cultivation and since most of the area is rain-fed, applying chemicals is anyway not
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such a good idea. In Zhari village, Sheikh Yusuf has 5 acres and he grows cotton, tuvar, tomato and chili. Educated up to the 12th class, he has been a farmer since 10 years. ‘Earlier I grew cotton on 4 acres and got 4-5 quintals using pesticides. I have water from a stream. I spent Rs 2000-3000 /acre on sprays. Since three years I have stopped sprays. Now I only spend on seeds and DAP,’ he says. Sheikh cultivated two plots – one with IPM and one with pesticide sprays, and he found that the IPM plot had fewer pests. ‘I have faith that sprays do not help cotton.’ He too does summer ploughing and then adds FYM or compost. Sowing after June 7, he adds DAP to the seeds. After 25 days, he adds urea and potash twice, and he adds one bag potash and one bag urea per acre. ‘Even though there are no pesticides I get the same yields. In 2002, rains are poor so the crop is drying up everywhere, ‘ he says. Earlier on five acres he used to spray Rs 20,000 worth of pesticides. ‘I feel that when we don’t spray, our crop looks better. Many farmers are realising this now. I also plant trap crops like marigold and castor. Rain is the major factor. With irrigation I can get 8 q/acre but now since all my land is rain-fed, I get 4-5 q/acre,’ he says. The price of cotton is a major grouse and falling prices act as a disincentive for farmers. Earlier, he intercropped cotton with tuvar, now he grows it on the sides. He has trained
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in making vermicompost, and the only problem is keeping the pits moist. He does not think it can work for cotton though, as you need vast quantities. Lakshman Rao Atram, a Gond, who owns 10 acres of rain-fed land, used chemicals for the first time in 2002. Earlier he got yields of 1-2 q/acre for cotton organically. But he wants to change that and go in for chemicals to increase yield. In these poor soils, cotton without any chemical inputs often yields less than 1 q/acre. Farmers gets 5-6 q/acre for cotton using DAP and urea.



‘I did not use DAP or urea, because, like most people in the village, I had no money. Many people buy chemicals on credit from the sahukar (moneylender) or take bank loans. We directly sell the cotton and other crops to the moneylender to redeem our loans,’ Rao adds. It will be two years before Sheikh repays his loans. People are heavily in debt but are slowly coming out of the clutches of using pesticides. ‘Earlier Rs 2 lakh worth of pesticides used to be sprayed in Zhari village; now the trucks carrying them don’t even halt here,’ says Sheikh. ‘There is a strong belief here that sprays are vital for cotton. Now, we are so opposed to sprays that we refused stem application of monocrotophos on our cotton plants as recommended in IPM,’ he adds.



8. Karnataka state



8.1 Gadag In Karnataka cotton is grown in an area of 0.64 million ha with a production of 0.95 million bales and a productivity of 251 kg lint/ha. Bellary, Gadag, Raichur and Koppal are the major cotton growing districts in northern Karnataka. Most of the cotton is grown under rain-fed situation and farms grow desi types, especially Jayadhar . Gadag district accounts for 25-30% desi type of cotton out of the total acreage. But the productivity of the crop is declining year after year. Even though there are a number of cooperative and private textile mills in the district, they are not ready to buy Jayadhar, as it does not suit their requirement. So farmers are beset with the twin problems of low productivity and no demand for their cotton in the market owing to low quality (K H Patil Krishi Vigyan Kendra 2002). Cotton is a traditional crop in Dharwad district and used to be grown widely on the Deccan Plateau. Jayadhar is still grown in large tracts of land in Gadag. This variety is more than 50 years old. At one time, there were two varieties, Jayadhar and Laxmi, but the latter has vanished. Almost one-third of the cotton area in Gadag is cropped with Jayadhar. The Krishi Vigyan Kendra (KVK), at Hulkoti near Gadag, helps multiply the seeds and distributes them at Rs 20/ kg. KVK conducts programmes in organic farming, along with Dharitri , an association of organic farmers, formed in 1988. It prepares educational programmes on organic farming. About 25-30 farmers are part of this, and they educate farmers in Dharwad, Gadag and Haveri districts. The organisation also promotes and sells organic



produce. Members contribute 1% of sales to the corpus. The farmers in Dharitri, which include those interviewed in this section, also travel and campaign for organic farming. While most of the cotton farmers in Dharitri are organic, finding buyers is very difficult. In Gadag district, the area under cotton usually varies from 0.6-1.0 lakh ha. Of this, 8-10% is hybrid cotton grown under both rain-fed and irrigated conditions. The remaining 90% is covered by desi cotton. Desi is sown during the rabi season, starting mid- August to mid-September, under irrigated conditions (K H Patil Krishi Vigyan Kendra 2002). Farmers say that the problems with desi cotton are low yields due to non-availability of pure Jayadhar seeds and no buyers for Jayadhar cotton, as local spinning mills prefer longer staples.Mr Chandragouda Jalareddy, Assistant Agricultural Officer, Annigiri, Gadag, says that Jayadhar was a pure desi variety in existence for many years and did not require chemicals. Jayadhar has good resistance to pests, though aphids are a problem. The green bollworm is not a major pest on cotton here. While the yields of other cotton varieties were reducing, Jayadhar gave an average of 3-3.5 q/acre. Hybrids started off with 20-23 q/acre, but have now reduced to 2 q/acre. ‘Here, since onions and chillies are planted first, farmers already add some quantity of chemical fertilisers and manure or compost. Now farmers are reducing the use of chemicals. We are recommending neem oil spray and pheromone traps. Since the availability of livestock is reduced, availability of cow
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dung is also unsure, so farmers use some amount of urea or DAP, as they feel plants will not grow without some nutrient. Farmers have 10-15 acres on an average and 5-10% farmers are organic in Dharwad district,’ he says. In Hulkoti, Gurunath Odugoudar, a farmer since 25 years, has been growing Jayadhar. He has been using chemicals, mostly DAP, but has not used pesticides on cotton. In 2002, he has stopped using chemical fertilisers and does not spray pesticides even on chilies. He has 70-80 acres, with irrigation from a bore well for 44 acres. Earlier he grew hybrid cotton. The cost of cultivation was high and returns very irregular. With fluctuating cotton rates that was a risk. ‘I grew Varalaxmi, which gave very good yields in the beginning, but slowly yields reduced. Then there was the whole problem of quality seeds. Even varieties like Abhadita need sprays,’ he says. ‘After trying out hybrids, I came back to Jayadhar, which stood up best. It is not susceptible to pests, and though there are sucking pests, we let them be. There are no sprays and no fertilisers necessary either. Yields vary from around 2.5-3 q/acre as it is a rainfed crop, but they never fall below 1.5 q/acre. In 2002, I am trying out vermicompost. Jayadhar is our insurance crop – it has a guaranteed yield,’ he says. ‘The cost of cultivating Jayadhar with fertilisers is Rs 1000 per acre and profits can be around Rs 3000 per acre. We cannot live without cotton. Even at the fag end of the season in April we get yields. The only problem is finding a buyer and getting it processed – this is a slack industry now. Earlier mills from Bombay used to buy Jayadhar, but there is no demand as many mills have closed or the requirement is different,’ he adds. Earlier Gadag was a central depot for cotton collection for textile mill owners from Bombay. In the 19th century, it was a major purchasing center, and many Parsi millowners have donated money for veterinary hospitals and other facilities here. In and around Gadag, there are more than 10 spinning mills, both under private and cooperative management. These mills prefer medium-stapled
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cotton, which they buy from Punjab, Madhya Pradesh or Maharashtra at extra cost. KVK initiated trials at its farm with the twin objectives of satisfying the needs of both farmers and millers, which meant finding a suitable substitute for Jayadhar cotton, one suited to spinning mills. DLSA 17, an arboreum, yielded more than Jayadhar in these trials in 2001, and met other parameters required by mills – once again, we see that research is geared to what mills require.



8.2 Organic farmers in Gadag R S Patil, Gadag (Black cotton soil, rain-fed) R S Patil has been growing Jayadhar organically for 25 years. However, Patil is not really an organic farmer, as he sprays pesticides for Bengal gram, the cash crop that gives him assured yields. Cotton was once prized as a cash crop, but now those who grow Jayadhar just plant it in a corner of a field and forget about it, Patil says. In 2002, not many farmers have planted cotton, as there is very little rain. Crops other than cotton are better priced now and chilies, especially organic ones, can fetch a price of Rs 10,000/ quintal. People grow jowar, wheat, groundnut, onion, chillies and paddy; and after the Malaprabha dam was built near Saundatti, farmers are growing hybrid cotton there with the availability of water. There used to be aerial spraying of pesticides 30 years ago but Mr Patil did not go in for this. Farmers may use DAP or urea, but by and large they do not spray pesticides. Mr Patil has 80 acres and he usually grows mixed crops of cotton, chilies, and onion like most people in the district. The average yield of Jayadhar is about 3 q/acre and the best yield is 4 q/ acre, with the least being 1q/acre. He has 20 animals and every year, one-fourth of the land is covered by cow dung compost or vermicompost, which he makes on his farm. He also uses cotton stalks chopped by rotovatur, at the rate of two tonnes per acre. This improves the waterholding capacity of the soil.



In May or June chilies are planted, while onions are planted after the rains. The harvest is in NovemberDecember for onions and in January for chillies. The cotton is usually sown by dibbling the seeds around September-October. The cost of production for cotton, chilli and onion is Rs 5000/acre and net earnings are 2000-3000/ acre. Hybrids do not give good yields here as rains are uncertain and people are fed up with spraying, he adds.



Suresh Gauda Patil, Hulkoti Patil, a farmer from Hulkoti since 15 years, grows groundnut, green gram, chilli and onion in the kharif season, and cotton, Bengal gram, jowar and wheat in the rabi season. He owns 60 acres. He too grows chili and onion first, harvests them and then dibbles cottonseeds. He rotates the crop and his cotton yield averages 2.5 q/acre. His father did use chemicals and even Patil started off with chemicals, but never used pesticides. Thirteen years ago, he turned to organic farming. He divides the land into four parts and puts fresh cow dung in rotation. He sometimes barters jowar stalks in exchange for cow dung. He does summer ploughing 2 -3 times, and after the rains he adds fresh cow dung and ploughs once. Then he plants seeds of chilli and onion. Every year he rotates the crop. ‘I have developed all these ideas through experiments. The price of cotton has remained the same since 1995 but other expenses have gone up. Overall the agricultural scene is not glamorous. I feel the medical profession is doing well due to ill health caused by pesticides and chemicals in food,’ he says. He cannot escape from growing cotton, as it is still a cash crop, for which he gets Rs 1600-1800/q even if he sells to the local cooperative society. ‘In 1992 I used to grow hybrids. I spent Rs 15000 per acre and was promised 28 q/acre but I got only 14 q/ acre. At a rate of Rs 1200 per quintal, I used to get a net profit of Rs 6000-7000 per acre. However, when I grow Jayadhar, I get 4 quintal without any inputs



and earn Rs 3000-4000. So I thought I should grow organic cotton,’ he explains. ‘In hybrids there are too many pests, and there are the expenses of spraying at least 2-3 times. With uncertain rains (for instance, in 2002, there was no rain for 70 days) it is a difficult proposition and not at all popular in Gadag. Only two irrigated talukas grow hybrids in Dharwad district,’ he says. In 2001, his cotton yield was 2.6 q/acre. ‘But in 2002, as opposed to 365mm annual rainfall we got only 35 mm. But because my crops are organic they have survived.’ Overall he foresees a much lower use of pesticides and chemicals, as those who are using them have more pests. ‘The Gadag Cooperative Textile Mills, set up 20 years ago, bought cotton and made yarn and the seeds were given to oil mills. We keep some seeds, about 3-4 q, and get it ginned. We keep some for cattle feed and some for sowing next year. I feel that all agricultural inputs should be available on one’s own land and we should consume what we grow and then sell the rest,’ he adds.



Devendragouda Dyamanagouda Bharamagoudra, Yalavatti, Gadag One of the pioneering organic farmers in Gadag, this farmer says, ‘In the beginning I got good yields with chemicals but like everyone I saw through the sham and now since the last 15 years I am an organic farmer.’ His farm at Yalavatti, 30 km from Gadag gives yields of 3-4 q/acre of cotton. With chemicals he used to get a maximum of 5 q/acre. Expenses only for chemicals were Rs 2000-3000 per acre 15 years ago, while for organic farming, the cost is mainly labour, and works out to just Rs 2500 per acre now.



‘I also tried three or four varieties of cotton, including Renuka, but found Jayadhar to be the best suited, as well as pest- and drought-resistant. Initially I did whatever the local KVK told us. I blindly followed their advice even though my father had told me not to use chemicals. He had predicted that I would regret it one day and so I did,’ he says.
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‘In fact I learnt from my children who used to grow plants in a small garden – they told me there was no need for all these chemicals and sprays. That got me thinking and then I traveled around, went to Hoshangabad and Auroville, read Fukuoka and others and subscribed to more than 100 magazines on organic farming and finally decided to switch over.’ ‘One-third of my land I cover with FYM, one-third with goat and sheep droppings as they graze there, and one-third with green manure. All this is done before sowing, between April and June. We own 8 acres and everything is grown on our land. We buy very little from outside. I have planted onion and chilli and cotton and in the rabi season I plant jowar, chana, wheat and safflower. I grow a minimum of 20-25 crops, and cotton is mostly on four acres or less,’ he says.



‘The average yield of cotton is 3.5 q/acre. I tell farmers not to think of more yields but to look at net profits.
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Reducing expenses or the cost of production must be the major concern. In Jayadhar cotton, the bollworm is not a threat. It is a pod borer, but once it eats the buds, more branches grow. Sometimes in chemical farming we nip the buds – this is done naturally by the borer. Jayadhar, being a winter crop, has no major threat from pests. Only powder mildew is a threat in case of a sudden climate change,’ he says. ‘I believe in do-nothing farming and keeping the soil fertile by crop rotation, and I feel we should remove the worry about pests and diseases,’ he adds. He grows his own seeds and also distributes them. While only three farmers are organic in his village, there may be 100-odd farmers in this area who are organic. Krishi Prayog Parivar, a trust formed by the late M Purshottam Rao, focuses on organic farming, and Mr Brahmagoudra is one of the trustees. This trust has been promoting organic farming in various places.



9. Commercial Organic Cotton



The European Cooperative of Fair Food Importers (GFF) initiated organic cotton in Turkey in 1980. The Dutch company BOWEEVIL was formed to deal with cotton production on GFF farms (Acharya 2001b). A year later, two more initiatives were launched and worldwide there was a growing consciousness about organic farming. Around this time farmers in some parts of India had deliberately switched to organic farming, and later, the Vidarbha Organic Farmers Association (VOFA) was among the earliest initiatives of organic cotton farming in India, along with Maikaal bioRe and an effort by BOWEEVIL in Gujarat. The Dutch company SKAL was the first to explore this, and set up a joint venture for organic cotton, with GUJCOT (Gujarat State Cooperative Cotton Federation) in the 1990s in Moti Chandur village in Sami taluka, Patan district, Gujarat. The cotton was bought from farmers at the local or international market rate, whichever was higher, besides a premium of 20%. According to N M Sharma, Managing Director of GUJCOT, the project was started in 1989-90 and no fertilisers or chemicals were used to grow desi cotton, V797 variety. It did well in 1991-92 and 199293, but in the third year, the cotton could not be exported due to the export quota restrictions by the government. There were piles of unsold cotton and the project ended there. ‘We gave 20% higher premiums than the prevailing prices. Only when we give such incentives are farmers willing to sacrifice using chemicals and suffer reduced yields. We are keen on organic cotton provided there is a market and assured buyers,’ Mr Sharma says.



There are two commercial organic cotton ventures in Gujarat: one in Kutch and the other in Surendranagar. Another venture in Madhya Pradesh, Maikaal bioRe, is stated to be the largest commercial organic venture in the world, and VOFA and Eco Farms in Maharashtra also sell organic cotton, apart from smaller ventures.



9.1 Amit Green Acres Private Limited, Surendranagar In Surendranagar, the home of desi cotton and probably the largest cotton-growing district in the world, Amit group of industries has been working with a group of organic farmers producing cotton. The more than 50 year-old company has a 100% export-oriented unit at Kolhapur, which produces cotton goods from the organically grown cotton, and exports it to Germany and other markets. The ginning factory was set up in Surendranagar and the organic cotton project was started here, as this is the hometown of Bharat Shah, the owner of Amit Industries. Amitabh Singh, advisor to the project, explains the project began in 1999 when a ginning unit called Rajpal cotton was started in the area. The idea was to interact with farmers directly and buy cotton from them, thus eliminating middlemen. In the course of interaction with farmers, the idea of growing and marketing organic cotton was discussed. The company feels it has a very good scope abroad. However, growing produce organically has since then not been restricted to cotton and now farmers are also selling sesame for a higher price.
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In 1999, the project began with one farmer, who owned ten acres. In 2003, there are 147 farmers in all, with an area of 900 acres certified as organic, while about 2500 acres are in various stages of conversion. Since 2002, all the agricultural activities have been shifted to a new company called Amit Green Acres Private Limited, which is a subsidiary of the Amit group. Initially the project was for cotton alone, and the company signed contracts with farmers, agreeing to provide technical help to grow cotton without chemicals and insecticides. It also agreed to undertake extension services and transfer of technology. Singh says, ‘We do not provide any materials free, we only give advice. We believe the farmers should be independent and use his or her skills to grow organic produce. In the first year we provided the manure but the next year, farmers made their own compost and we provided them with EM (effective microorganisms), which speeds up decomposition of farm residues within 30-40 days instead of 6-7 months.’ Farmers are now recycling everything and returning it to the land in a time-honoured tradition. Some are also making compost and providing it to others. Certification by SKAL is provided for each field from which cotton is bought, at the expense of the company; as yet the farmer does not pay for this. The price is fixed based on the prevailing market price as well as quality, and whatever returns the company gets from marketing are shared with the farmer as a bonus or incentive. The company spends Rs 4-5 lakh per year for certification. All the organic cotton is sent for spinning, and the yarn is sent for conversion to fabric or ready-mades, which are then sold in Japan, Malaysia, France and Nepal. However, the venture is only a small part of the company’s turnover, contributing only 0.3% as yet. The issue of certification is a contentious one, as it is expensive and farmers cannot afford it. Mr Singh has devised a group certification system. ‘I want to
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make my own standards based on the IFOAM regulations, which are more suited to our practices,’ he says. Most of the farmers are growing hybrids (6, 8 10). The average landholding is about 7 acres in this region and the company operates mainly in Chuda taluka of the district. The main crops here are cotton, sesame (these are often grown together), cumin, mung (green gram), bajra, millets, jowar and vegetables. Cotton is also mono-cropped. There are extension workers who work with the farmers and every month a meeting is held to explain the procedures of organic cultivation and discuss difficulties. ‘We have our own system of checks and balances. The first step is for a farmer to apply to our company in writing for growing organic cotton. The applications are then sorted out and we select the farmers who can join our group,’ according to Singh. ‘The extension workers visit the farmers in question and record basic information about the farm: location, risk of contamination, size of the farm etc. We have a review committee to assess the potential of the farmer to turn organic. The committee consists of farmers, company officials and extension workers.’ ‘For each farmer there is a conversion plan prepared for three years. This is a set of cultivation procedures designed to achieve certifiable targets. Farmers also have to record their daily activities on the farm in a special diary, and make a note of inputs, costs, labour, cattle management etc. This way one can assess whether the conversion plan is being followed or not. The diary forms an important part of the final certification,’ he explains. There are two types of certification. One involves product testing – but each sample can cost up to Rs 15000/-. Certifying the system rather than the product is the other method. After the initial certification, there is annual certification. The certificates are valid only for a year. Changing to organic cultivation does reduce the yields at first, but so does the cost of cultivation. The change often does not affect the net profit of farmers. However, farmers are extremely reluctant to



switch to organic cultivation, as they believe that it is not possible to grow cotton without chemicals or pesticides. ‘I am trying to convince them to look at net returns instead of yields but that is taking time,’ Mr Singh adds.



500 kg/acre. While this may not be high, it depends on whether farmers have water at least for protective irrigation or not. In Halvad taluka of the district, where there is irrigation, farmers can get up to 16 Q/ acre. In the rain-fed areas the yield is much less.



People here are using pesticides on alternate days and it is a common sight to see the labourer with the spray pump strapped on his back. The lethal mixture is usually endosulfan or monocrotophos or a mixture of both. While there is a positive feeling towards organic agriculture, farmers are deterred by the high cost of certification. This is currently being borne by the company. There is also a great lack of awareness of the ill effects of pesticides and the consequent environmental damage. The government’s extension network is practically absent and farmers cannot access bio-control agents in villages. Fungal pathogens, insects and pests are not effective in optimum moisture conditions. Also bio-agents like trichogramma and pheromone traps are not of good quality, and they often fail due to poor manufacturing. Agriculture here is mechanised and most people use tractors for ploughing in summer. The company mostly works with small or medium farmers who own between half an acre and 50 acres. Women are also being involved, since they do a lot of the work in most cases, apart from preparing compost and neem based pesticides. However, the venture expects to break even only after five years. ‘We feel its better for small farmers to convert to the organic system as their input costs are lesser. And they can use locally available materials, specially farmyard manure,’ Mr Singh adds.



In Chuda taluka, where the company mainly works, farmers use biodynamic farming methods, which believe in harnessing the forces of nature for agriculture. The idea, first popularised by Rudolf Steiner, is also used here (see box: Note on biodynamic cotton below).



Cost The average cost of production for organic cotton works out to about Rs 3400/acre, which includes the cost of seed, manure, bio-control, cultivation, labour and irrigation. The farmer gets a return of Rs 5800-6000/ acre after selling cotton, so there is a clear profit of Rs 2-2500/acre. In 2001, the average yield of organic cotton was about



Organic farmers use cultures of azotobactor and rhizobhium, which are nitrogen fixing bacteria, and Bt powder for bollworm, pheromone traps and insect traps. Farmers in this area are skeptical about organic farming and those who have switched are happy only because of the promise of extra money. Amrut Satwara, who owns two acres, said he had not heard about organic farming till a few years ago. ‘I feel the quality of produce is poor,’ he says. In Chuda, 50 km from Surendranagar, Ravjibhai Patel, Agricultural Extension Officer, said, ‘Farmers do not believe me when I speak of organic farming.’ He works closely with the company though he is a government servant. Farmers in 15 of the 38 villages practice organic farming and sell cotton and sesame to the company. The main difficulty is that farmers are all indebted due to buying chemicals, and even if they want to switch to organic farming, they cannot, as they have to repay old loans. Since the last three years, the government is subsidising IPM, but farmers feel it is a failure as the materials are of poor quality. More than 50% of the farmers use endosulfan for cotton. Even the government recommends its use under IPM. ‘It is used only in the initial stages, so that the later predators pests don’t die,’ says Patel. The government feels endosulfan is a cheap and effective pesticide and does not harm the friendly insects in cotton fields. ‘Earlier we all used endosulfan as we thought it was ‘halki dawai’ (gentle medicine). It is also cheap,’ said one farmer. Few knew that endosulfan was banned in Kerala, due to its toxic effects while being sprayed
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on cashew plantations, and that it had caused deformities in generations in the Kasargod area, apart from causing severe environmental pollution. In Chatriyala village, Dhanjibhai Patel has converted to organic farming four years ago. He owns 26 acres, and grows cotton on half that area. He stopped using chemical fertilisers even though his son was a pesticide dealer. Earlier he used to spend Rs 2000 per acre of cotton, and now it has reduced to 700 per acre. He feels production is on the increase after initial losses. In the first two years, yields were reduced by 20%, but profits were not reduced, as production costs were less. He maintains that less water is also used. Last year he got about 300 maunds of cotton from 14 acres. ‘I feel the risk is also less with organic cotton,’ he adds. Most farmers are attracted by the prospect of lower costs and the savings on labour for sprays. There are about 14 organic farmers in this village which has a total of 200 houses. While farmers understand the need to stop chemicals, they feel there is too much red tape in organic farming – all the rules and procedures are tedious. ‘Farmers are not really good at writing,’ remarks Dhanjibhai. The farmers are also confused. ‘The same government which promoted chemicals and insecticides is now airing programmes on radio and TV asking us to reduce everything – what are we to believe?’ Dhanjibhai asks.



In Ramdevgad village nearby, there are 24 organic farmers of the total 100 households, and farmers feel there is a 30% reduction in costs of cultivation. Yields of 360-380 maunds were recorded in organic cotton in 2001. Amarsingh Kathia says, ‘When I started farming many years ago, we had birds and natural predators which destroyed the harmful pests. Now that is not there. Organic farming is a way of bringing all those things back. In this village, few farmers are using sprays,’ he adds. Every year more farmers join the group and many also make money from selling organic sesame.
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9.2 The Vidarbha Organic Farmers Association (V OF A) (VOF OFA) Yav atmal, Maharashtra avatmal, Kisan Mehta has been involved with organic farming since 1986 when a small group of Gandhians felt concerned about the large-scale use of chemicals in agriculture. They formed a trust called Prakruti in 1988 with the aim of developing an environmentally sound society. They decided to work for stopping the use of chemicals and fertilisers in agriculture, with no hybrid seeds and no heavy machinery to be used on land. Sustainable agriculture covers diverse farming practices like natural and organic farming, ‘do-nothing’ and biodynamic farming, permaculture etc. where the use of synthetic fertilisers and pesticides, hybrid seeds and heavy agricultural equipment is totally withdrawn. Shripad Dabholkar, K R Datye, Dr R T Doshi, Punamchand Baphna, Dr Shanker of IIT and his then student, Dr Uday Bhawalkar, Vijay Bhat, Ravindra Bhole and Kisan Mehta were among Prakruti’s founder members. Prakruti was the first to launch a campaign for organic cotton cultivation in Vidarbha in 1995 in which 135 farmers took part, with 1200 hectares of land. It also organised certification of the cotton by an IFOAM approved agency. It was probably the first organisation to bring farmers together in annual conferences and farm visits. The first 5-day Conference in Bordi in 1989 highlighted the need for Integrated Pest Management (IPM). Subsequent conferences of 100-150 participants in Panvel (1993) and Sevagram (1992 and 1994) focused on sustainable agriculture, and attaining food security. Cotton, which accounted for more than 50% of pesticides on just 5% of the land, was the main target. Since Vidarbha was the largest cotton growing area in Maharashtra, they targeted that area. Kisanbhai says: ‘I made over 20 trips to organise farmers in that area and sought the help of the Central Institute for Cotton Research (CICR), which was initially reluctant to support my efforts. When I talked to the director of



CICR, he was shocked at my suggestion of organic farming and asked me whether I wanted to make India naked. So I started meeting the farmers individually. I spent 4 days in a week in Vidarbha for 15 weeks and got 135 farmers to join the campaign. We issued a 67-page ‘dos and don’ts’ guide in Marathi to our farmers. We appointed four M.Sc. (Agriculture) students as supervisors, ready to go on motorcycles to farmers in distress. The farmers met regularly in different farms every 15 days. CICR and ICAR issued advertisements in the Vidarbha newspapers to tell farmers not to listen to Prakruti and Kisan Mehta. Despite this, the programme went on well.’ ‘A German group, Environmental Protection Encouragement Agency (EPEA), Hamburg, which was interested in supporting organic cotton efforts, visited Vidarbha to confirm that many farmers were growing cotton without chemical fertilisers. Around that time, CICR had also started research in organic cotton farming (Mehta, n.d.(a)). Mr Jens Soth of EPEA contacted the director of CICR, Nagpur, in 1993 for information on non-chemical ways of growing cotton. The interaction with the team of CICR scientists, who were working on low/nopesticide option for pest management in cotton, took the shape of a project that EPEA took up with GTZ of Germany (CICR 2000). The region chosen had a preference for hybrid G, hirsutum varieties rather than desi ones. EPEA conducted an exhaustive survey to identify key farmers of the area involved in organic farming so that they could lead the rest. They were invited to two workshops in Nagpur and Yavatmal to enter into a contract with EPEA to undertake the production process for 1995. CICR offered its expertise in growing organic cotton and thus laid the foundation for an organised effort to grow and export chemical free cotton. Meetings started in August 1994 with farmers from the five districts of Nagpur, Wardha, Yavatmal, Amravati and Akola, and resulted in 135 farmers committing 1200 hectares of land to organic cotton by June 1995 (Mehta 1995).



On December 19, 1995, VOFA was formed with 132 farmers as members. The idea was to have an independent organisation for farmers to help in the marketing of cotton on a non-profit basis. Agreco, an international certification agency, agreed to certify the farmers and each farmer was provided with a diary to record cultivation practices. The season of 1996 brought a bumper crop of cotton grown organically without much hindrance from pests, notes Mehta. ‘We had prepared a complete 70-page booklet for farmers who were interested in organic cotton cultivation. The farms were run under IFOAM guidelines, and the German support ensured certification and other requirements. Over 1200 hectares was soon under organic farming, making it, at that time, the largest area in the world under such cultivation,’ Mr Mehta says. Anandrao Subedar was elected president of VOFA, Manohar Parchure was the Vice-President and Om Prakash Mor was Secretary. Though it was decided that VOFA was not a commercial organisation and would help market produce, differences developed and there was a dispute, which ended when Mr Mor walked out and founded Eco Farms which also sells and markets organic cotton and other produce. VOFA claims Mor was thrown out, as he demanded 10% of the turnover of VOFA. ‘Farmers who are thrown out of VOFA for not adhering to organic principles join Eco Farms and are certified as Grade A by their certifying agency,’ alleges Ram Kalaspurkar, secretary of VOFA. VOFA has distributed incentive wages to its members since 1995-96 and about Rs 51 lakh has been distributed to farmers who deliver cotton. In 2002, farmers got Rs 700/ quintal as bonus; this is given every year. It is also making efforts to sell organic produce other than cotton from 2003. In VOFA, the total number of members who have paid the membership fee is 205, and of these 90 are organic farmers. In 2002, more than 87 will be Agrade certified farmers and 70 farmers were growing organic cotton.
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The total area under organic cotton is 1250 acres and the minimum landholding is 3 acres with a maximum of 54 acres. The total land under organic cultivation (all crops) is 3500 acres (spread over Wardha, Amravati and Yavatmal districts). When VOFA began in Dec 1995 there were 132 farmers. This rose to 250 in 1994. About 1500-2000 quintals of cotton are sold every year, according to Kalaspurkar. In the initial year, 3500 quintals were produced, but some of the organic cotton was unsold for want of a buyer. Members donated Rs 130 per quintal of the first year’s profit to VOFA to form a sort of corpus. This has swelled to Rs 6.4 lakh in 2002. In 1999-2000 the Japanese company Fair Trade, which buys their cotton, gave the cotton pickers a bonus of Rs 2 lakh. Fair Trade also donated Rs 1 lakh towards the corpus.



9.3 Eco Farms (India) Pvt Ltd, Yav atmal, Maharashtra avatmal, Om Prakash Mor, executive director, Eco Farms, once owned 250 acres (now there are 50 acres is in his name). He stopped using chemicals in 1990. ‘We were large farmers known for our high yields, and CT Patel, visited us and conducted joint experiments. Our first yields were 18 q/acre in the seventies and then gradually it sank to 2 q/acre,’ he says. This company was formed after the split in VOFA. It also markets cotton, and more recently, organic food. The major buyer for finished goods is Germany. Though Mr Mor was one of the VOFA founders, he attributes the split to petty money problems: ‘We just can’t unite, it seems. I was accused of ulterior motives and so I left. VOFA was started on a non-profit basis and I was to handle the marketing.’ Cotton is the main product the company is selling but since the last 2001, it also sells grains and pulses and engages in value-addition for cotton, in the form of yarn and garments, which is done through mills. ‘We make a contract with farmers where we guarantee purchase and price. We have 300 farmers with us in Yavatmal, Wardha and Amravati. We started with about 150 in 1995.’
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‘The cotton prices are fixed by the government and we give 10% more than that. From the proceeds we take out our expenses and give the rest to the farmers. In the first two years, we gave Rs 700 /q of raw cotton as incentive but now the incentive is coming down to Rs 350/q or even less than that. We buy about 5000 quintals every year. Our members are growing every year and we have to restrict people sometimes. We collect the cotton at the fag end of the season. Of course, farmers sell in the open market too but that does not fetch them a higher price than the usual cotton. Most of the farmers are supplied seeds by us and we also accept cotton under conversion,’ he explains. Mor, who is also a member of the Cotton Advisory Board of India, said that 10 people monitor all the fields of farmers and records are maintained in a farmers’ diary. ‘We have asked IMO to do the certification. We spend Rs 10 lakh every year for this purpose and there are 10,000-15000 acres under organic farming with us, about 5000 acres of which is cotton. Of course the expensive registration means that farmers get less for their cotton,’ he admits. ‘We have also developed a package of practices, and when farmers switch to the organic system, we give them a verbal guarantee that yields will not go down. Now farmers realise that yields will not plummet and their production cost will be low. Production costs for intensive farming average between Rs 60007000/acre, but for organic they are much less,’ he adds.



9.4 Maikaal bioRe, Bheelgaon, Kasrawad taluka, Khargone district, Madhya Pradesh The production of organic cotton started in 1991 as a private initiative of Mrigendra Jalan, Managing Director of the spinning mill, Maikaal Fibres Ltd., and Patrick Hohmann, Managing Director of the Swiss cotton yarn trading company, Remei AG, according to a report from Maikaal bioRe.



A pilot project was initiated in 1992 with a few farmers on 15 acres. It has since expanded to over 1000 farmers and 7600 acres in 80 villages of Khargone district. Remei developed partnerships with manufacturers to produce a whole range of quality, fashionable, eco friendly garments made from Maikaal bioRe’s organic cotton. The entire supply chain was integrated in 1995 when Coop, the retailer, joined. Coop is Switzerland’s second largest supermarket chain and Europe’s market leader in ecological-social products. Coop has been a customer for seven years and has re-stated its commitment to the project. Maikaal bioRe Ltd. is located at Bheelgaon near the river Narmada in Madhya Pradesh. It procures and sells biodynamic (certified organic) cotton and cotton yarn. It supports local farmers in growing cotton following the biodynamic method and buys the fibre directly from the farmers, has it ginned and sells it to the spinning mill, Maikaal Fibres Ltd. It will usually buy the yarn back to sell it to the cotton yarn trading company, Remei AG, or to its approved customers. Mr Hohmann says that this is the world’s largest project on organic cotton involving growing, processing and marketing right to the product sale stage, with the active and conscious participation of farmers, spinners, retailers and purchasers. Every year since 1993, at the open house in the ginning factory, hundreds of farmers meet their production partners from abroad, apart from designers, researchers and others involved in this cooperative venture. A Maikaal bioRe farmer has to fulfill biodynamic farming requirements to qualify for membership. Mrigendra Jalan, speaking at the 10th Open House of Maikaal in November 2002, said that the company was converted into a shareholding company with a Board of Directors including two farmers with voting rights. Patrick Hohmann is the Chairperson of Maikaal bioRe, which split from its parent spinning company in April 2002.



Farmers In Kogawa village in Kasrawad taluka of Khargone district, Sher Singh grows cotton on 8.5 of his 10.5 acres. He grows H 8 variety and buys seeds every year. Since four years he is a certified organic farmer, and a part of Maikaal. In 2001 his yield of cotton was 12 q in 7 acres. He also grows tuvar (pigeon pea), makai (maize) and mung. His cost of inputs for chemicals and pesticides was Rs 2500-3000/ acre earlier. Since the last three years, it is Rs 1200-1300/acre. All the inputs are provided by the company. Earlier, the yields of chemically farmed cotton were about 4.5q/acre, but it had now reduced to 2q/acre. There are 12 or 13 organic farmers in this village who get premiums of 10-20% for cotton. After summer ploughing, he composts a section of the land every year; he makes the compost himself. In five acres he uses 20 tractor loads of compost every year. He plants cotton after one rain and then adds rock-phosphate powder and de-oiled cake near the plants after a month. Weeding is done regularly. After 45 days eco-neem is sprayed twice. This is followed by a Bt spray. Biodynamic farming believes in harnessing the energies of the earth. Cow dung is placed in the horn of a cow and buried from October to March. This is packed in 50-gram packets and given to farmers. This is the preparation BD500 (according to the principles of biodynamic farming as set out by Rudolf Steiner). After switching to organic farming, he found that, from 25 q, yields dropped to 12 q in 8 acres in the first year. He tried to keep his morale by visiting other organic farmers and did not lose his nerve. In the second year, he harvested 16 q in the same 8 acres. He feels things will be better in 2002. Farmers with Maikaal now believe that pests are less and input costs are also less in organic farming. In Gawla village, 8 km from Maheshwar, Rameshchandra Kaushal who owns a seeds and pesticides’ shop farms 75 acres. He usually sprays
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endosulfan and monocrotophos on cotton apart from Rogor. He is not averse to organic farming but his family will not allow it as the land is not in his name alone. He is growing a desi variety called Chamatkar, which yielded 3.5 q in 2001. His chemical-intensive farming, which is supplemented by well irrigation, nets him 4-5 q/acre of cotton on an average. In 2002,



never increase beyond 1.5 q/acre and since the last three years he has to do daily wage labour after the season ends. The continuing drought means that he cannot grow wheat in winter and there is not enough food. He is still in debt to the tune of Rs 25,00030,000 and is paying it off at an annual interest rate of 24%. He uses all biomass to feed cattle and has



World's largest Organic Cotton Project, Maheshwaram Area, Madhya Pradesh.



he expects about 3 q/acre. He spends Rs 3000 per acre for cotton, which is mostly for labour and sprays 3-4 times for cotton pests. In contrast, a small farmer like Manoj Shankarlal who owns 9 acres, farms cotton that is totally rain-fed. He grows 3 acres of cotton and his average yield is 1.5 q/acre. He grows two straight varieties, Anjali and Nirmal, and he is an organic farmer because it is less expensive. ‘I spend only Rs 800 on seeds, weeding, castor cake, cow dung and the slurry of a biogas plant.’ He too gets biodynamic preparations from Maikaal and uses ‘Krishi Rakshak’, a botanical spray that is a mixture of cow urine, Ipomea, and neem leaves, during the formation of squares. However, his yields
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about 4-5 animals, which are enough for him and his land. He feels deep ploughing in summer and composting, help in raising yields. Three farmers are organic in this small village of 25 households. Maikaal provides all its member farmers with seeds, castor cake, neem spray, biodynamic manure and Bt spray, all on credit. Mahendra Harishchandra Patidar in Mehetwada village of Maheshwar taluka, Khargone district, owns 20 acres - he grows cotton on 7.5 to eight acres. Since 1993, he is an organic farmer. In this village almost 80% of the farmers are organic and this includes those who are not part of Maikaal. Here, the farmers who planted Bt cotton are ruing the day they did so, as most of the crop has dried up.



His average yield of cotton is 3.5 q/acre but with reducing rains, it has come down to 2q/acre. Now protective irrigation is available only for 1-2 hours. Patidar also prefers desi seeds and he too wants to plant Chamatkar, which can yield 5 q/acre in irrigated conditions. He usually grows Ajith 11 or Ankur 651. He intercrops cotton with chillies, urad , mung , soyabean or makai. Bhim Yadav, one of the 14 extension workers with Maikaal, says, ‘ When the project began in 1993, Maheshwar was the first centre and 80 farmers were members. Now there are 10 centres and 1100 farmers. About 80% of members sell the cotton to Maikaal. The cotton varieties grown are D 29, D 333, H 10, H 8, JKH 1, Ankur 9, A 2534, A 651, Anjali, LRA 5166 and DHY. The company gets untreated seeds from seed manufacturers and distributes them to farmers.’ Patidar says that with organic farming his production was better and the soil quality had improved. He spends Rs 1500-2000 per acre and gets a net profit of Rs 3000-4000 per acre plus the bonus from Maikaal. He feels that if there was enough water, 3-5 q/acre of organic cotton is possible. Patidar has read various articles on organic farming and feels that it is a viable way of farming. At first people were scared to stop chemicals. ‘I also thought that an incentive of 20% was good. The company collects cotton from



our homes, so we save the cost of transport. First the money attracted me but over the years I can see other benefits – soils are better, yields are improving. The main issue is water.’ Currently Maikaal bioRe Ltd. has an issued capital of US $ 108,000 (INR 52,69,104) and its authorised capital is US $ 300,000. The capital will be continuously increased by issuing preference shares for farmers. An annual advance against shipment of US $ 495,000 will help finance the crop. Remei AG holds the majority of Maikaal bioRe’s shares. The plan is to gradually bring the company into the hands of Indian stakeholders including the bioRe farmers. Within five years the preference shares, which are issued mainly to the farmers, should account for the majority of Maikaal bioRe’s capital. The cotton is certified by the accredited certification agency bio.inspecta from Switzerland. In 2001-02, 1000 farmers grew 2080 tonnes of raw cotton on 7956 acres, producing 683 tonnes of ginned cotton, resulting in 478 tonnes of yarn. In 2002, 1021 farmers are registered, planning to grow cotton on 7626 acres, which would yield 2626 tonnes of raw cotton, making 980 tonnes of ginned cotton. A growth of 15% in the production of raw cotton is planned in 2003-04. Subsequently an annual growth of 10% is planned. Experience shows that each acre



Note on biodynamic cotton Biodynamic agriculture includes the requirements of organic agriculture and goes a step further. Organic cotton is grown without any of the chemicals used in conventional cotton cultivation. This is because chemicals reduce the crops’ resistance to pests, destroy soils, pollute waters and harm farmers’ health (lungs and skin diseases, dizziness, etc.). Organic agriculture uses technologies based on organic fertilisers and natural pest-control methods. It pays special attention to the soil’s health and the ecology of the entire farm. Biodynamic agriculture treats the farm as a living organism. It aims at achieving balance with regard for the farm’s particular character and the natural, economic and human situation. The farmer is requested to refine his understanding through careful observation. Manuring materials are mainly farm-produced. Preparations made of fermented plant and animal substances enhance the effect of manures. Biodynamic agriculture also uses a cosmic calendar to take moon phases and star movements into consideration when performing important tasks such as sowing and the application of the preparations. For more information on bioRe please visit www.biore.ch
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Evolution of the company YYear ear



# Farmers



Area



Raw cotton



(acres) 93-94 94-95 95-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 99-00 2000-01 2001-02 2002-03 2003-04 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08



223 568 649 688 699 888 1061 1123 1000 1021 1174 1291 1420 1562 1718



(t)



467 1340 3000 4585 5204 6195 7425 8067 7956 7626* 8805 9682 10552 11715 12885



206 516 1366 2096 1870 2043 2584 2362 2080 2646* 3055 3359 3695 4065 4471



Ginned cotton (t)



Yarn (t)



68 185 468 713 627 705 835 760 683 873* 1008 1108 1219 1341 1475



42 135 336 500 436 507 585 532 478* 611* 706 776 854 939 1033



* Estimates Plans



Overview of the bioRe supply chain: Raw cotton Farmers Maikaal bioRe India



Yarn Maikaal Fibres India



Garments Various companies India, Baltic Republics



yields an average 347 kg of raw cotton. The average landholding is 7.5 acres. Remei manages the network, coordinating production and facilitating communication. bioRe textiles, made of Maikaal bioRe’s biodynamic cotton, are sold by Coop, which plans to convert its entire cotton line to organic cotton by 2010. Maikaal bioRe will increase its capital by issuing preference shares to the farmers. Farmers entitled to a 20% premium will receive 15% in cash and the rest in shares. In 2002, the first year, farmers will receive 20% in cash and a 5% bonus in shares.
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Trader Remei



Retail Coop



Switzerland



Switzerland



9.5 Agrocel India Limited, Kutch (This is secondary information, as I have not been able to visit the place. — Author) The company has a partnership since 2001 with Tradecraft Exchange and Vericott Ltd for a project on organic cotton funded by Shell Foundation, UK. There are 300 farmers registered with the company with 750 acres certified as organic cotton. Production is estimated to be 800 tonnes of seed cotton per year. For more information, see www.agrocel-cotton.com or contact [email protected].



SECTION: 3



The Future of Organic Cotton 10. The Chimera of Bt Cotton 10.1



Chronology of events



On March 10, 1995, the Department of Biotechnology of the Government of India permitted the import by Mahyco of 100 gm of transgenic Cocker-312 variety of cottonseed cultivated in the United States. This variety contained the Cry 1 Ac gene obtained from the bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis. In April 1998, Mahyco finalised a tie-up with Monsanto, and Monsanto was given permission for small trials of Bt cotton (100 g per trial) by the Department of Biotechnology (DBT). On November 28, 1998, thousands of farmers occupied and burned down Bt cotton trial fields in Karnataka as part of ‘Operation Cremation Monsanto’. In July 2000 Mahyco was allowed to conduct largescale field trials including seed production at 40 sites in six states, based on the data of the small trials, which, according to DBT, were safe. The data was confidential. A Monitoring and Evaluation Committee was set up by the DBT to monitor and independently evaluate large-scale field trials. On June 18, 2001, an open dialogue was held between Monsanto and Greenpeace to discuss Bt cotton with scientists, Ministry of Environment representatives and farmers. No data on field trials was presented, though a group of farmers vociferously demanded that Bt cotton be commercialised.



On June 19, 2001 the Genetic Engineering Approval Committee (GEAC), under the Ministry of Environment and Forests, gave an extension of one more year for field trials of Bt cotton. Mahyco then conducted large-scale trials on 100 hectares in seven states. In October 2001, after GEAC’s extension, Mahyco discovered that Bt cotton was growing in farmers’ fields in Gujarat. GEAC then ordered that Bt cotton fields to be burnt in Gujarat. On January 23, 2002, Dr Manju Sharma, Secretary, Department of Biotechnology, said that the latest round of Bt cotton trials was satisfactory and that it is now up to the GEAC and the Environment Ministry to decide on a date of release. On March 26, 2002, GEAC clears Bt cotton for cultivation in six states On April 25, 2003, Mech 915 variety Bt cotton, for cultivation in North India, rejected by GEAC (This is an updated version of Chronology of Bt cotton in India, Meena Menon and Nityanand Jayaraman, CorpWatch India March 25, 2002, www.indiaresource.org)



10.2



Biotech Era



After the failure of chemicals to boost cotton yields, it is now the era of biotechnology. Bt cotton, which
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was granted permission in March 2002, was released in six states for the 2002 season in India. Is Bt cotton the answer to the woes of cotton farmers, or is it another trap? There are several reports of failure of Bt cotton in the first season (2002-2003) of its planting. While the Genetic Engineering Approval Committee (GEAC) rejected GM food aid to India, it is still toying with the idea of having an independent evaluation of Bt cotton for the 2002-2003 season. Bt cotton was cleared by the GEAC on March 26, 2002. Initially only three hybrids having the Bt gene Cry 1 Ac have been allowed to be grown on a commercial scale. Hybrids Bt Mech 12, Bt Mech 162 and Bt Mech 184 have been cleared, while trials on the fourth hybrid continue (ICAC 2002). Initial approval is valid for three crop years, from April 2002 to March 2005. A refuge crop has to be planted with the Bt hybrids. The GEAC has stipulated that fields where Bt hybrids are grown must be surrounded by a non-Bt variety of the same origin. The refuge crop will comprise five rows or 20% of the area, whichever is more, of the non-Bt hybrid. (According to Dr C D Mayee, Director of CICR, the institute is supposed to evaluate if the refuge area has been adhered to or not). According to ‘Bt Cotton in India,’ (ICAC 2002), Mahyco-Monsanto Biotech sold 105,000 packets containing 450 grams each of Bt seed and 120 gm of non-Bt seed. Bt Cotton was planted in six states in



The breakup is as follows: Andhra Pradesh



3400 ha



Gujarat



6532 ha



Karnataka



6714 ha



Madhya Pradesh



3638 ha



Maharashtra



16685 ha



Tamil Nadu



5083 ha



India on a total area of 42,052 hectares (about 100,000 acres). ICAC goes on to say that farmers are no doubt very
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enthusiastic about the use of the first genetically engineered crop in the country but the performance of Bt hybrids vs non-Bt hybrids has to be seen. However, Monsanto plans to produce one million packets of Bt seed for distribution during 20032004, which could affect yields in the six states. Private companies like Raasi Seeds may also release their version of Bt cotton seeds for commercial cultivation in the future. CICR is also researching Bt cotton in varieties like LRA 5166, LRK 516, RG 8 and Bikaneri Narma (ICAC 2002b). A votary of Bt cotton, Dr Mayee of CICR said, ‘There is no risk of cross-pollination from Bt. I feel Bt cotton is a viable alternative to pesticide sprays. We have developed our own Bt cotton here. The trials so far have convinced us that even if it can save three to four sprays, it is worth growing it. Usually 10 to 12 sprays are used for cotton in one season. We have developed two transgenics here - in two varieties LRA 5166 and LRK 516 and in a desi, RG 8. We are using varieties which already have inbuilt resistance and not hybrids. These are seeds, which farmers can replicate on their fields and not buy every year. The build up of natural predators must not be destroyed. There has been a substantial reduction in the use of sprays due to various strategies like IRM and IPM. Farmers must know that sprays are not to be wasted on insects – it only creates resistance.’ CICR is authorised to report on norms of growing Bt cotton, and it has also developed a Bt kit to test if seeds are genuine Bt. Cotton is the first transgenic crop approved for commercial cultivation in India. The ICAC said that an immediate impact on the national average yields may not be visible in one year but a significant area may go by 2003- 2004 to Bt Mech 12, Bt Mech 162, Bt Mech 184 and other Bt hybrids already approved.



10.3 Failure of BT cotton Reports of failure have come in from some states, though the central government appears to be very happy with the performance of Bt cotton. Even ICAR chief, Mangala Rai said that 70% of farmers have



responded positively to Bt cotton, with the three hybrids officially approved for use having proved resistant to the menacing bollworm ( Bt cotton increases yields by 30%, claims biotech co, Times of India, Bombay, January 21, 2003). Nearly 55,000 farmers were involved in planting Bt cotton. Some time ago, the same ICAR had asked for field trials for at least three years before clearing Bt cotton! The Times News Network reported (Bt cotton found satisfactory, govt tells RS, Times News Network, New Delhi, December 13, 2002) that the performance of Bt cotton was found satisfactory, according to Indian Environment Minister T R Baalu. ‘Baalu says the performance of this cotton in terms of ‘higher number of bolls, reduced number of sprays for control of bollworms and higher yields harvested so far’ has been found satisfactory.’ ‘While the ministry claims to have conducted independent monitoring of the first sowing, with teams of Ministry and Biotechnology Department officials and agricultural scientists having finished site visits to five states, examining about 10 fields in each state, critics of Bt cotton have dismissed their findings. Tamil Nadu’s case is still pending, since the crop is sown later there. ‘In some places, the teams found farmers need more education because they have needlessly sprayed pesticides as a precaution. But the condition of keeping a ‘refuge’ of non-Bt cotton crop around the GM crop has been generally observed. This, say officials, is because the company provided the non-Bt cotton seeds along with the GM seeds. ‘Any breach of this condition, they feel, was not intentional. In irregularly-shaped fields, for instance, teams found farmers had stuck to the 20% figure but not necessarily to the five rows mandated (ibid).’ Reacting to this, Greenpeace, among others, issued a statement on January 13, 2003, proclaiming that the government had lied to the nation on Bt cotton’s performance. It exposed the nature of the expert teams and met the same farmers. ‘An investigation undertaken by Greenpeace India (GPI), Centre for Resource Education and Sarvodaya Youth



Organisation reveals that the ‘Expert Team’s report (which forms the basis for the Minister of Environment and Forests, T.R. Baalu, statement in the Rajya Sabha on December 16, 2002) is gross misrepresentation of farmers’ experiences. Our investigations also show that the design methodology of the Ministry of Environment and Forests’ (MoEF) ‘Expert Team’ is woefully inadequate to assess and evaluate the performance of Bt cotton in its first season of commercialisation,’ says G. Ananthapadmanabhan, Executive Director, Greenpeace India, in the press statement. Greenpeace adds that ‘the Expert Team’s visit was directed and managed by Mahyco-Monsanto. The number of farmers met by the team represent a small sample size of those engaged in Bt cotton farming, and farmers with bad Bt cotton experiences were not met. The assessment of Bt cotton performance was carried out in the middle of the season and so was completely the wrong time to make such an assessment.’ On November 10 and 11, 2002, the ‘Expert Team’ from the Genetic Engineering Approval Committee (GEAC) visited Andhra Pradesh and met farmers in Nalgonda, Warangal and Karimnagar. According to Vandana Shiva’s Research Foundation for Science, Technology and Ecology (RFSTE), in a press statement dated September 26, 2002, in spite of inadequate tests of bio-safety and viability, Monsanto managed to get clearance for commercial planting of three varieties of genetically engineered Bt Cotton. RFSTE has an ongoing Supreme Court case, challenging the 1998 field trials and stating that there were numerous irregularities and violations of bio-safety laws and guidelines in the previous years’ field trials. ‘The RFSTE, Navdanya, farmers unions and public interests groups in India had warned the government that this irresponsible, rushed clearance would have high cost for farmers in terms of the economic sovereignty and seed sovereignty. What we had predicted has come true. In three major states Bt cotton has been wiped out completely leaving farmers
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in a great economic and livelihood crisis. Not only new pests and diseases emerged, the Bt cotton has failed to even prevent bollworm attacks for which it has been designed. While Bt cotton is sold as a pest resistant seed in India, it has proved to be more vulnerable to pests and diseases than the traditional and conventional varieties,’ the statement concludes. A news report (Bt cotton an official writeoff, S Ramu, The Hindu, January 25, 2003) said, ‘Belying the claims of Mahyco-Monsanto Biotech (India), Agriculture Department officials have made it clear that Bt cotton is a disappointment in Nalgonda district. They have informed the state government in a special report.’ ’The Genetically engineered Bt cotton variety released by Monsanto (Mahyco) in India has not been ‘up to the mark’, the President of the Indian Industry Seed Association, M. Prabhakar Rao, said here today when asked specifically about the failure of the crop in several States including Andhra Pradesh (Gargi Parsai, ‘Mahyco’s Bt cotton variety not upto the mark’, The Hindu, Dec 19, 2002, New Delhi).‘ The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Agriculture too debunked claims about its efficacy (Panel Questions Efficacy of Bt Cotton The Hindu, New Delhi, April 27, 2003). It has asked the government to immediately set up an independent team of experts to re-evaluate its economic viability. The Committee in its report tabled in Parliament, quoted from a note submitted by the Department of Agriculture and Cooperation in the Union Agriculture Ministry, which said the new variety seemed to be ‘only marginally’ better than the normally used variety. Bt Cotton did not appear to be significantly better both in terms of productivity and also resistance to bollworm infestation, which was its ‘unique selling proposition’. According to the note, in terms of productivity, it came to an average of about 400 kg lint/hectare for Bt Cotton as against 325 kg lint/hectare in the case of the non-Bt cotton crop. In terms of resistance, Bt Cotton crop required an average of two to three sprays with insecticides for the pest compared to an average of six to eight sprays for the non-Bt crop.
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‘Taking into consideration the high cost of Bt cotton seeds and the need for more application of fertiliser and water for its cultivation, the committee finds that farmers who have grown Bt Cotton have been put to loss in most of the places,’ the report says. The committee also wanted an experts’ team to take a new look into the environmental impact of Bt Cotton, as there were risks of reduction in biodiversity and other environmental hazards, which did not make cultivation of Bt. Cotton a ‘sensible proposition (ibid).’ These are merely a sample of statements and reports that have appeared in the press on Bt cotton. Farmers are also spraying insecticides on Bt cotton, as there are aphids and other sucking pests on cotton (this is being attributed by the government to the ignorance of the farmers). Some farmers said that the saving on sprays is not as much as claimed by the company and the government. However, the central government is yet to conduct an impartial assessment of the crop’s performance, despite independent studies pointing to the failure of this wonder seed. The total absence of a regulatory framework was exposed in 2001 itself, when thousands of acres of unauthorised Bt cotton were detected in Gujarat. However, anti-Bt campaigners tasted some victory when the GEAC rejected a Bt cotton variety for Punjab in April 2003. The GEAC unanimously rejected the proposal for commercial seed cultivation in north India of a new variety of Bt cotton, developed by Mahyco Seed Company in collaboration with Monsanto ( Regulator Says No To Bt Cotton Cultivation, Ashok B Sharma, Financial Express, New Delhi, April 26, 2003). The 36th meeting of the GEAC presided over by its chairperson Sushma Choudhary came to the conclusion that ‘cultivation of the new Bt cotton, Mech 915 in Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan and western Uttar Pradesh should not be allowed as this variety is highly sensitive to the leaf curl virus. Leaf curl virus is common in the regions bordering Pakistan. It affects the yield of cotton and can affect other crops in the region as it is easily carried by white flies.’



The local varieties of cotton grown in region are resistant to leaf curl virus as compared to Bt Cotton, Mech 915. It has been assessed that Mech 915 is sensitive to leaf curl virus by 56% on an average and by 92% in certain cases (ibid). At this meeting the GEAC did discuss the performance or lack of it of Bt cotton in Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Maharashtra and Gujarat, but the former chairperson Sushma Choudhary felt that, ‘More time should be given to assess the performance of Bt cotton in the regions where it has been approved. One season’s performance is not enough’ (ibid). Ms Choudhary has since been replaced as the head of GEAC. Meanwhile, as expected, a glowing testimony has come from Mahyco-Monsanto Biotech (the 50:50 joint venture formed in 1998 between Mahyco and the US life sciences major, Monsanto, for marketing Bt hybrids). A company press release stated that farmers have reported nearly 70% reduction in the use of pesticide, and increase in income of about Rs 7,000 per acre. The company claimed that the built-in protection in the insect resistant Bt cotton seed increased yields by 30%. The cost of the seeds sold in the 2002-2003 season was almost four times that of non-Bt hybrid seeds. Does the Bt gene offer such a big advantage to an ordinary farmer?



10.4 Independent studies on Bt Cotton In April 2003, Gene Campaign, a Delhi based campaign organisation, presented data showing that Bt cotton had failed. Bt cotton was not resistant to the bollworm and farmers sprayed about the same amount of pesticides on both, thus showing no great saving in pesticide, as claimed by Monsanto (Field data on India’s first Bt cotton harvest, press release, Gene Campaign, New Delhi, 15 April, 2003). The data was collected from 100 farmers selected from 16 villages in Warangal in Andhra Pradesh and Yavatmal in Maharashtra. Field data also show that the Bt cotton plant is weak and that the boll size is small. The length of the cotton fibre is shorter than in non-Bt cotton, so the yield is less and the quality poor. Angry cotton farmers are vowing that they will not grow Bt cotton again, the press release said.



Gene Campaign said the economics of Bt cotton simply does not work. Input costs are almost Rs 1000/ acre higher than for non-Bt cotton. The seed alone costs 4 times as much as good varieties of non-Bt cotton. Savings on pesticides are merely Rs 217/ acre while seed cost is Rs 1200 more/ acre. 60% of Bt farmers were unable to recover their costs and actually were in the red to the tune of Rs 80 / acre. Non-Bt cotton farmers did better in all categories of farm types. Gene Campaign said it is shocking that GM crop cultivation has been sanctioned and allowed to continue in states, even though the mandated regulatory authorities have not been set up. No statelevel or district-level committee is set up in either Andhra Pradesh or Maharashtra. This is in blatant violation of the Rules for the regulation of GM organisms, which come under the Environmental Protection Act, 1989. Gene Campaign demanded that the government ensure that Monsanto is made to pay compensation to those farmers who have suffered losses on account of Bt cotton, according to the law. Section 39(2) of the Protection of Plant Varieties and Farmers Rights Act, 2001, requires the breeder to pay compensation if the variety fails to perform as claimed (ibid). A season-long study report titled ‘Did Bt Cotton Save Farmers in Warangal,’ by agricultural scientists Dr Abdul Qayum (former Joint Director of Agriculture in Andhra Pradesh), and Kiran Sakkari (of Permaculture Institute of India) who has worked with ICRISAT, conducted in 11 villages of Warangal district in Andhra Pradesh, states that in economic terms, Bt cotton has proved a total failure (Qayum and Sakkari 2003). The study was sponsored by Deccan Development Society, an NGO, and Andhra Pradesh Coalition in Defence of Diversity [APCID], a four -year-old network of over 140 civil society groups in Andhra Pradesh, which promotes agro-biodiversity and ecological agriculture. While 21 farmers shared their experiences during the study, more than 200 farmers were involved in consultations.
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The results of the study indicate that the cost of cultivation for Bt cotton was Rs 1092 more than that for non-Bt cotton because there was only a meagre reduction in the pesticides consumption on Bt crop. On an average, there was a significant reduction (35%) in the total yield of Bt cotton, and there was a net loss of Rs 1295 in Bt cotton cultivation in comparison with non-Bt cotton, where the net profit was Rs 5368 per acre.



BT Cotton proves a miserable failure DDS - APCIDD conduct the first season long scientific study



Around 78% of the farmers who had cultivated Bollgard in 2002 said they would not go for Bt cotton the next year (i.e. 2003). The survey also reveals that 71% of the Bt cotton farmers incurred losses at the end of the season, whereas only 18% of the nonBt farmers had to face losses. The study also points to the deep disappointment of farmers over the performance of Bt cotton, and that too in the very first year of its commercial cultivation. The average yield for Bt cotton farmers was 4.5 quintals per acre, which was 2.4 quintals less than that of non-Bt cotton farmers, who averaged 7 quintals per acre. Bt cotton was completely harvested by January (seven months after its sowing), while other varieties stayed on till March. The number of pickings was less in Bt cotton, thus reducing its yield. Besides, the pesticide use has shown only a marginal difference. 66% of the farmers said there was no reduction in the overall pesticide use on the Bt cotton
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crop as compared to the other types. Bt cotton farmers spent 15% of the total cost of cultivation on the seed as against 5% in the case of non-Bt cotton farmers, the study points out. Besides, the labour charges are stated to be about Rs 150 more for picking Bt cotton. This apart, the price of Bt cotton is 10% less than the non-Bt cotton in the local market as the size of its bolls and staple length is smaller than the conventional cotton hybrids under cultivation. As a result, in terms of net returns, a non-Bt farmer is estimated to earn around Rs 6,663 more per acre than a Bt cotton farmer, the study says. However, it must be pointed out that more studies cutting across regions are needed, to be able to come to a more broad-based analysis of Bt cotton’s performance. While Monsanto has dismissed these studies, the NGOs and farmers have a different story to tell. Clouded by government support, which seems blind to the experience of farmers, the real story of Bt cotton performance will lie in the farmers’ fields in the 2003-2004 cropping season.



10.5 Bt Cotton: The Issues: Lack of Debate The story of transgenic cotton in India is marked by a lack of debate and transparency. Field trials are conducted by Monsanto-Mahyco and the results are declared as safe by the Department of Biotechnology (DBT) of the Ministry for Science and Technology and the company. No one in the public domain knows what is being tested and what are the results of these trials (Bt Cotton Seeds of Discontent, Meena Menon and Nityanand Jayaraman, CorpWatch India, March 25, 2002, www.indiaresource.org). Afsar H Jafri, Programme Coordinator of RFSTE, said in December 1998 that the Review Committee on Genetic Manipulation (RCGM), under the Department of Biotechnology, permitted the first field trials of Bt cotton. The RCGM governs clearances for genetic engineering experiments in laboratories. This was irregular in terms of procedure. In addition, the trials he visited in North India violated bio-safety



specifications. He said that the Bt gene was imported in 1995, with permission from RCGM. All such permissions should have been given by the GEAC. The Ministry of Environment’s Genetic Engineering Approval Committee (GEAC) maintains that cotton output in India ranges from 300-330 kg/ha. Bt cotton averages 700-800 kg/ha. In China, the national average output is 950 kg/ha (Frontline, July 7-21, 2001). This approach is in tune with India’s new agriculture policy, which emphasises corporatisation of agriculture, where farmers will be at the mercy of multinational corporations and seed companies. In the rush to promote hybrid and transgenic varieties, the adverse impact of the Green Revolution, with its intensive use of pesticides, lies forgotten. The rules for genetically modified organisms or products were formulated in 1989 under the Environment Protection Act (EPA) of 1986, by the Ministry of Environment and Forests, for the manufacture, use, export, import and storage of hazardous micro-organisms/genetically engineered organisms/substances or cells. These rules became effective in 1993. Monsanto, which holds the patent for Bt cotton worldwide, has a 26% stake in Mahyco, an Indian seed company. The tie-up dating from April 1998 has been the focus of much attention from campaigners against GMOs. On June 18, 2001, an open dialogue was called by the GEAC, which was attended by Greenpeace, scientists, officials and farmers. Questions raised about the scientific aspects of Bt cotton were dismissed and no primary data was used to counter the points of contention raised by Greenpeace. The next day, the GEAC gave an extension of one more year for field trials of Bt cotton. In a press note, GEAC said the dates of planting BT cotton were later, in some cases by as much as three months. The insect pest load was low and the yield data and the net agronomic advantage derived from the study could not reflect true values. The trials were to be held under the direct supervision of the Indian Council



of Agricultural Research (ICAR). Mahyco then conducted large-scale trials on 100 hectares in seven states, the results of which have not been made public. Since then, Greenpeace has exposed how products such as Pringles Potato Chips and the baby food Isomil, sold in India, contained GM substances. In October 2001 Bt cotton was grown on thousands of hectares in Gujarat and other states, even when the seed is not approved for sale in India. The government could not even trace the source of Bt cotton seeds. The ICAC estimates that about 150,000 ha were illegally sown to genetically engineered cotton in 2001-2002, while official approval came a year later (ICAC 2002). The GEAC gave orders for the illegal transgenic cotton crop to be burnt. This was a reversal of what happened three years ago, when farmers learnt about the illegal trials of Bt cotton and torched the fields in many places in Karnataka. The farmers were supplied seeds of Bt cotton by an Ahmedabad-based company called Navbharat Seeds Private Limited. The farmers claim they were sold hybrid seeds and did not know they were growing transgenic cotton till it was tested by Mahyco. It was Mahyco which drew the attention of the GEAC to the thousands of hectares that were under Bt cotton in Gujarat and in other states as well. Mahyco said it has conducted over 100 field trials in different agro-climatic zones and has done extensive nutritional and bio-safety studies with Bt cotton, under the directives issued by the regulatory authorities, in cooperation with many national institutions. In June 2001, GEAC directed Mahyco to conduct large-scale trials on 100 hectares. These trials were held in seven states. The last round of trials for genetically engineered (GE) Bt cotton took place on a massive scale at 430 sites encompassing six states. There is no single regulatory authority for transgenic crops and the new Seeds Policy, 2001, said that genetically-modified seeds would increase productivity and improve quality, but would have to
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adhere to safety norms set by the government, including environmental, health and biodiversity safety under the Environment Protection Act, before commercial release. However, NGOs said that there was a complete lack of transparency in the whole process. The results of the field trials are still not made public and the government simply goes on saying that Bt cotton is safe, while not releasing the results of these trials. After the detection of large-scale Bt cotton in Gujarat, the GEAC had filed a court case against Navbharat Seeds. Orders to the district collectors in 2001 to burn Bt cotton fields went unheeded as farmers stood in danger of losing an entire year’s harvest. Gene Campaign, a Delhi-based organisation, had filed a public interest litigation in the Delhi High Court, charging the government with negligence in allowing large-scale planting of Bt cotton. The petition, which was admitted by the court, demanded that GMOs be released only after a rigorous regulatory procedure and an evaluation by an independent regulatory agency (not the GEAC). The petition also demanded an investigation into the source of Bt cotton seeds. However, this was later withdrawn by the organisation.



10.6 Monsanto When Monsanto was set up in Mumbai in 1949, it was a trading company, importing heavy chemicals. It used to act as an agent for other companies. Operations in India have been stepped up during the last 6 years, with enhanced infrastructure and the hiring of new staff, as well as the opening of a research and development centre in Bangalore. Bt cotton technology was commercialised in 7 countries – US, China, Mexico, Australia, Argentina, South Africa and Indonesia – on 1.5 million hectares worldwide. Reports from these countries about increasing pest resistance, objections from farmers and legal complications are falling on deaf ears here. Ranjana Smetacek, Director, Government & Public Affairs, Monsanto, said that there is no question of Bt cotton spreading from Mahyco’s trials as they have
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maintained the prescribed isolation distance. Ms Smetacek said, ‘As for transparency in the trials, all trial data has been systematically recorded by Mahyco (or Indian Council for Agricultural Research [ICAR] in the ICAR trials) as required and submitted to the concerned authorities. If you are speaking of those Government authorities, I imagine they are governed by a protocol and abide by it.’ She added that the matter of transgenic seeds being found in fields was a matter between the seed company and the Government, and is now in court. The company pledges to transparency, which is among the five points in its pledge – ‘We commit to transparency by making published scientific data and data summaries on product safety and benefits publicly available and accessible, and we commit to working within the rigorous, science-based regulation as required by appropriate government agencies around the world.’ There is strong opposition to transgenics from many sections and over 150 organisations have submitted a petition to the government, opposing the release of GMOs and demanding that trial data of Bt cotton be made public. In 1998, farmers from the Karnataka Rajya Raitha Sangha (Karnataka State Farmers’ Association – KRRS) occupied and burned down Bt cotton fields in front of TV cameras. Subsequently, farmers have uprooted Bt cotton from fields. In Maharashtra, Vijay Jhawandia, an activist of the Shetkari Sanghatana, a farmers’ organisation, said that trial plots of Bt cotton near Wardha showed poor results. There are some instances that resistance to Bt cotton may have developed in the state (though this could not confirmed). Examples of China’s great strides in Bt cotton are being extolled in the Indian press, but Mr Jafri said, ‘Resistance to the Bt toxin has already developed in China. There is also the question of refugia (keeping a certain proportion of field free of Bt cotton seed and insecticides). Now some companies are suggesting leaving 50% of the field as refugia – if small farmers are growing cotton, then what is left of their crop?’



Already there are reports in from England that GM crops are threatening to create nuisance weeds in Canada. New research shows that herbicide-resistant oilseed rape crops are cross-breeding at the edge of fields. The plants are accumulating extra genes and are rapidly becoming resistant to agrochemical sprays.



10.7 Farmers and BT cotton In Kalleda village, near Warangal in Andhra Pradesh, Jaganath Rao grows various cotton hybrids. He started growing cotton ten years ago. Till then he used to grow maize, which is a traditional crop here. He spends Rs 2500 on chemicals and Rs 3000-5000 on pesticides per acre. In 2001, he had to spray 1012 times and lost Rs 60,000-70,000 as the crop failed. He usually grows cotton on 12 of his total 15 acres. In 2002, he grew Bt cotton on 1.5 acres. ‘I was inspired by the Chief Minister Chandrababu Naidu’s statement – he spoke in favour of Bt, and till October I did not spray at all on that plot. However, I feel that the yield will be less than hybrid Bani, maybe 6-7 q/ acre, so I will not grow it again next year.’ The Andhra Pradesh Coalition in Defence of Diversity, comprising 142 NGOs, launched a campaign against Bt cotton in Warangal district in 2002 and organised a poster campaign and workshops for farmers, as a result of which many farmers returned the Bt cotton seeds(interview with Murali, MARI and P V Satheesh, DDS). Failure of Bt cotton was reported from Warangal but it was in Yavatmal that wilt affected large areas under Bt cotton. About 780 acres of Bt cotton was grown in Pandhrakawda taluka of Yavatmal district in 20022003, according to Kashinath Milmile, a pesticide and seed dealer. Arun Thakre, a state award-winning farmer, was chosen for field trials of Bt cotton. Thakre, a large farmer from Both village near Pandhrakawda said, ‘The trials (which were sown late) for three years in my village were promising. I saw there was egg-laying (by the American bollworm) but the worms died



before they grew. However, I did spray pesticides three times for other pests, whereas usually I sprayed 12-15 times. Based on the trials I feel that yields from Bt will be 12-14 quintals.’ The trials were conducted by the Department of Biotechnology on one-fifth of an acre between 19992001. Earlier Thakre grew hybrids like H 4, which yielded 8-10 q/acre without irrigation. From 1995 yields fell to 5-8 q/acre and the effect of insecticide was less. He decided to reduce the use of urea. In 2002, Thakre planted 100 acres with Bt cotton and the taluka saw about 5-30% damage to Bt after heavy rains in August and September 2002. About 20% of Thakre’s field was damaged due to wilt. His profits have been zero since 1995, and with Bt cotton he hopes to recover some costs. He claims Bt is cost-effective as it cost Rs 6000-7000/ acre while non-Bt cultivation costs up to 8-9000/acre. He used to spend Rs 3000 on insecticides, while last year (2002), it was Rs 800/acre for Bt cotton. The village of Both alone had 450 acres planted with Bt cotton by eight farmers in 2002. Bt cotton farmers were trained by Mahyco and a club of cultivators was formed. Anil Gandhewar, another farmer in Both, also found that Bt cotton wilted on his field. He expects that his yields will be considerably reduced. In 2002, reports from various parts of Vidarbha showed that many Bt cotton fields were waterlogged and cotton wilted in them, causing huge losses to farmers. However, these results have not been tabulated or analysed. There is no question of refuge – Gandhewar remarks that the refuge is the next farmer’s field. In Mehetwada village of Maheshwar taluka, Khargone district, Madhya Pradesh, farmers who planted Bt cotton are ruing the day they did so, as most of the crop has dried up. Far away from Both, Bansilal Yadav, a farmer in Bada village, Maheshwar taluka, Khargone district, is the only one who has planted Bt (Mech 184) cotton in his village. He planted one packet on little more than an acre. He claims that he has got a yield of 6 quintals till end-November, 2002. However, a visit to his field showed that cotton plants
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were dried up all over. His workers said they needed to be pulled out (this was in November end, an unlikely time for cotton to be replaced by another crop).



Farmers rue the day they planted BT Cotton Wilted BT Cotton fields in Bada Village



Yadav claims he has only lost 5-10% of his Bt cotton. He has irrigation facilities, so he has even watered the Bt cotton. ‘I have 35 acres, of which I plant cotton on ten, but I wanted to try out Bt cotton on a small plot as an experiment. I did not spray even once for the bollworm and there were none on Bt cotton.’ He has planted other varieties like Jyothi and some desis which were all looking healthy and unaffected by wilt. He usually gets 5-6 q/ acre of cotton every year. He has faithfully planted a refugia. He feels that Bt bolls are large and easy to pick and he has already picked over 5 times, getting one quintal each time (only for Bt cotton). Till last year Yadav was a member of Maikaal bioRe, which works with farmers who grow organic cotton, but he was removed from the group as he planted Bt cotton, which is not permitted under international organic farming guidelines. Yadav however is unrepentant. ‘I am committed to organic farming since 1993 and will continue to grow my crops without chemicals. As a farmer I am entitled to experiment.’ Bhim Yadav, extension officer with Maikaal, said that in Khargone district 2% area was planted with Bt cotton and most of it dried up. In 2002, three farmers were removed from Maikaal as they had all planted Bt cotton. He said that Bt was a failure in the Nimad
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region, home of the black cotton soil. In Khargone, where irrigation is poor and the overall water situation grim, he said Bt cotton has not done well at all. According to a news report in The Hindu (Shah & Banerji 2002), ‘First reports from Khargone district of Madhya Pradesh, one of the cotton headquarters of India, endowed with fertile black cotton soil, speak of a 100% failure of the Bt cotton crop. Farmers are up in arms demanding compensation from the company that supplied these seeds. While other cotton varieties have also been adversely affected by the drought, they report a failure rate of only around 20%. This is a performance that has shocked even the worst critics of genetically-modified (GM) crops. We do not expect such a complete disaster to be repeated everywhere. But the Bt cotton story in India has all the makings of a terrible tragedy, even before official permission was granted for its cultivation in March 2002.’ Shah and Banerji, both scientists, said that a simple calculation shows that the economics does not quite work out. Seeds currently being used by farmers cost an average of Rs 325/hectare. The pesticide cost is around Rs 400 per hectare. The Bt cotton seeds are four times as expensive as existing seeds, i.e. Rs 1,300/hectare. Some pesticide has to be used even with Bt seeds, particularly because 20% of Bt cotton fields need to be covered with non-Bt seeds (to ensure that pest resistance to Bt cotton does not rapidly develop). Even if Bt seeds are presumed to lead to a dramatic reduction in pesticide costs to Rs150/hectare, the total cost of seeds and pesticides would still be double in the Bt case, at Rs 1,450 compared to Rs 725/ha for seeds currently in use.



10.8 The case of Gujarat Gujarat has gone a step ahead by growing Bt cotton for the past three to four years, and some farmers are even growing it using organic farming techniques. The argument that the organic regime does not provide for transgenics does not work with the farmers there. Bt cotton and its various avatars have



gone haywire in Gujarat. Seed companies are floating new types of Bt cotton, and in 2002 one such seed manufacturer was arrested. Overall, it was noticed that farmers were reluctant to grow cotton given the high risk of pests, especially the American bollworm. That is why Bt cotton has become so attractive for many farmers. Many farmers are using second- or third-generation seeds brought from other farmers, instead of the expensive Bollgard, which costs Rs 1600 for 450 grams. As a result there is no buffer plantation except in the few cases where Bollgard has been bought. In fact, in one village, a farmer is testing about five lines of Bt cotton seeds from a private company. Even farmers who have switched to organic cotton are growing Bt cotton, organically as they claim. However, there seems to be widespread recognition that Bt cotton will not last and the green bollworm will eventually develop resistance to it. However, farmers want to make hay while it lasts and are also growing Bt cotton from an experimental point of view. Farmers are growing all sorts of Bt cotton, supplied either by Navbharat Seeds or other seed companies which have mushroomed. Farmers across Gujarat plumped for the illegal Navbharat Bt cotton seed, preferring it to the official Mahyco seed (The Gujarat Government says illegal Navbharat is better and permission to Mahyco must be reconsidered, Milind Ghatwai, Indian Express, Ahmedabad, April 26, 2003). Now it turns out that an official committee of the state government has declared that not only is the Navbharat variety better, but also that permission given to Mahyco must be reconsidered. ‘The committee was set up in response to the Gujarat Rajya Seed Association’s (GRSA) representation that the Bt cotton crop, both Mahyco and Navbharat, had failed, and since permission was given to only one company, the sale of spurious seeds was affecting their business (ibid). Another member, B.S. Darji of Gujarat State Cooperative Marketing Federation, said, ‘‘I am totally against the Mahyco varieties, as they are not advisable for sowing (ibid).’ Rahad village in Vagra taluka of Bharuch district has



the (dubious) record of being Gujarat’s first Bt cotton village, according to villagers. It was here that Bt cotton was grown illegally for two or three years before it was detected in the 2001 season. Mahendrabhai Vasantbhai Patel has been planting Bt cotton since the last two years, and he said that it was better than H 8, a hybrid cotton. His relative worked for Navbharat seeds (which was responsible for the fiasco in 2001 and released a Bt cotton seed called Navbharat 151), and he had obtained a kilo of seeds for him three years ago, saying that it was a good variety of cotton to grow. In 2002 he grew Bt cotton on 33 acres of the total 70 acres he owns. (Despite being an organic farmer, there is a tractor in his large field used for putting urea, the only exception to his organic farming!). He, like other farmers, buys transgenic cotton seeds from another farmer for Rs 80 a packet. ‘In the first year, I got 8 q/acre while in the second I got 6.5 quintals per acre from Bt cotton.’ In 2002 he used his own Bt seeds. Of course there is no question of a refuge area here, says Mahendrabhai, a post-graduate in agriculture. No farmer knows what Bt cotton actually is and they are growing it because its yields are higher and the nuisance from bollworms is less, according to Mahendrabhai. Over the years, yields of cotton hybrids have dropped to 3-3.5 q/acre and the cost of production has risen to Rs 2500/ acre and above. Farmers here find that cost of production for local varieties of Bt cotton is around Rs 1000/acre, as the seeds are locally available. In the case of Mahendrabhai, being an organic farmer he spends about Rs 500/acre, as he uses natural materials like cow urine, cactus sap, dhatura etc. With reference to Monsanto, he said that the seeds were not available in 2002, as only 15 packets came to the village. Bhadribhai Joshi from Tancha village in Bharuch district said that he was among the farmers who grew the illegal Bt seed Navbharat 151. One of the pioneers of organic farming in Gujarat, he said, ‘Farmers must have a choice of what to grow. We did not know
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much about Bt cotton. It has been grown in Gujarat since 3-4 years and the government has done nothing. When large tracts of land were found with illegal transgenic cotton, the government wanted the farmers’’ fields to be burnt.’ Though his fields are organic, he planted Navbharat 151 on 8 acres. He got about 25 to 30 kg/acre. ‘I did not even recover my labour costs,’ he says. ‘However, there were no bollworms, but the other pests were present. The plant hardly grew.’ He got the seeds from another farmer who had grown it the year earlier. ‘Now I don’t think I will grow Bt cotton. But the other farmers here are growing it.’ At Ishwariya village, 30 km from Bhavnagar, Virsingh Solanki has planted one acre of Monsanto’s Bollgard and some five lines of Bt cotton, which is being tested on his field. ‘A private company has given me the seeds to test the crop,’ he says. He heard about Bt cotton in 2001, and that it was a good variety to grow. However, he did spray for other pests on Bt cotton once a week. Popatbhai Vaghani from Pipardi village in Bhavnagar district grew Navbharat Bt cotton quite well over three acres in 2001. However, sucking pests attacked the crop and he sprayed monocrotophos. Even Hirjibhai Bhingradia from Malpara in Bhavnagar district, who grows Bt cotton organically, said that Bt cotton had problems with sucking pests and thripps. He feels that since farmers have been growing Navbharat seeds year after year, the seed may not be a hybrid but a straight variety. Rajnibhai Patel, a gram sevak in Modasa who is promoting organic farming, feels that Bt cotton goes against nature and must be rejected on those grounds. He said that while Bt cotton aims at killing the bollworm, the problem of sucking pests remains. We visited a Bt cotton field in Anandpura village near Modasa, from where he found a large green bollworm which was thriving on the plant. ‘The spray that I developed is far more effective on the green bollworm than any transgenic cotton,’ he said. A news report published by Gujarat Samachar (21 September 2002) said that bollworms had started
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attacking Bt cotton in cotton-producing districts of Gujarat, namely Bhavnagar, Surendranagar and Rajkot. Bt cotton was found resistant to bollworms in the early phase of plant growth, but as soon as the formation of bolls started, the worms started attacking them. The news report says that the Department of Agriculture, Gujarat State, has written a letter to the Gujarat Agricultural University to submit a status report providing detailed information about the nature and intensity of the damage. The report also states that the area under Bt. Cotton is about 18000 ha, while the central government has permitted it in 12000 ha, i.e. cultivation of 6000 ha is illegal as per official reports in Gujarat.



Bt resistant bollworms? Bollworms attack Bt Cotton in Gujarat



Baroda-based Kapil Shah(Jatan), says, ‘In September 2001, it was found that farmers were cultivating Bt cotton since 2000 unofficially and unknowingly by purchasing Bt seeds from a local seed company. Farmers have purchased seeds of Bt Cotton from various unofficial sources. They have been sowing spurious seeds since the last 2-3 years. In such a situation, the chances of resistance against the Bt toxin developing in bollworms are much higher.’ Shah dashed off a letter to the Chairperson of the



GEAC on May 27, 2002, before the cotton season began, on the mushrooming of companies selling Bt cotton seeds. He said that there were two types of seeds being sold in Gujarat, apart from Bollgard : farmers who have grown Bt cotton in the last two years, are selling their harvested seeds, which are F2 and F3 seeds. A company had advertised twice in a local daily was selling its own brand of Bt cotton seeds called Maxi 151. Shah asked the GEAC to explain if Maxi 151 was a permitted cotton variety, and if it was another name for the permitted cotton varieties. The GEAC did not reply to his letter as it has become quite obvious that there is no regulatory mechanism in place to examine if Bt cotton is being grown as per the conditions set for its cropping. Later, the sale of Maxi 151 seeds was banned by the state government and the proprietor of the Vadodara-based Bt Cotton Trial Farm, Piyush Patel (who manufactured Maxi 151) was arrested. However, Shah pointed out that the advertisements for the seed continued to appear in a local newspaper even after that.



10.9 Bt cotton - Is it necessary? ‘Is it really necessary?’ ask most campaigners against Bt cotton or biotechnology in general. Shah asks, ‘Do we really need Bt cotton? Are we sure that no safer alternative is available? Is it ecologically friendly? Is it economically viable, low cost and socially justifiable?’ Like many other critics of Bt cotton and GM technology overall, he says that technological quick-fixes are not the solution, especially when several sustainable technologies like biological control of pests and IPM have been established. Dubbing Bt cotton as a quick-fix solution to the huge problem in Indian agriculture of overuse of pesticides, massive soil degradation and underpricing of produce, Shah said that a characteristic of these ‘Quick-Fixes’ is that they have a uni-dimensional approach. ‘We have observed different generations of chemical pesticides becoming useless. In the last decade, the pyrethroids lost their capacity to control



the pests. Our policy makers do not ask why and how the pest problem increases. They are always managing a crisis rather than making long-term plans. These quick-fixes leave at least one natural weapon ineffective after some time. Over the years, pesticide usage has increased by over 50 times, but ironically the damage due to pests has remained almost the same, about 30%,’ he adds. In the course of compiling this report, many farmers have remarked that biotechnology does not really address the core issues. Farmers asked that if alternative non-chemical methods are effective against the bollworm, why do they need an expensive option like Bt cotton? However, being farmers, they are keen on this new technology. Some farmers said it is like another type of cotton – why not grow it? The media has consistently projected farmers as being deprived of this wonder seed, which will end all their problems. However, a few farmers like Bhadribhai Joshi from Bharuch (he has grown Bt cotton once), said,’ By marketing such expensive seeds, it is clear the company is geared for large profit margins. Who cares if the farmers lose out – they have done so for over 50 years.’ The rejection or approval has to come from the farming community, which is curious and keen on experimenting with the new seeds. But is their decision to grow Bt an informed choice? And more importantly, is it a solution to the problems of cotton cultivation, and if so, how sustainable can this solution be for an average small farmer? Hirsutum hybrids were introduced to get better staple length and fineness of fibre. The use of straight varieties would empower the farmer to buy seeds at one-tenth to one-eighth the cost of hybrid seeds, and the farmer can use the same seeds for at least three years if not more (Dr T P Rajendran, pers. comm.). The whole issue of Bt cotton and the need for biotechnology has to be seen in the context of the history of cotton cultivation in India. First of all, a cotton variety that is alien to this country (hirsutums) is introduced, and then farmers have to spend large sums of money on controlling its pests, which have
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become resistant to most pesticides. Then you develop a technology that is geared to eliminate one of the many pests in cotton, the American bollworm, which was not really a problem for farmers before hybrids were introduced in this country. Many of the farmers who are growing cotton using organic techniques, do not feel that the American bollworm is a problem, and many have also understood how to deal with pests naturally. Vijay Jawandia from Shetkari Sanghatna in Wardha, says, ‘My objection to Bt cotton is that it is not really so resistant to bollworms. In the literature provided by the company, it clearly says that if you see more than 20 bollworms in one acre, then you have to spray. Productivity is the main concern – will Bt cotton ensure more productivity and is it costeffective? Our agriculture policy is based on produceand-perish. That is why farmers are committing suicide.’ ‘Mahyco varieties are susceptible to wilt and in 2002 we saw that many Bt cotton fields succumbed to this after heavy rains. What does well in the US and other countries may not work well here. What is the need for this technology in this country? I had seen some Bt plots while trials were in progress and there was very poor boll formation. But nobody wants to accept this,’ he adds. Prof Udayan Sharma, one of the founders of the Khet Mazdoor Union in Amravati, said that Bt may not an effective solution but farmers are experimenting with it. The refugia is a problem here, as most cultivators are small farmers. There is not much difference in yields either. If you see who has benefited from the Green Revolution, it is the traders and dealers who are controlling production. The age of the selfreliance of the farmer is over, he remarks. The option is to highly subsidise farming or stop globalisation. Cotton is being grown less, and soyabean is catching up. In 1998 alone nearly 38 farmers killed themselves in Vidarbha. The state’s monopoly cotton procurement scheme protected the farmers to some extent, but farmers wanted immediate payment and there was no money from
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the state. The traders took over and bought the cotton from farmers at a lower price. Many farmers were thus at the traders’ mercy. Traders can sell it to other states or wait till the government can pay them, something the farmer cannot do. It has become a self-defeating and corrupt scheme, frustrating the farmers. Suicides reflect the crisis of agriculture, he says. Some scientists have advocated caution in growing Bt cotton. Dr Jalapathi Rao, Principal Scientist at the Agricultural Research Station at Warangal, says that of the total 1.07 lakh ha planted to cotton in the district in 2002, only 400 ha were under Bt. ‘We are advising the farmers to be careful about planting Bt cotton in a large area, and asking them to grow it on small areas. Farmers must test whether Bt cotton can grow sustainably.’ Growing cotton without chemicals and pesticides is not only possible, as several farmers have shown, but highly beneficial to the soil and in bringing back birds and other natural predators. Where does biotechnology fit in this scenario? Farmers interviewed for this report have questioned the need for Bt cotton, when savings can be made on the cost of production by adopting natural farming. Many farmers said that since they stopped chemicals and pesticides, the pests have reduced or have natural predators. So there is no expense on that front. It has also improved soil fertility and productivity. The crucial question is whether growing Bt cotton improves productivity of the soil and reduces costs for the farmer. And what about the bio-safety considerations? If Bt cotton yielded a bumper crop, would that be a reason to celebrate? Despite what the company says, many farmers have not been able to plant a refugia around the Bt cotton fields. And no one is even discussing the implications of this. Studies by Gene Campaign and the AP Coalition in Defence of Diversity and others have shown that the Bt cotton hybrids and non-Bt varieties yield almost the same (in Warangal non-Bt cotton yielded more than Bt cotton), but Bt cotton costs Rs 1000 more to grow. Besides, the non-Bt farmers earned more



overall. Even the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Agriculture has made some critical observations, which cannot be ignored. What more evidence does the government want for an impartial inquiry? The Monsanto press release below shows that the company has got a completely different story to tell. It is too much to expect Monsanto to be impartial about its product. It is for the government to understand this and start functioning independently and come to its own conclusions, instead of being part of Monsanto’s campaigns. It is clear that while Monsanto and the government are keen on Bt cotton, they cannot dismiss a plethora of critical observations or farmers’ experiences with the crop last year. Analysts like Devinder Sharma have pointed out that the field visits to assess the performance of Bt cotton were made by the company and government officials and they covered a small, limited area. Today the GEAC is under pressure to reassess the performance of BT cotton. Monsanto is targeting one million acres in the 2003 cropping season and it remains to be seen how the crop will perform this season. There has to be a fair assessment of the crop and its performance and more importantly, its need, by an unbiased authority. Bio-safety tests and impact also need to be urgently carried out. Till then the last word on Bt cotton cannot be spoken.



Monsanto’ ersion Monsanto’ss vversion Meanwhile, despite all these reports of failures, a press release by Mahyco Monsanto Biotech in New



Delhi, titled “Farmers earn extra income of about Rs 7000/acre with Bt cottonPesticide use against bollworms dropped by 65-70% on most farms, yields increased on an average by 30 %,” dated January 20, 2003, states the opposite. The entire press is reproduced here. ‘Nearly 55,000 cotton farmers who have harvested insect-protected Bollgard, the first ever biotech crop to be planted in India in kharif 2002, report a 6570% reduction in the use of pesticides and an increase in income of about Rs 7,000/acre. The in-built protection against bollworm in the Bt cotton seed resulted in yields increasing by 30%.’ Comprehensive information compiled by Mahyco Monsanto Biotech (India) Ltd. (MMB), from a large sampling of farmers who have completed their final pickings in five states, shows that the three varieties of Bt cotton hybrids they planted lived up to expectations. All three hybrids: MECH 12, MECH 162 and MECH 184 had been tested extensively for six years – two years in greenhouses and four years in field trials. In Tamil Nadu, harvesting is yet to be completed, but farmers are excited by the performance of the crop so far. Four teams from the Genetic Engineering Approval Committee (GEAC), comprising officials from the Department of Biotechnology, the Ministry of Environment, the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Health, also monitored the crop. Scientists from the Central Institute for Cotton Research (CICR) were involved in the monitoring operations.



The sample studies show the following: State Maharashtra Gujarat Andhra Pradesh Karnataka Madhya Pradesh All-India (average)



Reduction in



Increase



Increase in



pesticide use/



in yield



income/ acre



acre



(quintals/acre)



Rs 720/Rs 530/Rs 1090/Rs 610/Rs 950/Rs 770/-



3.26 3.42 2.41 2.93 4.33 3.24
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7250/7370/5930/6480/9600/7260/-
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Scientists from Gujarat Agricultural University at Anand, the Main Cotton Research Station at Khandwa in Madhya Pradesh and Dharwad Agricultural University in Karnataka, as well as other research institutions, also took a keen interest in the farmers’ experience with the crop. Based on the reports from the official teams, the Union Environment Minister, Mr T.R. Baalu, told the Rajya Sabha on December 13, 2002, that the performance of this cotton in terms of ‘higher number of bolls, reduced number of sprays for control of bollworms and higher yields harvested so far’ has been found to be ‘satisfactory’. According to Dr C D Mayee, Director, CICR, ‘The performance of the three hybrids has shown that the Bt gene is highly effective against all the three prevalent species of bollworms. Our experience clearly indicated the superiority of MECH hybrids – on an average at least three sprays could be avoided for bollworm management.’ Dr Mayee, along with Dr S K Banerjee and Dr K R Kranthi of CICR, said that in two villages, Telgaon and Tishi in Saoner taluka of Nagpur district, farmers found that despite drought conditions, MECH 184 gave an yield of 3.88 q/acre against the local hybrid’s yield of 2.94 q/acre. Similarly, MECH 162 gave a yield of 3.46 q/acre as against 2.74 q/acre of the local hybrid. The most enthusiastic endorsements have come from farmers. ‘The Bt cotton seeds have performed much better than we expected. Not only did I have to spray less, saving on time and labour, but my yield also went up considerably and I have earned extra income this year. I will plant Bollgard again next year,’ says farmer Pedli Malla Reddy of Ontimadipally village in Warangal district of Andhra Pradesh. Farmer Ishwara Padmaraj Maviloor of Chikkalinqudhalli village in Bellary district of Karnataka said: ‘Fears that Bt cotton is best only for big farmers in America and Australia have been proved wrong. This plant can be grown by any farmer who is ready to try it. I only wish the cost of the seeds was lower.’
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‘It’s a huge relief for us because spending on pesticides was so much. It will be very beneficial to us,’ said Ishwarbhai Patel, a cotton farmer in Idar, a drought-prone town in the western state of Gujarat. Mr Santosh Rao Daspute, ex-MLA from Bhokardan, Jalna district, Maharashtra, planted Bollgard on 5 acres in village Warshed. ‘I had to spray only twice for bollworm and I got 40 quintals of cotton. Bollgard has definitely proved beneficial to farmers. Next year I will plant it on 8 acres.’ A farmer, Laxman Shriram Patil, Secretary of the Service Co-operative Society, Piplod, Khandwa district of Madhya Pradesh, grew MECH 184 on 1 acre and says: ‘I spent less money on spraying insecticide, the number of bolls per plant were greater and I harvested 15 quintals without any tension. I have been cultivating cotton for the last 15 years, but I have never seen such a good yield with low sprays. Next year, I will plant Bollgard cotton on the maximum possible area of my land and will also advise my farmer friends to grow more Bollgard.’ Bollgard is one of the most extensively researched crops, globally and in India. The GEAC approved it in March 2002, after a rigorous scrutiny of field data generated over four years by Mahyco and Government research institutions like ICAR. This is the first and only approved biotech crop in India. Its planting last June was preceded by an extensive education programme for farmers, dealers and agriculture extension officials. Farmers were also supplied conventional cotton seed for planting as refuge, as per the conditions laid down by the GEAC. MMB field staff were at hand to guide and advise farmers at every stage. Bt cotton is targeted specifically at the bollworm, which is the most destructive of cotton pests in India. While the need to spray against the bollworm may not be eliminated, it is greatly reduced. To obtain the most effective control of bollworms, farmers were trained in the scouting process to determine when supplemental sprays were necessary.



Environmental factors like drought, untimely rain and even unusually heavy rain play a major role and impact any crop, regardless of whether it is conventional or derived through biotechnology. For instance, the new wilt phenomenon, localised within some districts, was a result of drought and unusual weather conditions this year – excess rainfall over a brief period, followed by very high temperatures of as much as 40°C. According to Dr Mayee, this phenomenon was “not restricted to Bt cotton. The malady is universal to all hybrids and is because of physiological changes induced by the typical rainfall pattern of this year.” Farmers who experienced this phenomenon were guided on how to handle it with the help of CICR scientists. As a result, in some of these districts the plants revived and yields were (end of press higher than those for non-Bt cotton(end note note).” CICR director Dr C D Mayee stepped in to rebut the wilt reported from all the states growing Bt cotton. According to Dr Mayee, this phenomenon was ‘not restricted to Bt cotton. The malady is universal to all hybrids and is because of physiological changes induced by the typical rainfall pattern of this year.’ Farmers who experienced this phenomenon were guided on how to handle it with the help of CICR scientists. As a result, in some of these districts the plants revived and yields were higher than those for non-Bt cotton. On September 3, 2002, Mahyco Monsanto issued a press release stating that scientists of the Central Institute for Cotton Research (CICR), Nagpur, have undertaken a survey in and around Pandharkawada in Yavatmal district, and also in Nanded district. They diagnosed this as a physiological disorder which normally occurs when cotton hybrids in the field are exposed to prolonged



dry spells followed by heavy showers. The following are their observations: The wilting is characteristic of parawilt, which was observed a few years ago in several hybrids. This is not a pathogenic wilt and is not caused by fungi, bacteria or viruses. This is a physiological disorder, which normally occurs when cotton hybrids in the field are exposed to prolonged dry spell followed by heavy showers. The parawilting is not restricted to Bt or Non-Bt but it is universal. The farmers are advised immediately to drain off the stagnated rainwater and improve drainage of the crop so that there is better aeration around the root zone. We have also seen that there us quite a good amount of recovery of this malady in the farmers’ field near Hinganghat. It is also advised that at early stage, 0.1% spray of Carbendazim can improve the crop condition early. Cotton grown on medium to light soils are not showing signs of parawilting and in our IVLP villages, 10 demonstrations are taken near Saoner / Katol (Village Tishi and Telgaon) where Bt Cotton hybrids 162, 184 are excellent without any parawilt. This parawilt is not restricted to Bt cotton and the information coming in the newspapers is not based on scientific survey. The malady is universal to all hybrids and is again basically because of physiological changes induced by the typical rainfall pattern of this year.’(Mahyco-Monsanto press release, September 3, 2002). (In Section 10.1, have reproduced from an article Bt Cotton - Seeds of Discontent, written by Nityanand Jayaraman and me, for CorpWatch India March 25, 2002, www.indiaresource.org – Author).
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11. Conclusion



11.1 The Case for Organic Cotton ‘Organic farming is free of any controls and that is the best thing about it,’ says Subhash Palekar. In a sense, organic farming is also about regaining the dignity and independence of the farmer. The pioneers of organic farming, our ancestors, had used the soil for centuries without degrading it. Agriculture is also a spiritual activity, as Nanasaheb Pande, from Ashta village in Maharashtra, points out. In Gujarat for instance, the Swadhyay Parivar , a spiritual movement with a large following, led by Pandurang Athavale Shastri, has influenced many farmers into stopping chemical farming. Small and marginal farmers in rain-fed areas prefer traditional cropping patterns without using chemical fertilisers, and their rich experiences remain untapped. Farmers, even in intensive Green Revolution areas, know that natural farming was a tradition in India, something which had nourished and conserved her soils for centuries. For smaller farmers specially, it can be the difference between life and death. As Muljibhai Bhalani has said, ‘The best thing about organic farming is that farmers do not have to commit suicide.’ ‘Good farming methods therefore provided the key to the cotton problems of India,’ writes Albert Howard in his book An Agricultural Testament (first published in London in 1940). In a journal article that he wrote, the former imperial economic botanist says, ‘The research work of cotton of tomorrow will have to start from a new baseline – soil fertility.’ And many farmers are following his advice, even though they may not even have heard of him. It is
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after all the traditional practice in India to enrich the soil first and return the biomass to the land, something for which NPK application is no substitute, as several farmers have found out the hard way. Presently most of the 15 million tonnes of cotton stalks available in the country is burnt off after the harvest of the crop (Sheikh et al. 1996). The pressures of industry and the trade also created problems. ‘The damaging effects on cotton cultivation through promotion of research for the sake of trade was recognised by the well-informed George Watt, the botanical advisor to the government, who observed that due to the prevailing trading policies, the progression of improvement of the indigenous staple was deliberately stultified and the labours of centuries ruthlessly thrown away. The existing trade, he felt was aimed against all the good features of the indigenous fibre. The retrograde traffic is directed towards attainment of high yield of a worthless staple (Prasad 1999).’ Watt had estimated that by proper selection of seed and its cultivation, the cotton crop could be improved by 50%. This had been suggested by other botanists as well: in 1886, Trevor Clarke and Jones, the Superintendent for farms in western India, highlighted the importance of the ‘pedigree’ system for careful selection of the seed. Colonel Showers had earlier (in 1865) made several recommendations for the improvement of the indigenous plant. This advice has long gone unheeded, and today farmers are scrounging around for indigenous varieties of seeds. Cotton is a crop most suited to drylands and has



flourished there despite the vagaries of nature and poor monsoons. The old cotton varieties (Gossypium herbaceums or arboreums, popularly called desis) were suited to each region and its peculiarities. Though hybrids are grown on 45% of the cotton area in India and though there is a loss of faith in them, farmers have no alternatives. In some areas (though these are limited), farmers are looking at straight varieties – seeds which they can replicate and grow. They are also exploring the possibilities of stopping or reducing the use of chemicals and sprays. They are looking at alternative fertilisers like compost, vermicompost or green manuring, and traditions like intercropping and mulching, which had all but vanished after the Green Revolution. Farmers who practice organic farming are realising that their net profits are increasing and, even if production suffers in the first few years, their input costs are lower and there is less debt and tension.



can be enhanced to use and take control over such technologies and processes.



The genesis of recent efforts in organic cotton farming lies in intensive cotton farming, which led to depleting yields and mounting expenses. Farmers like Anandrao Subedar from Yavatmal or Bhadribhai Joshi from Bharuch were wise enough to see that a change was called for in the way cotton was being farmed in the late 70s and 80s. Lured by highyielding varieties, what most of them had not bargained for were the stagnating or plummeting yields, increasing costs of production and poor cotton prices. The soil had become degraded and was no longer productive. So when these farmers read Shripad Dabholkar, Bhaskar Save or Masanobu Fukuoka, proponents of various types of natural farming, they were not averse to giving organic farming a shot.



Present-day farming has turned non-remunerative due to increased costs of production. It has made farmers dependent on credit, both for buying inputs and marketing the produce and they are at the mercy of moneylenders. As a result of degradation of soil quality and reduction in input-use efficiency due to continued and rampant use of chemicals, even production levels are dwindling(Kate and Khadse 2000).



The scientific establishment is slow to come out of its shackles, but it is significant that farmers are not looking to them for support. A large part of the scientific community remains skeptical of organic cultivation. However, some research on organic cultivation of cotton is being conducted in various universities. The question is whether the results can reach the farmers, and whether farmers’ capacities



It is now time that we look to the farmers for solutions, as the range of experimentation that is taking place is both innovative and driven by a need for environmental sustainability and cost efficiency. It was this spirit that motivated a farmer-cumschoolteacher like Muljibhai to take a few months off some years ago, and travel all over Gujarat looking for suitable varieties of cotton. He selected some varieties and grew them on his farm in Shampara village near Bhavnagar. Prakash Kochar from Hinganghat, had almost thought of giving up farming when his son, Siddharth, decided to continue with it. This time they went in for organic farming and, as he puts it, he has never looked back. Kochar, also a horticulturist of repute, has made many innovations which have impressed the scientific fraternity and other farmers in the area.



According to Winin Pereira (1993, p.152): ‘High yielding varieties (HYVs) may yield more when conditions are optimum but conditions are hardly ever so in farmers’ fields. The result is that outside the lab, the average yield taken over for many years for HYVs may be the same or even lower than that for traditional varieties which are less affected by non-optimum conditions. HYVs and hybrids are often less capable than traditional varieties of standing stresses like climatic variations.‘ ‘Simplistic crop productivity criteria, therefore, cannot be used for judging the results of traditional farms since all the other factors need to be given proper weightage too. That leaves only farmers’ experiments, carried out over several decades or even
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centuries as significant. The strength of sustainable agriculture is not measured by productivity alone but by the maintainability of soil fertility and of knowledge and skills of farmers, handed down, tested and accumulated over generations. Agricultural practices and systems have therefore to be judged by the sustainability of the system as a whole.’



11.2 Government and organic farming According to the report of the Working Group on Organic and Biodynamic Farming for the 10th FiveYear plan (Planning Commission 2001): ‘… although as yet in its infancy, organic farming is becoming important in the agriculture sector in India, largely through the efforts of small groups of farmers. It has come out of the exploitative agriculture that has been followed all these years, resulting in damaging impacts on environment, human and animal health, and soil and water resources. It is well known now that increased use (or abuse) of chemical pesticides and fertilisers has created a chain of problems of soil, environment and water degradation. The intensive chemical agriculture that has been followed after Green Revolution successes is causing heavy pollution of our food, drinking water and air. Life expectancy has improved, but the quality of life has substantially deteriorated.’ The report recognised that the rural economy is in ruins because of over-dependence on external inputs in agriculture such as seed, fertilisers, pesticides, growth-promoting chemicals etc. It even said that, ‘… chemical agriculture has destroyed our ability to think about the right way to go forward. Fortunately, alternatives to chemical agriculture are available in organic, Biodynamic and eco-technological farming approaches. Though a small percentage of farmers are expected to take up organic farming, consumer demand for organically produced food and fibre products provide new market opportunities for farmers and farm-business around the world. ‘ With the government finally accepting that the miracle of intensive farming has caused more harm than good, it may be hoped that some sustainable
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changes may come about in agriculture. And that holds true not only for cotton but all farming activities as well. Instead of revising agricultural prices as a whole and giving the farmer a better deal all round, the government wants to use organic farming as a money-spinner. The government’s new fondness for organic agriculture seems to be prompted by a strong motive of exports, and in some places, farmers are confused by the new propaganda for using less chemicals and pesticides, and taking up IPM, NPM and other practices. In June 1996, a two -day seminar on eco-friendly cotton organised by the Indian Society for Cotton Improvement (ISCI), Central Institute for Research on Cotton Technology (CIRCOT), Cotton Corporation of India and CICR, Nagpur, recommended a gradual shift to organic farming, especially in crops like cotton which consume large amounts of synthetic pesticides, as a national policy, irrespective of other considerations like export trade prospects. However, not all farmers are growing longstapled cotton. ‘Nearly 70% of cotton area – 6.4 million ha is managed by resource poor farmers and they raise cotton under risky rain-fed conditions. The cotton farmers who cultivate rain-fed cotton generally do not use much chemicals or fertilisers. Nearly 45 per cent of the rain-fed cotton is under desi (Gossypium arboreum and herbaceum) … Virtually all the rain-fed cotton growers either knowingly or unknowingly follow the organic cotton method of cultivation. If these potential organic farmers are enlightened with the technology of organic cotton cultivation and premium price is ensured, these rain grown desi cotton farms can be converted into full fledged organic cotton farms (Venugopal et al. 1996).’ The whole process is something like reinventing the wheel. When in the first place, desi varieties were grown without chemicals or pesticides, hybrids were introduced, requiring intensive cultivation. Now that trend is sought to be reversed. It is not the case that wherever there is desi cotton, farmers are not using chemicals. Finally, after hundreds of farmers have committed



suicide and the cotton-growing area is reducing all over the country, the government is openly supporting and encouraging organic cotton. The Mini Mission 1 of the Technology Mission on Cotton (TMC) recognised the pesticide-induced resistance of cotton pests as one of the reasons for sub-optimal productivity in the country during the last decade. The TMC identifies an opportunity to produce ecofriendly cotton through the judicious integration of various inputs. As we have seen, CICR has already developed a package of practices after its extensive experimentation on organic cotton since 1993.



organically, but I find that it does well and it has improved our soils naturally, while giving average yields,’ he adds. Farmers like Ellappa in Asifabad, who do not use sprays and have reduced the use of chemicals, are not troubled by the green bollworm. Integrated Pest Management (IPM) techniques are also gaining popularity. In Adilabad district of Andhra Pradesh, Vinay Babu, Agricultural Officer, Asifabad Mandal, said that in Asifabad division, consisting of six mandals, 11,000 ha of cotton is grown. Out of this, about 4-5000 ha is grown without pesticides. Once farmers stop chemicals, the advantages such as reduced cost of cultivation, environmental benefits and better soil health become apparent. In some areas, farmers are also keen on higher prices for their organic produce and that may be a drawback as marketing and pricing are not yet well organised. Most farmers who have stopped using chemicals and pesticides find the pests have reduced. They also see that natural predators are back on their farms and even birds prey on the pests. Farmers find they spend less and do not incur heavy losses by spending futilely on insecticides.



No looking back for him - Prakash Kochar, Organic farmer, Hinganghat



11.3 Appeal of organic cotton The biggest argument for organic farming would be, from the viewpoint of most farmers, less tension and stress, i.e. less borrowing from moneylenders or creditors. The farmers also notice that though yields drop in the first two or three years, they then stabilise and the soil is healthy and increasingly productive. Kochar says, ‘I believe organic farming is necessary to restore environmental quality and food quality. Our crops suffer from poor quality and a report from Russian scientists found our grains deficient in four elements.’ ‘In organic farming there is no exploitation, and less stress. We had no expectation that cotton would grow



Farmers who have experimented with organic and chemical farming find that pest attacks are more on chemical plots, and they have to spend more. Some of them are going back to desi varieties, which did not suffer the problem of green bollworms. A bottleneck, though, is the poor availability of seeds. NGOs like Dharamitra, Chetana Vikas, Jatan, Centre for World Solidarity, YUVA, Ekta and others are promoting organic farming not merely for higher prices, but basically for a cost-effective and healthier form of agriculture, which is sustainable in the long run. Farmers strongly feel there must be an overall increase in the prices of their produce. They said while the cost of cultivation had increased, the price of the produce had remained the same. The export factor that is being stressed by the government is not very appealing to some farmers and NGOs. ‘I feel that organic cotton need not be for an exclusive highly paid export market. In India
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too we can consume and pay for organic produce but organic cotton has a bleak market in India because the price may be too high,’ according to Amitabh Singh of Amit Industries. This is a feeling shared by many people in the business.



and TV, you get the feeling that plants like only medicines [chemicals]. Why import stuff when we grow it here? If we grow less, then the government imports; if we grow more, we don’t get a good price as there is a glut.’



Palekar and others feel that higher prices or premiums for organic produce are not called for – all agricultural prices need to be revised and made more realistic. In fact, to demand more for organic produce would be wrong as the farmers were spending less, Palekar argues.



Export considerations need not be the only rationale for taking to organic cotton, as some have suggested. ‘Why must farmers grow organic cotton if there is no market?’ is a question some scientists have asked. Even farmers are prone to this way of thinking.



However, the prospect of selling certified organic cotton for premiums of ten to 25 % is a major attraction for many farmers. Farmers and NGOs interviewed for this report were also in favour of developing a domestic market for consumption of organic produce, rather than relying on some distant consumer. On the one hand we have successful organic cotton export ventures which offer an incentive to the farmer and the consumer. These work well, especially in the case of Maikaal bioRe, when the entire chain of production is worked out to the last detail. This will be difficult to replicate without the support and structure that Maikaal has. In Vadodara for instance, Jhabak, a group of farmers, are trying to gin and sell their organic cotton locally but it is taking time. So all the produce is going to the local market. However, in Uppinbategeri in Karnataka, farmers who grew coloured cotton(though not organically) in 20022003, as part of a project involving the local Khadi Sangh, have been paid a good price of Rs 2500/q. With mills favouring longer stapled cotton, farmers cannot be expected to grow short-stapled varieties, though khadi weavers are in need of supply. However, nothing prevents them from growing it organically, provided the conditions are right. Perhaps the problem is also to move away from the greed inspired by white gold. As Nanaji Pande, sums up, ‘Earlier we had no greed, we used to grow a limited amount and were satisfied. It was our animals and our sweat; we did not spend from our pockets for agriculture. Now everything costs money. If you listen to the radio
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The large weaving and spinning community must also be taken into account, as they were once the primary users of cotton. What is the future that awaits this already beleaguered community, faced as they are with starvation and suicide? Migrating to towns and cities in search of daily wage labour seems to be the only option for them. Instead of building on our strengths, cotton research and development has taken an exclusively industry-oriented approach, as if no one else matters, comments Uzramma. This is where some radical new thinking is needed.



11.4 Desi Cotton ‘In Punjab, until about 1985-86, farmers used to sow indigenous ‘narma’ (a desi cotton), which needed no pesticides, and farmers, and harvest 25-30 Q/ acre thus remaining debt free. The problem started with the arrival of hybrids. First among the hybrids to be introduced was A-846 of Punjab Agriculture University. This was followed by [an] endless cycle of seeds produced by companies (Suicides by cotton farmers in Bhatinda district and villages ravaged by water and pesticides, Kheti Virasat, New Delhi, undated paper).’ About 20% of the cotton area in India is under desi ( G herbaceum/arboreum) cotton, according to Dr C D Mayee, Director of CICR. Many farmers I met in the various states preferred desi, even though the prices are often not high. Hirjibhai Bhingradia, from Malpara near Bhavnagar in Gujarat, is one of those who would like to go back to desi cotton – though production may be low, it will be stable, he feels. Mahendrabhai Patel from Rahad village, Bharuch



district, Gujarat, used to grow a desi variety, Digvijay, when he began farming – he used no fertilisers and harvested a yield of about 5 q/acre. However, being a long-duration crop, it needs some late rains, which are not assured now. It is also susceptible to pests.



Desi Cotton : Stable and feels good 20% of Indian Cotton fields are Desi



Mahendrabhai grew gheti, which is another local popular short-stapled variety, but he felt it was not commercially viable. However, desis did not have problems with bollworms. Gheti yielded 7 q/acre six or seven years ago, but the crop was poor after that year. Some farmers in the village do not grow cotton as it has become expensive. Farmers like Arvind Kanshibhai Patel used to grow mathio, another short stapled desi, and felt that it was less labour-intensive and cost-effective.



I n Bori village, taluka Vagra, Bharuch district, Kaushikbhai Patel says in 2000 and 2001, the American bollworm had devastated the cotton crop and many farmers had therefore switched to gheti, which yielded better (3 q/acre), as compared to hybrids, which yielded about 2.5 q/acre. The cost of production for hybrids was Rs 1500/acre, while for desi it was around Rs 800-1000, mainly for labour. He says desi was more cost-effective. In 2002, many of the 35 farmers in Bori had reverted to gheti because it was cheaper to grow and since this was mostly a rain-fed area, it grew well. In 2003, most farmers were planning to grow only gheti. R L Patil, Assistant Research Scientist, Entomology, at Gujarat Agricultural University (GAU), Bharuch,



says Gujarat 23, a new variety, which has a growing period shorter by forty days, was released in 2001. It was gaining popularity in the state, and in 2002 about 12,000 kg of seeds were supplied. This variety was a cross between gheti and another strain of cotton and it was better than Digvijay as it matures early. It bolls were hard, so it was resistant to the green bollworm, he says. In ideal conditions, Gujarat 23 can yield 15 q/acre with a minimum of at least 6q/acre, he adds. Maheshchandra Harishchandra Patidar, from Mehetwada in Maheshwar taluka of Khargone district in Madhya Pradesh, also prefers desi and has started growing a desi variety (Chamatkar), which he said yielded 5 q/acre in irrigated conditions. Jayeshbhai Patel in Gujarat’s Uttamnagar village also grew this variety in 2002 with good results. Farmers like Gurunath Odugouder in Hulkoti, near Gadag, have reverted to Jayadhar, a desi variety, after prolonged use of hybrids. Why hybrids have not replaced these indigenous varieties is a point worth considering. Kapil Shah comments, ‘As a side effect of the Green Revolution, indigenous cultivars are vanishing from farmers’ fields. Such cultivars should be managed properly, and if required they should be brought back to the fields. After extensive and intensive cultivation of hybrid cotton in Amod taluka of Bharuch district, farmers now cultivate gheti, a desi cotton (though it is illegal) (Shah 1994).’ An improved variety of Jayadhar called Suyodhar was released. Even now, Jayadhar is being improved upon, though the main reason seems to be to favour the requirements of mills in and around Gadag. Machines have more or less dictated research after the industrial revolution and India, the home of handloom fabrics, has completely denigrated its history in that sense.



11.5 Organic cotton statistics ‘It is estimated that about 14,000 tonnes of organic cotton were produced in the world during 1999/00. Turkey was the largest producer of organic cotton followed by the USA and India (ICAC 2001).’ The
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ICAC Recorder of Dec 2000 has a table of organic cotton where India is listed as having produced 1,169 tonnes of lint in 1999/00. ‘Today, certified organic cotton is grown in 10-15 countries. Production is concentrated in Turkey (1750 tonnes of cotton fibre, 29% of total) and the USA (1625 tonnes, 27%), but significant amounts of organic cotton are also produced in India (1000 tonnes, 17%), Peru (550 tonnes, 9%), among other countries (Ton 2002).’ This could, however, be an underestimation for India at least. Dr T P Rajendran of CICR estimates that in Vidarbha the farming area currently under the Vidarbha Organic Farmers Association (VOFA) and ECOFARMS put together could be around 5 to 7 thousand ha, while that of MOFA, Maikaal and other areas put together would be about 10-12 thousand hectares. This is with respect to the registered areas. ‘But I know many thousands of areas that do not have good cataloguing and that could be under some NGO and the like. My guesstimate is about 1 lakh hectares of organically grown cotton, both of Gossypium hirsutums and desis together. In the south, in Erode Mr Nammazhvar and a few others have spearheaded this concept. It is just catching on. This area could be around 1000 acres (400 ha),’ he adds.



11.6 Obstacles to organic farming The main obstacle to stopping intensive chemical farming seems to be the fear of reduction in yields, and as a result, fear of low incomes. Many cotton farmers are in debt and are afraid they will not be able to repay loans unless they use chemicals and get assured yields. Also the ideas of present-day conventional farming are the only ones farmers are exposed to, thanks to the Green Revolution and the aggressive government propaganda. Most farmers wanted a share in the Green Revolution pie, and chemicals and pesticides have become big business. Today the farmer is impoverished as a result of this, but pesticide dealers and companies have done extremely well for themselves. So while IPM and NPM gain acceptance relatively quickly, it
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is stopping all chemical inputs at once that deters farmers. Fortunately, even if farmers are reluctant to shift all at once to organic farming, they are willing to allocate a small portion of their land to test organic farming methods. Over time, some have then converted their lands totally and are amazed that crops can grow without any chemical inputs. In fact, NGOs have involved women to a great extent and find it easier to convince them of the hazards of chemical farming. But, as one woman said in Yavatmal, her husband was not willing to take the risk of stopping all chemicals and pesticides. Farmers who are part of the Centre for World Solidarity (CWS) programmes in Andhra Pradesh have realised that NPM is cost effective. Farmers with small holdings cannot go in for hi-tech agriculture, but they can easily adopt the NPM methods, using locally available material. However, the major constraint is the fact that pesticide dealers are a threat to NPM, as they offer seeds, fertilisers and pesticides on credit basis to small and marginal farmers. The CWS also has some other problems. Bio-pesticides, bio-control agents and other NPM components are not readily available, though the state is providing some help. There is no quality control over bio-pesticides. Big farmers in Warangal, for instance, are discouraging the small farmers to adopt NPM methods, saying that they are highly risky and unstable and result in low yields, in contrast with big farmers elsewhere, who are often trendsetters. However, debt seems to be a major deterrent to the adoption of NPM in Andhra Pradesh. In most cases the harvest is already pledged to the moneylender before it matures. Debt is also a major issue, especially in ‘backward’ areas like Yavatmal district of Maharashtra, where small farmers who own less than one hectare, cannot afford to lose any yield, as the harvest will repay their outstanding loans. ‘How will I get my daughter married if I stop all the chemical inputs on my farm?’ asked one farmer in Yavatmal. There is a lack of confidence in sustainable practices; this is partly due to lack of exposure to sustainable organic farming. Consequently exposure visits have



become important – the pioneering organic farmers in Vidarbha, for instance, receive a daily barrage of visitors, many from the same region. Lack of social security (to take care of the switchover period) and erratic prices for agricultural commodities, especially cotton, are a deterrent. While most farmers are aware of the disastrous consequences of using chemicals and excessive pesticides, in areas where irrigation is available, the temptation to go in for intensive farming is acute. Organic inputs are difficult to access in some cases. Cattle have reduced in many parts of the country due to drought and other reasons, and cow dung has to be bought. That is why proponents of organic farming are advocating that farmers must have at least one cow to cater to the needs of the farm.



Thriving industry from the past Handloom weavers in Ponduru, Andhra Pradesh



11.7



Support for Farmers



What is the kind of support needed by farmers to stop chemical farming? Those working in organic farming and NPM find that farmers agree to stop pesticides and chemicals, but they need support in the form of alternative manures. Farmers, used to subsidies, do want financial support to adopt NPM in Warangal. Productivity of the soil can be enhanced only by changing the methods of cultivation that favour



chemical farming. Fertilisers and pesticides have ruined large tracts of farmland, yet the government continues to subsidise NPK. There has to be a systematic analysis of the problems and the needs of the farmers: their indebtedness, their monetary needs and constraints in shifting to organic systems of farming. Pathubhai from Surendranagar says ‘I feel now that if the government had laid more stress on bio-fertilisers, things would not have come to such a pass. I started using natural biological agents to control pests. Now after almost 12 years I feel there was no need for chemicals in the first place. When I started farming it was with traditional methods. We used farmyard manure which enriched the land.’ There are many experiences of organic farming available and methods which can be suggested – the government with its vast network of extension activities which is not performing now, will have to overhaul itself. There are some organisations developing plans for crop loans to farmers to tide over the initial conversion to organic farming but government credit is hampered by lack of availability on time and red-tapism. Networking among farmers in beginning in a small way and it is interesting that this is the way extension is working between themselves. Innovations in the farming community are spreading faster among farmers than government extension activities. However, farmers with no recourse to finances, need some assistance or backup so that they can be assured of security if their crops fails or yields drop. In this regard Jatan’s experiment with some farmers from Rajkot (Gujarat) is worthy of mention. Jatan is supporting a few farmers who have decided to grow food organically for a fixed number of years – three or four initially. They will get an assured price from Jatan during this period, after which they are on their own. The main issues before the farmer are land, credit, seed availability, water and manure. The Tenth Plan has made a provision for bio-fertilisers all over the country – the question is if it will deliver. The
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government must give the same aggressive touch to the campaign that it used in promoting NPK. The National Institute for Organic Farming (NIOF), if it functions as per its mandate, is supposed to coordinate such farming activities in India.



in reaching out to farmers, something which is long overdue. There still remains a vast gap between what is desirable and what has been achieved at the ground level.



If, as some farmers have demanded, the government were to plan its efforts centred on the farmer – and not on the needs of research institutions, seed companies or pesticides corporations, some positive changes may take place for the farming community.



11.9 Switching to organic cotton



11.8 Government policy The NIOF and other positive initiatives are welcome additions which indicate the government’s serious intentions vis-à-vis organic farming. However, the government cannot do this, by on the one hand supporting expensive biotechnology or subsidising chemicals, while singing the praises of organic farming on the other. Its stand must be uniform. Today the government wants to have its cake and eat it too. It wants golden rice, Bt cotton, transgenic potatoes and what not as well. These inconsistencies can jeopardise the true aims of organic farming promotion in the country and send confusing signals to the farmer. Subsidising biofertilisers is not enough – they need to be available to the farmers. As the report has shown, there is no dearth of initiatives or information on organic farming, using bio-control methods in farming or bio-fertilisers. The government has in many cases supported or sponsored experiments in organic farming. What is crucial is how this information will be given to those who need it, e.g. through awareness campaigns and actual extension work. That is where the government needs to invest its maximum energies and use the networks at its disposal effectively and efficiently. For instance, research in bio-control methods of dealing with pests was launched in 1972. Yet it is only in 2001 that farmers are actually coming to the University at Anand (Gujarat), one of the centres of research, for help and advice. The Ninth and Tenth Five-Year Plan stress the involvement of universities
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Scientists have argued that all cotton in the country cannot be grown organically. Only suitable pockets where there is already desi cotton, which is anyway being grown without chemicals, can be developed. Solutions to this problem are difficult. In any case, will all farmers stop chemical farming at once? This appears unlikely.



Switchover to Organic Cotton A possible solution?



One option is to increase the area under cultivation or go in for extensive cultivation, which may or may not be possible. Or the research focus could be on genuinely or naturally high-yielding varieties (which don’t need substantial external inputs), as opposed to high-response varieties (which need a lot of external inputs). That would be truly useful and productive for the farmer. There is a need to reorient the research on these lines if the government and scientists are serious about organic farming. ‘A desi genotype DLSA17, developed by CICR Nagpur, has recorded a seed cotton yield of 1955 kg/ha and also showed fibre quality characteristics at par with



G hirsutum (Department of Agricultural Research 2002).’ The use of drip irrigation systems in Gujarat and Dharwad centres also led to higher yields, besides saving in water by 25%, according to the same report.



A crucial area that needs attention vis-à-vis productivity is the soil – as many farmers and others have pointed out. And that is where the advantages of organic farming lie – in improving soil productivity. Studies by CICR have shown that organic farming did improve the carbon and phosphorus content in soils. Research is underway on the varieties suitable for organic cultivation, e.g. in the Surat Main Cotton Research Station. While so many varieties of cotton have been developed, the availability of seeds and quality control are issues which are not given any priority. Farmers find that the proliferation of varieties has created chaos. The seed quality deteriorates in a few years, and then another variety is launched, which often does not give good yields. The issue of seeds requires serious consideration and cannot be left in the hands of the private sector alone. The truthfully labeled seeds are often anything but that, and this is where the farmer faces the biggest dilemma. Even in the case of Bt cotton, private seed companies released the variety and farmers grew it illegally for three years before it was detected. Even now, many seed companies are privately testing transgenic cotton seeds in the farmers’ fields, and farmers are making their own Bt hybrids. There is no regulation or control over this. Farmers like Ram Kalaspurkar of VOFA have fought and lost bitter battles in consumer courts over the issue of seed quality and sterility and feel that unless the issue is resolved, farming will be impossible.



11.10 Bt cotton The entire Bt cotton issue, where crores of rupees have been spent in releasing a green bollwormresistant cotton, does not address the core issue of cost of cultivation. In the first year of Bt cotton, reports of failure have come in from wherever the cotton has been grown. These cases need to be examined in depth. Farmers have found that Bt cotton needs water and sprays for cotton pests other than the bollworm. With erratic prices of cotton and reduced domestic demand, can the farmer afford to



spend Rs 1600 per packet of seeds per acre? Even from the cost angle, Bt cotton appears to be an unviable option. When you see organic farmers growing cotton which faces less threat from bollworms, you realise that instead of expensive transgenic seeds, all you need is a simple, sustainable method of growing cotton. This, not Bt, is the technology of the future, in the opinion of some of the farmers interviewed. Also issues of bio-safety have been completely ignored. While the government says that the refugia needed in Bt cotton cultivation was adhered to, in many places farmers were not even aware of the need for a refugia. Farmers in India treat the Bt cotton seed just as they do any other variety because they do not know any better. Where is the question of informed choice? In a village near Wardha, I saw a labourer spraying a Bt cotton field – when I asked him why he was spraying a plant that supposedly did not need it, he said, ‘This is cotton, it needs chemicals and pesticides, no matter what variety it is.’



11.11 The Role of W omen Women Traditionally, women do most of the work in farming except ploughing. Experiences of NGOs in Vidarbha and parts of Andhra Pradesh have shown that working with women has helped them make deeper inroads in organic farming. In Yavatmal, for instance, many women were keen on organic farming and converting their entire land into a chemical-free area. Dr Tarak Kate of Dharamitra points out, ‘Under a Centre for Environment Education (CEE), program we have selected 100 women in Wardha and Yavatmal district who have their own land and recommended to them a list of crops. It is called ‘biodiversified need-based interim agriculture’ and is sponsored by UNDP. This is an experiment in non-chemical farming which has begun in 2002.’ Even in Andhra Pradesh, women are key players in the NPM programme and in making preparations out of neem or NPV. Dr Kate also said that women were easier to convince than men about the need for
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organic farming. However, in many places women do not own land. In some parts of Andhra Pradesh, women have been allotted one acre in their names by the Scheduled Caste Corporation, and this has enabled them to make the choice to farm organically or reduce the use of chemicals.



Women as key players Women have the capacity



Most of the large landowners (with a single exception) interviewed in this report are men. This is a reflection of the skewed gender balance in land ownership. However, many women are small farmers like Kawdabai in Yavatmal and others from the same region, who are quite enthusiastic about organic farming. This is an area where the government could be called upon to enforce its laws for allotting land to women. The thrust for organic farming should also include women in particular, not merely to make organic plant protection preparations but also in the decision-making. In fact, in many places I visited, it was the women who kept the seeds of the old arboreum cottons. They still believe in the tradition of growing cotton and its use for making wicks for lamps. While many men wanted to give up growing cotton, it was pressure from their mothers which kept them at it.



11.12 A matter of choice Farmers interviewed in this report say organic farming is the farming of the future – there are no longer any choices. Even in Punjab, in 2003, about
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100 farmers are going in for organic cotton farming in the Fazalka area, according to Umendra Dutt of Kheti Virasat. It remains to be seen how this experiment will work and whether farmers, indebted and driven to despair by conventional cotton cultivation, can find a way out of it all. As this report has shown, farmers going back to traditional, natural farming are making a deliberate choice to avoid chemicals. They are experimenting and finding that the results are healthy for themselves, their consumers, their environment and their soils. For well-organised, commercial export groups of cotton, the premium is also much higher – from 1025% or more. The choices are clear: do we adopt long-term measures which will respect the finite strength of natural resources, or do we continue on a shortsighted, suicidal path of self-destruction, allowing industry and markets to dictate our choices? There is another question: whether the future generation, so ignorant of farming traditions, and keen on ‘jobs’ or service-oriented careers, can take it forward? The single most important concern now must be restoration of soil fertility, without which agriculture becomes impossible. Concerns of trade and market must get second place. If there is no produce, neither is there anything to market. And that is where organic farming plays a critical role – it has been dictated by necessity, to reduce expenses and improve soil quality. The markets for organic produce were developed later. In fact, farmers in Vidarbha paved the way for CICR to look at organic farming. That should be the way for the scientific establishment to function, not the other way round. Crop practices vary from place to place and no one formula can work for all. It is better that farmers experiment and are convinced of the merits of organic farming before they commit to it. In Wardha for instance, ‘Every year we find the produce increases and we find that when cotton is part of a whole production system it works well. Apart from cotton, there is soya, turmeric or grains which can be sold,’



according to Niranjana Maru of Chetana Vikas. In some areas, which have persisted with local varieties like Jayadhar, farmers find that few people are willing to buy the cotton, as the mills are keen on long-staple cotton. It is not that there is no demand for Jayadhar – but there needs to be a coordinated and concerted effort to create a scenario where farmers and weavers link up and synergise each other’s efforts. While there is no doubt that a strong marketing potential exists for cotton abroad and the farmers stand to gain, what must not be forgotten is that to turn organic for export purposes may also be a trap, unless demand is assured and prices guaranteed. While one is not against farmers getting a good price, more important is the issue of sustainable farming and what it means for the small and marginal farmers. These are the people at the core of the problem – it is their need of cost-effective farming that has to be addressed first. The domestic consumer too is



important to consider, perhaps ahead of the foreign one. Control over farming must not rest with pesticide or seed manufacturers, or moneylenders and middlepersons, or bureaucrats and politicians. That is also the struggle implicit in organic farming – to regain control over traditional and local resources and reduce dependency on external inputs. Organic farming is much more than reverting to one’s roots or the days of traditional farming. It is a struggle for a more just and sustainable future. It is about regaining control in a sense over the space that has been acceded over the years to government propaganda, market enterprise and aggressive salesmanship. It is a fight for the dignity and selfreliance of cultivators, a fight that seemed all but lost when farmers committed suicide in large numbers. Organic farming is trying to regain that lost space and even if it only has a toehold, it is a beginning.
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12. Appendix-I



Traditional practices These traditional practices in growing cotton have been culled from Honeybee, a magazine published by Society for Research and Initiatives for Sustainable Technologies and Institutions (SRISTI). (The names of the concerned farmers are given when available). SRISTI is a non-governmental organisation which was set up in 1993 to strengthen the capacity of grassroots inventors, innovators and ecopreneurs engaged in conserving biodiversity and developing eco-friendly solutions to local problems. Honey Bee, a publication from SRISTI (website http://www.sristi.org) C/o Prof Anil K Gupta, Indian Institute of Management, Vastrapur, Ahmedabad, 380015.



Note- The practices have been grouped under titles. The details of the issue are given first followed by the practices.



Inter cr opping and m ulching from Honeybee Vol 1, No 1, May 1990 (Interculture) Intercr cropping mulching In Kapadwanj, Thasara, Bayad, and Kanam areas (between Baroda and Bharuch), Digivjay cotton is intercropped during the kharif and harrowing is done after harvesting. This operation is done only in the early morning hours before sunrise, over a few days. The soil is moist due to dew and the harrowing provides soil mulch, which helps in soil conservation. In Bayad, Kapadwanj and Dehgam talukas, all in Gujarat, intercropping cotton with short-duration crops like maize or sesame is the norm. While land is effectively used in the monsoon, the long duration crop gets more spacing in the post-monsoon season. Seed treatment, with a mixture of soil and cow dung for Digvijay cotton is also practiced in Kapadwanj and nearby areas for easy line sowing and moisture retention.



White fly from Honeybee Vol 2(1), May 1991 Some farmers in Matarvania village in the Junagadh area applied grease on cotton plants with a cloth. The idea is to make the cotton crop greasy and avoid the attack of white fly. In fact this is a primitive method of sticky trap, generally used to trap sucking pests like aphids in other crops. Some farmers add tobacco dust at the rate of 30 gm/15 litres of water and spray it on leaves to control white fly in cotton. However, they seem to have developed resistance to the nicotine, according to some farmers. A mixture of kerosene oil and detergent soap powder (Nirma) is sprayed on cotton for white fly. There is a success rate of 50% in this method (Dhirubhai Bhovanbhai Khanpara, Zanzmer village, Dhoraji, District Rajkot).
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Contr ol of White fly Control



from Honey Bee Vol 3(1), January 1992



In Valia taluka of Bharuch district, farmers fed up with synthetic pyrethroids, started using a jaggery solution to control white fly, which sucks the sap of the plant. One kg of gur or jaggery is dissolved in 10-12 litres of water and then filtered through a thick cotton cloth. About 5-6 litres of the solution is sprinkled in one acre on the foliage using a pump. The tiny fly sticks to the leaf as the surface becomes sticky. However, the quantity must be carefully used as a higher use of the solution may cause reverse osmosis of the cell sap. The stuck adult flies and eggs are killed. This is used only once so as not to increase the stickiness of the leaves. About 60-70 farmers use this technique (Ahmedabadi D Kadiwala, Deshad village, Valia taluka Bharuch district).



Natural fertilisers



from Honey bee Vol 2(1), May 1991



Farmers in Kutch, which is affected by saline soils, do not use any chemical fertilisers. They fear it leads to deterioration of the soil and quality of crop. Farmers keep a large herd of livestock and collect the dung, urine and waste material, which is made into farmyard manure. They use this once every two years in their fields to maintain the fertility of the soil. Farmers believe it can improve the fertility and water holding capacity of the soil. However, farmers in semi-irrigated districts of Mehsana believe that using farmyard manure alone increases the problem of termites in wheat and mustard crops, so they add castor cake in these cases. It is a practice in Gujarat and other states to keep goats or sheep on the fields overnight. The entire field can be covered in four to seven days. Farmers usually give food supplies or pay money to Bharwads or Ahirs who own livestock to graze them on the fields.



Bajra flour for basal treatment of soil



from Honey Bee, Vol 7(2), April June 1996



Haribhai Muljibhai Narola of Bhavnagar has been using bajra (pearl millet) flour instead of chemical fertilisers to treat soils. He has obtained good results with crops like wheat, cotton, chilli and vegetable crops. In the winter of 1995, he conducted a study using bajra for soil treatment in one plot, while in another he used DAP. His yield of wheat in the plot treated with bajra was higher by 250 kg/ha. He observed rust in patches in the DAP field. Next monsoon he cultivated cotton in both plots. The boll setting and plant growth was much better in the plot treated with bajra the previous season. He argues that bajra treatment also has a positive residual effect and keeps 400 to 500 grams of bajra aside for this purpose.



Or ops Orgg anic manur manuree for cr crops



from Honey Bee, Vol 10(4), October-Dec 1999



30 kg of cow dung is mixed with 30 litres of cow urine. This mixture is allowed to ferment for 2-3 months and stirred once a week. This liquid has to be diluted 5 times (with water) before being used as a foliar spray.



Plant protection measures Farmers grow 2-3 lines of okra plants surrounding the cotton field. Cotton is susceptible to same pests as okra: spotted bollworms, heliothis, pink bollworm, aphids and jassids. Farmers believe that these pests prefer okra and attack them first. The farmers simply remove the infected plants. However, some farmers do not approve of this method. According to them the insects also attack cotton plants at the same time. It is difficult to control severe pest attack using this method (Shree Lagharabhai Rathod, Kudhha village, taluka Chotila district Surendranagar).
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Spraying of botanical insecticide Farmers in the irrigated area of semi-arid Kadi taluka in Mehsana district use a boiled suspension of tobacco leaf or seed with neem seeds and leaves to control cotton pests (Umedbhai T Patel, Chandrasan village, taluka Kadi).



Contr ol of sucking pests from Honey Bee, Vol 10(4), Oct -Dec 1999 Control Five kg of powdered tobacco leaves, mixed with ten litres of cow urine and five litres of water are allowed to ferment for 3-5 days. Then it is filtered and mixed with 80 litres of water and sprayed to control all sucking pests.



Trapping cotton pests thr ough sug ar solution from Honey Bee Vol 3 (3 and 4), 1992 through sugar Fermented carbohydrates attract many lepidopteran insects (moths and butterflies) and a concentrated sugar solution, which is sticky enough, is used in trapping these insects.



To pr ev ent shedding of bloom prev event



from Honey Bee Vol 3(1), Jan 1992 Flowers and young bolls are often shed in the cotton crop due to high temperature. To minimise this, farmers pour castor oil (approximately 50 ml) near the stem in the soil, believing that this would cool the soil. However, castor oil is expensive and only those farmers who also grow castor can afford this. This practice is in use since time immemorial (Umansingh Becharsingh Karamiya, Deshad village, Tal Valiya Bharuch district).



Better germination Cotton seeds are soaked in water a night before sowing. Soaked seeds are treated with soil from a termite burrow. Some cotton farmers in Banaskantha soak seeds in kerosene before growing them (Kalsar village, taluka Surendranagar).



Extract of Naffattiy es Naffattiyaa or besharam or nilajari (Ipomea fistulosa) leav leaves



from Honey Bee Vol 3(2),



April 1992 The use of naffattiya is extensive in the area near Valiya (Bharuch district) where these plants can be found in abundance. People use this plant to make hedges around the field for protecting crop against stray animals, as it is not eaten by them. About 1-1.5 kg of leaves are collected and crushed in a container and then boiled in water (10 to 12 litres) till half the volume is vapourised. The remaining liquid is filtered through cloth and used as an insecticide. About 15 ml of the extract is mixed with 15 litres of water and sprinkled over pigeon pea (some farmers use it for cotton too in other areas). Sometimes tobacco leaves are also mixed with it and according to users, this is more effective than synthetic pyrethroids. Treated plants are not used for human and animals consumption till 36-48 hours. Its use is extensive for cotton and pigeon pea during October and November. The practice has been around for ten years and almost every farmer in the area is using it (Ahmedbhai Daudbhai Ghanchi, Deshad village, Valiya taluka, Bharuch district).



Caterpillars in Cotton



from Honey Bee Vol 3 (3 and 4), 1992



Caterpillar infestation can damage a cotton crop severely. The latex of Calotropis gigantia (locally called Akdo in Gujarat), when diluted with 15 parts water and sprayed on the crop, effectively controls the pest within three days. The new growth after treatment is also free from infestation (Bhanjibhai Jani, Khagiyali village, taluka Sihor, Bhavnagar district).
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Buttermilk for cotton



from Honey Bee Vol 4(1), January 1993



When red spots appear on cotton leaves (July to August), farmers dilute buttermilk with water and sprinkle it on the crop. When it is applied in the early stages of the disease it is controlled within a week. This practice can also be used as a preventive measure. Buttermilk is also sprayed on chili and brinjal to control a viral leaf disease called Kukad (which makes the leaves curl) (Popatbhai N Pandya, Timana village and Nanubhai Valabhai Reliya village, Talaja taluka, Bhavnagar district).



Contr ol of pests Control



from Honey Bee Vol 4, (2 and 3), 1993



Kalyan Bhausaheb Laghane of Aurangabad in Maharashtra prepares an effective botanical insecticide to control pod borders on pigeon pea. This is also effective for the control of bollworm in cotton. He crushes half a kg of garlic pods in kerosene and leaves it overnight. Next morning he filters the extract though cotton cloth. He prepares a filtered solution of 50 g of crushed green chilies in one litre of water. A third liquid was 100 gm of Nirma detergent powder dissolved in sufficient water. He mixed the three solutions and used 25ml of the mixture in 16 litres of water and sprayed it on the crop in the morning. He had dropped a larva of the pod border in this solution and it died, while it lived in the monocrotophos solution (this practice was documented by Dr W B Rahudkar, former Dean and faculty member of MP Krishi Vidyapeeth, Rahuri, Maharashtra).



Soil pest in cotton Talkidi, a soil pest, attacks the cotton plant when fully grown, causing the plant to wither in a short time. To control this farmers take 20-25 kg of onions in a jute bag, crush them using a wooden mallet. This bag is kept in water channels during irrigation (Mansukhbhai Nagarbhai Mathodiya, Bhavnagar).



Ketaki decoction for cotton pests



from Honey Bee Vol 1(1), 1994



Certain larvae attack cotton when the plant is about 30-40 days old. Local farmers prepare a decoction of a plant called ketaki (agave americana). The leaves are crushed and boiled in water and the decoction is filtered. Approximately 200 ml is added to 15 litres of water and sprayed on the crop. About five sprays are needed for one vigha (0.16 ha). The farmers spray it at intervals of one week till the larvae were eliminated (Bavubhai Aapabhai Vaghoshi District Bhavnagar).



Lemon juice for aphid contr ol control



from Honey Bee Vol 1(1), 1994



Aphid is called molo in Gujarati. They appear on four-month old cotton crops and attach themselves to the undersides of the leaves of the plant and suck the sap. They are not found in the monsoon. It is believed that indigenous varieties of cotton do not invite aphids. Samantbhai Dholakia, a farmer from Surendranagar, used juice of lemons to control aphids. He mixed approx. 100 to 200 ml lemon juice with 15 litres of water and sprayed it over the crop. This was repeated at intervals of one week. He was successful in controlling this pest, using about 18-20 sprays (15 litre capacity) in one hectare.



Neem for cotton pests from Honey Bee, Vol 9(2), April-June 1998 Neem fruits are dried in the sun and ground into a powder. This powder is applied to the soil at the rate of 100 gm per plant at 10 cm depth. It controls aphids, jassids and white flies.



Tamarind and Mahua for cotton pests



from Honey Bee, Vol 10(3), July Sep 1999



To counter pests like spotted and pink bollworm, a 500 ml stock solution is made with an equal amount of
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mahua (Madhuca indica) and tamarind bark. This solution is filled into a 15-litre pump and sprayed on cotton. If the attack is severe, then the same solution is sprayed again after a week. However, if it is used more than twice, then the roots can get burnt. This practice which has been in use for over 30 yeas, need to be judiciously used (Arjanbhai D Kodarvi, Banskantha). Honey Bee Vol 10(4), Oct Dec 1999 A potent spray is made from the leaves of Lantana camara. 5 kg of leaves are soaked in 5 litres of water and 10 litres of cow urine for 3-4 days in a mud pot. It is then filtered and diluted in 80 litres of water. This solution is then used for spraying. This spray is highly effective in controlling fungal/bacterial diseases. This is a productive use of a serious invasive weed.



Enhancing ggermination ermination of cotton seeds



from Honey Bee, Vol 6(4), Oct-Dec 1995



It is generally believed that germination of cotton is poor in saline and heavy black soils. If it rains after the sowing, the top layer of the soil forms a hard crust, which comes in the way of germination. Farmers believe that seeds do germinate but cannot push through the hard encrusted soil. To overcome this problem, farmers sow one castor seed per hill while dibbling cotton seeds. Castor germinates more or less at the same time as cotton. The castor seedlings break through the hard soil crust and make way for the cotton seed. A few days after the germination, the castor seedlings are weeded out manually. This technique is widely practiced in most of the cotton growing regions of Saurashtra and North Gujarat (Madhubhai Jadhavbhai Kanani, Bhavnagar).



Cotton stalk as cattle feed



from Honey Bee Vol 7(3) July Sep 1996



Rain-fed cotton is grown in some parts of Saurashtra. Once during a drought year, a farmer fed his cattle with cotton stalks on an experimental basis. Much to his surprise he did not find any adverse effects and he has been regularly feeding all his cattle with cotton stalks. Bhikabhai, who conducted this experiment, says an inexpensive and high quality feed can be prepared using stalks with molasses and salt. It has good scope for being used as stress feed in times of drought. According to research, cotton stalk has galactogogue properties, which improved fat content of milk as well as milk yield (Bhikalal Prabhudas Masrani, district Amreli).



Cotton cultivation in water stress condition Harbhajan Singh, a farmer from Haryana was awarded a consolation prize by the National Innovation Foundation (NIF) for his innovation in 2001 (www.nifindia.org). He is a hard working farmer, 45 years old with limited education, but has a strong desire to experiment. Years ago his family had migrated from Pakistan and settled down in the waterlogged part of Karnal district of Haryana. There they had successfully tried to grow cotton on the ridges. In water-stress conditions, the sowing pattern of cotton is changed, i.e. the sowing is done on the ridges of the water channel, which is two feet in width. Each channel is separated by a distance of 6 ft. Water is applied in the channel, with the 6 ft space is left as such. This reduces the water requirement and controls the weeds and also controls wilt and other ball diseases. The yield remains equal to the normal sowing pattern. More than 100 farmers have emulated his experience and saved on irrigation and seed cost and have achieved higher yields. Scientists are still to learn, though, from his revolutionary innovation in cultivation of cotton and other such crops.
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13. Appendix-II



Note on cotton The genus Gossypium comprises 20 wild and cultivated species. Cultivated cottons fall under four species. There is evidence to show that cultivated cottons with lint must have first appeared in the Indus valley. The species G.arboreum and G.herbaceum are indigenous to Asia and Africa and are popularly referred to as desi cotton in India. G arboreum is believed to have originated in the Indian subcontinent. Some of the desis still grown include Jayadhar in Karnataka, gheti in Bharuch and Wagad in Gujarat. The other cultivated cotton species, G.hirsutum and G.barbadense were initially introduced in India during the 17th and 18th centuries AD. They are popularly called American and Egyptian cottons respectively (Sundaram et al 1999, p3). A perennial cotton variety called Bourbon, a hirsutum, was introduced in South India in 1970. Cotton staple length Superior long-staple Long-staple Superior medium-staple Medium-staple Short-staple



>27mm 24.5-26mm 22-24mm 20-21.5mm 


Source: ICMF



India is the only country in the world that grows all four cultivated cotton species. The country is divided ), covering the states of into three main cotton growing zones: the north zone ( G hirsutum and G arboreum), Punjab, Rajasthan and Haryana, accounting for 1.9 million ha; the central zone ( G hirsutum, G arboreum and ), covering Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra, with 5.4 million ha; and the composite G herbaceum), southern zone (G hirsutum, G arboreum and G Herbaceum) covering Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu, accounting for about 1.8 million hectares (Sundaram et al., 1999, p.270). The time of the predominance of desis is gone; it is now intra-species hybrids that dominate about 45-50% of the total cotton cultivation. But desis survive and still account for 20%.



Major Cotton Varieties grown in India Cotton varieties in India cover a wide spectrum of fibre quality and can be spun to various counts, with spinning potential ranging from 6s to 120s count. The number of varieties is also quite large, especially because of the massive area over which cotton is grown and the extreme diversities in the agro-climatic conditions and farming practices. However, efforts are on to reduce the number of varieties. Although around 80 varieties/hybrids are now in cultivation, the major varieties/hybrids are around 26, which account for about 80% of the total production.
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Variety



G arboreum AKH – 4 G – 27 Jyoti Y–1 G barbadense Suvin Hybrids AHH-468 DCH – 32 H-4 S-4 S-6 H-6 JKHY – 1 MECH – 1 NHH – 44 RCH – 2 G herbaceum Digvijay G-Cot-13 Jayadhar V – 797 Wagad



G hirsutum DHY-286 F – 414 H – 777 Ganganagar G.Cot.12 J – 34 LK LRA LRK – 516 MCU – 5 MCU – 7



States



MAH PUN, HAR, RAJ MP MAH, MP TN, AP MAH KAR, MP, MAH MP, MAH GUJ GUJ MP, MAH KAR MP, MAH MAH — GUJ, RAJ GUJ KAR GUJ GUJ MAH PUN HAR RAJ GUJ HAR, RAJ, PUN AP MAH, MP — MAH, AP, TN TN



Abbreviations AP



=



Andhra Pradesh



GUJ



=



Gujarat



HAR



=



Haryana



KAR



=



Karnataka



MP



=



Madhya Pradesh



MAH



=



Maharashtra



PUN



=



Punjab



RAJ



=



Rajasthan



TN



=



Tamil Nadu



Source: www.eCottonIndia.com viewed on June 9, 2003 Some desi cottons are listed below; many of them are not grown any longer, or grow in small areas. Some have been improved or crossed to yield better varieties.
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Name of cotton variety



Type



Area



Bengal desi Malvi



G herbaceum G arboreum



Punjab Haryana, North Rajasthan Malwa region, MP



Dholleras



G herbaceum



North Gujarat



Mathio



G arboreum



Saurashtra, Kutch



Broach



G herbaceum



Middle and south Gujarat



Khandesh



G arboreum



Khandesh tract of Maharashtra



Gaoranis



G herbaceum



Marathwada, Maharashtra



Northerns



G arboreum



Kurnool



Cocanadas (coloured cotton)



G arboreum



Coastal Andhra Pradesh



Mungari



G arboreum



Rayalseema, Andhra Pradesh



Kumptas (forerunner of Jayadhar)



G herbaceum



Eastern dry tract of Karnataka



Westerns



G herbaceum



Bellary, Raichur, Karnataka



Tinnies, Karunganni



G arboreum



South Tamil Nadu



Source: Parmar and Ramchandran 1993



Straight vvarieties: arieties: Seeds which can be planted year after year. Straight varieties can be grown by the farmers and the seeds replicated year after year, unlike hybrids. Some varieties have been listed in the table above.



Pur Puree line selections: Pure line selection refers to the homogenous progeny of a self pollinated homozygous plant. Selection consists of four major steps: selection of heterogeneous population from which pure lines have to be isolated; isolation of pure lines by individual plant selection; testing of pure lines in multilocation trials; and release of best pure line as a variety. Release of a new variety through pure line selection takes 8-10 years (Sundaram et al 1999).



Hybrids: Hybrids are seeds that have to be produced every year from male and female parents. Heterosis breeding refers to exploitation of hybrid vigour in the form of hybrid varieties for genetic improvement of yield. India is the pioneer country in the world for commercial cultivation of cotton hybrids. Over 40 hybrids have been released by public sector research centres (Sundaram et al, 1999). Most of the hybridisation is done by hand, employing young women in rural areas.
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15. Glossary



adivasis akdo amla amrut pani



: : : :



avatar bajra bhagar bharbhatti bhendi breeder seed



: : : : : :



Bt (bacillus thuringiensis) :



chana charkha chetti chikoo chowli desi dev ambadi foundation seed



: : : : : : : :



Gaucho gheti



: :
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the indigenous people of India Calotropis gigantea gooseberry an organic mixture of 10 kg cow dung, 10 litres cow urine and 100 gm jaggery. This is fermented for 6 days and diluted in 200 litres water and sprinkled over one acre, ideally every month. incarnation pearl millet millet cow pea okra, often used to trap cotton pests a seed produced from the nucleus seed. the seed quality standard of breeder seed – like genetic purity, germination capacity, physical purity and seed health – are determined or controlled by the originating or sponsored breeder bacillus thuringiensis or Bt is a naturally-occurring soil bacterium used by farmers to control lepidopteran insects. Through genetic engineering, scientists have introduced the gene responsible for making the toxin into a range of crops, including cotton Bengal gram hand-operated spinning wheel, popularised by Mahatma Gandhi tree mud apple cow pea G. herbaceum/arboreum cotton indigenous to India hibiscus an intermediate in the generation system of seed production by seed companies, the department of agriculture, agricultural universities and also individual seed farmers for eventual production of certified seed. a brand of a chemical used for seed treatment a desi cotton in Bharuch



gram sevak : a village-level worker appointed by the government helicoverpa or heliothis armigera: a moth. its larva – the green or American bollworm – is a major cotton pest. heliothis armigera : see helicoverpa irwa : tradition of planting sorghum in the middle of cotton rows Jayadhar : a herbaceum cotton popular in Gadag jira : cumin jowar : sorghum kendra : centre khadi : handspun and woven cloth, both coarse and fine kharif : monsoon crop-growing season, from May to September/October. kukad : a leaf curl virus lal ambadi : red hibiscus lantana : lantana camara lungi : a dhoti or unstitched cloth worn tied around the waist, reaching up to the ankles; some have very fine woven borders mahua : madhuca indica makai : maize Mandal : an administrative unit of a district in Andhra Pradesh mung : green gram murrum : shallow black soil with pebbles naffatiya : Ipomea fistulosa neem : azadirachta indica neemjeevan spray : one of the many organic plant protection sprays made using neem. NPV : nuclear polyhedrosis virus. First, the larvae of the green bollworm are collected and infected with NPV. When they die, the larvae are blended with water in a mixer. After this there is a process of purification and the purified material sprayed is sprayed the field. 250 larval equivalent (le) is the standard dose per hectare. It is effective against the green bollworm. nsk : neem seed kernel extract pheromone traps : pheromone traps usually carry the scent emitted by the female Helicoverpa moth, which is chemically synthesised and then smeared or impregnated in a rubber tubing /button. This is kept in a trap in the field to attract the males – males are caught in the trap and the female moths remain virgin. Dr D N Yadav said the traps are usually used as a monitoring device, and they are not recommended as pest control as yet. rabi : winter crop-growing season, from November to March rai : mustard rajgira : amaranthus rogas aligarhensis : very specific endo-larval parasite of the spotted bollworm (earias vittela), cotton pest
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sajiv kheti sitaphal swavlambi kheti taluka thor til Tricho richogg ramma Chilonis



: : : : : : :



tulsi tuvar udad/urad yarn count



: : : :



organic or sustainable farming custard apple self-reliant farming a division of a district; an administrative unit. euphorbia nerujoha sesame a tiny wasp which is a parasite of the eggs of Helicoverpa (heliothis) armigera or green bollworm. The insect lays its eggs in the eggs of the host (helicoverpa armigera) on white cards in the laboratory. These are later in the released in the field. These white cards are called trichocards; they contain the eggs of the parasite and are prepared by the Biological Control Laboratory, Anand, and are also commercially available in the market. basil pigeon pea black gram a method of differentiating thicknesses of yarn, introduced by the British. The number denotes the number of hanks of 100 yards length that add up to the weight of an avoirdupois pound [approx 4.5 kg]. The thinner the yarn, the higher the number of hanks. Yarn is still packed in bundles or boxes of this weight, so one bundle of 100s count yarn will have 100 hanks, etc. Khadi uses metric measurements, so their counts are different.



Units of Measurement lakh



=



1,00,000



crore



=



1,00,00,000



one acre one hectare



= = =



Forty gunthas 100 gunthas 2.5 acres



acre



=



4,840 sq yds



one hectare



In some parts specially in (Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh) bhiga is a common unit of land measurement. This unit varies from place to place. However, according to Dr U G Patel of GAU, the standard was 2.5 bhigas=one acre. While farmers in Surendranagar and Bhavnagar adhere to this, farmers in Baroda said, for them one acre =1.75 bhiga. metric tonne



=



10 quintals = 2,205 lbs



maund



=



20 kg



bale



=



170 kg
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16. Abbreviations



AFKKS



:



Andhra Fine Khadi Karmikavibrudhi Sangham Ponduru



AICCIP



:



All India Coordinated Cotton Improvement Project



APEDA



:



Agriculture Products Export Development Authority



APIGR



:



Association for the Propagation of Indigenous Genetic Resources



APMC



:



Agricultural Produce Marketing Centre



ATMA



:



Agriculture Technology Mission Agency



CAP AR T CAPAR ART



:



Council for Advancement and Promotion of Rural Technology



CCI



:



Cotton Corporation of India



CEE



:



Centre for Environmental Education



CICR



:



Central Institute for Cotton Research



CIRCOT



:



Central Institute for Research in Cotton Technology



CRRID



:



Centre for Research in Rural and Industrial Development



CWS



:



Centre for World Solidarity



DAP



:



Di-ammonium phosphate



EPEA



:



Environmental Protection Encouragement Agency



FYM



:



Farmyard manure



GEAC



:



Genetic Engineering Approval Committee



GMO



:



Genetically Modified Organism



GUJCOT



:



Gujarat State Cooperative Marketing Federation



GAU



:



Gujarat Agricultural University



HA



:



Hectare



HYV



:



High-yielding varieties (also called high-response varieties, i.e. those which respond better to chemicals).



ICAC



:



International Cotton Advisory Committee



ICAR



:



Indian Council of Agricultural Research



ICCC



:



Indian Central Cotton Committee



ICRISAT



:



International Crop Research Institute for Semi arid tropics



IFOAM



:



International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements
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IPM



:



Integrated Pest Management



IRM



:



Insecticide Resistance Management



ISCI



:



Indian Society for Cotton Improvement



KRRS



:



Karnataka Rajya Raitha Sangha



KVK



:



Krishi Vigyan Kendra



MAHYCO



:



Maharashtra Hybrid Seeds Company



MARI



:



Modern Architects for Rural India



MF A MFA



:



Multi-Fibre Agreement



MOF A MOFA



:



Maharashtra Organic Farmers Association



NADEP



:



a compost pit for agro-waste, named after its inventor, the late N A D Pandhuripande



NATP



:



National Agriculture Technology Project



NPM



:



Non-pesticide Management



Q



:



Quintal



RCGM



:



Review Committee on Genetic Manipulation



RFSTE



:



Research Foundation for Science, Technology and Ecology



SRISTI



:



Society for Research and Initiatives for Sustainable Technologies and Institutions



TMC



:



Technology Mission on Cotton



UAS



:



University of Agricultural Sciences, Bangalore



V OF A OFA



:



Vidarbha Organic Farmers’ Association



WTO



:



World Trade Organisation



YUV A YUVA



:



Youth United for Voluntary Action
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17. Contact Details of farmers & Institutions*



Gujarat Amitabh Singh, Amit Spinning, Surendranagar, 02752-37206, 98242-33277 Anil Gupta, SRISTI, Ahmedabad 079-6324927 Babubhai Patel, Sambalvad Kampa, Idar, Sabarkantha, 02778-47102 Bhadribhai Joshi, Tanchha, Bharuch 02641-38426/02641-38460 Bhadribhai Patel, Dharampur Gaon, Baroda district, 02667-235368 Changila, N B, Deputy Director (Agriculture), Surendranagar, 02752-24763 Dr D N Yadav, Anand 02692-62298/62139 Dr S Acharya, Viramgam, 079-3739565/079-3533014 Dr U G Patel Main Cotton Research Station, Surat, 0261-2668045 GUJCOT, Ahmedabad, 079-6575600/5601 Hirjibhai Bhingaradia, Malpara, Bhavnagar 02847-83621 Ingrolia, N B, Gujarat Seed Certification Agency, Ahmedabad, 079- 6734116 Jagdish Nazareth, Institute for Studies and Transformations, Ahmedabad 079-7559060 Kantibhai Patel, Bayad, Sabarkantha district 02779-84205 Kapil Shah, Jatan, Baroda, 0265-2371429 Korah Mathen, Samvardhan, Ahmedabad, 079-6859306/6752614 Mahendra Bhat, Mangrol, 02640-401406 Mahendra Patel, Rahad, Bharuch district 02641-25158 Muljibhai Bhalani, Shampara, Bhavnagar 0278-444907 Pathubhai Rathod, Thoriyali, Surendranagar 02755-80864 Popatbhai Vaghani, Pipardi, Bhavnagar, 02846-82269 Rajni Dave, Manviya Technology Forum, Ahmedabad, 079-2843951 Rajnibhai Patel, Modasa 02774-43683 Rohitbhai Patel ,Baroda, 0265-2423509 Jayeshbhai Patel Uttamnagar 02667-88245 Chimanbhai Patel Baroda- 02667 262124 and 0265-2780477 Rameshbhai, SRISTI, 079-7912792 Talshibhai Patel, Samlapur, Sabarkantha, 02778-47205



Andhra Pradesh A P Rao, CEAD, 08374-42631 Andhra Fine Khadi Karmikabhvrudhi Sangham, Ponduru, 08941-262465 Centre for Education and Agriculture Development (CEAD), Nirmal, Adilabad district, 08374-242361
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D Yellappa, Kerameri Mandal, Adilabad, 08733-278358 Deccan Development Society, Hyderabad, 040- 27764577 Dr M S Chari, Centre for World Solidarity, Hyderabad, 040-27017735 Jalapathi Rao, 0870-2424337 (Office), 0870-2578248 (Residence) Narasimha Reddy, IFOAM, Hyderabad, 040-6613367 R Murali, MARI, Warangal, 0870-2571208 (Office), 0870-2552928 (Residence) Uzramma, Dastkar Andhra, Hyderabad, 040-27721735 Vinay Babu, Agricultural Officer, Asifabad, 08733-279373



Karnataka B M Khadi, Dharwad, 0836-4478741 (O), 0836-7766263 ® DD Brahmegoudra, Yalavatti, Gadag 08487-564313 Gurunath Odugoudar, 08372-31492 KVK Hulkoti, 08372- 589069 R S Patil, Gadag, 0836-537536 Suresh Gouda Patil, Hulkoti, Gadag 0836-589015



Maharashtra Anand Subedar, Yavatmal, 07232 244859 Avinash Dhok, Sonora, Wardha Chandraprabha Boke, Amravati, 0721-661849 Chetna Vikas (Ashok Bang and Niranjana Maru), Wardha, 07152-40806 Dr C D Mayee, CICR, Nagpur, 0712 550806, 553789 Dr S Sreenivasan and Dr P V Varadarajan, Central Institute for Research on Cotton Technology, Mumbai, 022 24127273 Kamal Kishore Dhiran, Palodi, 07238-56177 Kisan Mehta, 022-24149688 Madhukar Dhas, Dilasa, Ghatanji, 07230-27537 Manohar Parchure, Nagpur, 0712-2534611/539827 Om Prakash Mor, Eco Farms, Yavatmal, 07232-42372 Prakash and Siddharth Kochar, Hinganghat, Wardha, 07153-44024 Pramod Jog, Nagpur, 0712-742423 Preeti Doshi, Wardha, 07152 43350 Ram Kalaspurkar, VOFA, Yavatmal, 07232-242750 Raosaheb Dagadkar, Dhamangaon, Amravati, 07222-38307 Subhash Palekar, 0721-652108 Amravati Tarak Kate, Dharamitra, Wardha, 07152-50584 Vijay Jawandia, Wardha, 07152-40590



Other states Dr T P Rajendran, CICR, Coimbatore, 0422-2430045 Rajiv Barua, Maikaal bioRe, 07324-74664, 07285 231671 *Some telephone numbers of people met during the course of the research may have changed as part of the nationwide changes in telephone numbers. You may try failed numbers again, inserting a ‘2’ between the STD code and the number.
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Village Pastapur, Zahirabad, Medak District Pin - 502 220, Andhra Pradesh, India. Tel: +91-8451 - 282271, 282785 Fax: +91-8451 - 282271 E-mail: [email protected] Liasion Office: Flat 101, Kishan Residency, 1-11-242/1, Street No. 5, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016. Andhra Pradesh, India. Tel: +91-40-27764577, 27764744, Fax: +91-40-27764722 E-mail: [email protected]



J-20, Jangpura Extension, II Floor, New Delhi 110 024 Tel: +91-11-24316717.
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